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Abstract

Biometric Template Protection for Signature based Authentication Systems

by

Emanuele Maiorana

One of the most emerging technologies for automatic people recognition is biometrics.

In contrast with traditional approaches, based on what a person knows (password) or what

a person has (ID card, tokens), biometric based authentication relies on who a person is or

what a person does. Biometric based recognition systems are then typically able to provide

improved comfort and security for their users, when compared to traditional authentication

methods.

Unfortunately, the use of biometric data in an automatic recognition system also in-

volves various risks not affecting other methods: if biometric data are somehow stolen or

copied, they can be hardly replaced. Moreover, biometric data can contain relevant infor-

mation regarding personality and health, which can be used in an unauthorized manner for

malicious or undesired intents. It is also worth pointing out that, when a cross-matching

among different biometric databases is performed, an unauthorized user tracking of the

enrolled subjects can be done by means of users’ biometric traits. This would unavoidably

lead to users’ privacy loss. Therefore, when designing a biometric based recognition sys-

tem, the issues deriving from security and privacy concerns have to be carefully considered.

Moreover, the adopted countermeasures should enhance biometric data resilience against

attacks, while guaranteeing acceptable recognition performance.

This Thesis is focused on the protection of the biometric templates employed in a sig-

nature based authentication system. Signature biometrics is usually characterized by a

high intra-user variability and a small forgeries inter-user variability, thus representing a

challenging field of application for template protection techniques.

The literature regarding biometric template protection and on-line signature based

recognition is first reviewed. Then, we take into account both parametric and functional

features based on-line signature verification approaches, and describe, for each of them, how

to provide protection to the employed biometric templates.
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Specifically, we propose the use of cryptographic techniques and error correcting codes

to secure global parametric features extracted from an on-line signature. Together with

protection, also template cancelability and renewability are guaranteed. Moreover, the

proposed authentication scheme is tailored to the signature variability of each user, thus

obtaining a user adaptive system with enhanced performances with respect of a non-adaptive

one.

We then propose how to provide security to the templates employed in a functional

feature based signature authentication system, by means of a feature transformation pro-

tection approach. Specifically, we introduce a set of non-invertible transforms, which can be

applied to any sequence based biometric template to generate multiple transformed version

of it. Retrieving the original data from the transformed one is computationally as hard as

random guessing. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is tested by considering both a

regional signature functions analysis (employing Hidden Markov Models) and a local signa-

ture functions analysis (employing Dynamic Time Warping). Moreover, the performances

achievable with the fusion of these two approaches are also discussed.

Eventually, we also propose the use of watermarking techniques to protect a set of

dynamic signature features, by embedding it into a static representation of the signature

itself. User authentication can be performed either by means of the only signature static

image, or by using it together with the dynamic features embedded in the enrollment stage,

by using a fusion approach. A multi-level authentication system, which is capable to provide

two different levels of security, is then obtained. The proposed watermarking techniques are

based on the properties of the Radon transform, being thus tailored to images, like those of

a signature, with sharp edges. A procedure for the selection of the dynamic features which

allow to guarantee the best recognition performances, as well as a novel approach which

defines the minimum number of bits which should be employed to binarize a given feature

without affecting the recognition performances, is proposed.

The effectiveness of the proposed approaches is tested by employing the public MCYT

on-line signature corpus, with signatures taken from 100 different subjects, as experimental

database.
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Abstract

Protezione dei template biometrici per sistemi di autenticazione basati su firma

di

Emanuele Maiorana

Una tra le tecnologie maggiormente innovative impiegate per il riconoscimento auto-

matico di persone la biometria. In contrasto con gli approcci tradizionali, basati su ciò

che una persona conosce (password), o su quello che una persona possiede (carta d’identità,

tessere), l’autenticazione basata su dati biometrici utilizza ciò che una persona è, o ciò che

una persona fa. I sistemi di riconoscimento biometrico sono pertanto in grado di garantire

ai propri utenti, rispetto ai sistemi tradizionali di autenticazione, un comfort maggiore e

una sicurezza superiore.

Purtroppo, l’uso di dati biometrici in un sistema di riconoscimento automatico comporta

anche vari rischi, nei quali non si incorre utilizzando invece altri approcci: se i dati biometrici

impiegati vengono rubati o in qualche modo copiati, difficilmente possono essere sostituiti.

Inoltre, i dati biometrici possono contenere informazioni riguardanti la personalità e la

salute di una persona, e pertanto possono essere utilizzati per scopi non autorizzati, dan-

nosi, o indesiderati dagli utenti. Vale anche la pena di sottolineare che, se viene effettuato

un confronto tra differenti database di dati biometrici, i soggetti memorizzati nelle basi dati

possono essere monitorati sulla base delle loro caratteristiche uniche. Ciò porta inevitabil-

mente ad una rilevante compromissione della privacy. Pertanto, nella progettazione di un

sistema di riconoscimento biometrico, i problemi relativi alla sicurezza ed alla tutela della

privacy devono essere attentamente valutati. Inoltre, le contromisure adottate dovrebbero

migliorare la resistenza contro eventuali atttacchi ai dati biometrici, garantendo però delle

prestazioni di riconoscimento accettabili.

Questa Tesi è focalizzata sulla protezione dei template biometrici impiegati in sistemi di

autenticazione basati su firma. La firma viene comunemente impiegata come dato biome-

trico, ed è generalmente caratterizzata da un elevata variabilità intra-utente e una piccola

variabilità inter-utente, rappresentando pertanto un campo di applicazione sfidante per la
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definizione di tecniche di protezione.

Nella presente Tesi viene inizialmente rivista la letteratura scientifica in materia di

protezione dei template biometrici e di riconoscimento di firma dinamica. Dopodiché, si

prendono in considerazione gli approcci basati su template parametrici e funzionali di firma,

proponendo per ciasuno di essi un possibile schema di protezione dei template.

In particolare, si propone l’uso di tecniche crittografiche per garantire protezione a

caratteristiche parametriche estratte dalle firme. Tale sistema impiega codici a correzione

d’errore, la cui capacità correttiva può essere determinata sulla base delle caratteristiche

dell’utente.

Si propone poi un metodo per garantire la sicurezza di template funzionali rappresen-

tanti firme dinamiche, basato sulla definizione di trasformazioni non invertibili. L’efficacia

del metodo proposto viene valuatata impiegando classificatori basati su Hidden Markov

Models, o su tecniche di Dynamic Time Warping. Anche la fusione tra questi approcci

viene considerata.

Infine, si propone l’uso di tecniche di watermarking per proteggere una serie di caratte-

ristiche dinamiche della firma, inserendole all’interno di una rappresentazione statica della

firma stessa. L’autenticazione degli utenti può essere effettuata tramite la sola firma statica,

o utilizzando insieme ad essa le caratteristiche dinamiche inserite in fase di registrazione

dell’utente. La tecnica di watermarking proposta si basa sulle proprietà della trasformata

Radon, essendo quest’ultima particolarmente adatta a trattare immagini con bordi evidenti,

quali sono le immagini delle firme.

L’efficacia dei metodi proposti viene valutata utilizzando il database pubblico di firme

dinamiche MCYT, il quale contiene firme acquuisite da 100 soggetti diversi.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of information security [1] has evolved rapidly and significantly during recent years.

One of the main factors which have driven its development can be found in the widespread

use of electronic data processing, an example of which is represented by the electronic

business conducted through the Internet. Also the numerous occurrences of international

terrorism emergencies have contributed in generating a huge need of better methods for

protecting computers, along with the information they store, process and transmit.

Information security deals with the protection of any kind of information from unau-

thorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction [1]. It is often

used interchangeably with the term computer security, although information security has

a broader connotation: in fact, it is not concerned with the form the considered data may

take, which can be electronic, print, or others.

The core principles of information security rely on the concepts of confidentiality, in-

tegrity and availability :

• confidentiality is the property of preventing disclosure of information to unauthorized

individuals or systems. It is typically enforced by employing cryptographic techniques,

by limiting the places where the information can appear, and by restricting the access

to the places where the information is stored;

• integrity means that data cannot be modified without authorization;

• availability means that, in any information system, the information must be available
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when it is needed. Thus, the computing systems used to store and process the infor-

mation, the security controls used to protect it, as well as the communication channels

used to access it, always have to function correctly.

In addition to confidentiality, integrity and availability, also authenticity and non-repudiation

are often considered. The authenticity requirement concerns with the necessity to ensure

that data, transactions, communications or documents are genuine. Non-repudiation im-

plies that the parties involved in a transaction can not deny having performed it.

Many disciplines can be considered under the “umbrella” of information security. Among

them, identity management represents a fundamental issue, which has recently received

an increasing interest by the research community. In fact, both governments and private

companies are usually involved with the development of identity management systems, in

order to provide access control to places and services, such as bank accounts or countries

at international border crossings, buildings or computer applications, and so on.

The identity management process deals with the identity life cycles of the considered

entities, which can be subjects or objects. It is then responsible for:

• the creation of an identity, and the establishment of a link between the identity and

the considered entity;

• the maintenance of an identity, which can consists in the assignment of attributes to

the entities;

• the destruction of an identity.

Specifically, when the considered entities are individuals, the problem of establishing

(which can mean determining or verifying) the identity of a person is indicated as people

recognition or authentication, and it is a critical task in any identity management system.

The employed identities can be generated by employing two different kinds of identifiers:

social or biological. Creating a social identity requires an authority to certify that the

concerned person is effectively the individual he says to be. This check is usually performed

employing already available identifiers: for instance, it happens when parents register the

birth of their children, which is certified by appropriate medical records. When the identity
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of a subject has been confirmed, the considered authority can release physical (e.g., ID cards,

tokens) or logical (e.g., personal identification numbers, passwords) identifiers. Thus, such

identifiers can be employed to establish the identity of a person, using “something known”

in the case of logical identifiers, of “something possessed” in the case of physical identifiers.

However, the use of identifiers such as passwords or ID cards in an identity manage-

ment system has several drawbacks. Specifically, the major connected risk consists in the

possibility of identity theft, that is the possibility, for an unauthorized user, of employing

a legitimate user’s identifier to gain access to a given resource. In fact, passwords can be

easily guessed employing social engineering [2] or dictionary attacks [3]. Moreover, they of-

ten do not provide the expected security due to their limited length: the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST) have estimated that the average length of commonly

employed passwords is 8 ASCII characters, which can guarantee an approximate value of 18

bits of entropy [4], much less than the expected minimum of 56 bits for a provably secure

system. Recent Internet threats, such as the so called “phishing”, have also demonstrated

that the most of people do not pay enough attention to the disclosure of their passwords to

untrusted parties. Serial numbers are more difficult to guess by an attacker than passwords,

and usually longer; however, their use is typically less comfortable and immediate Moreover,

they are often employed in conjunction with storage device such as magnetic cards, being in

this case considered as a sort of physical identifiers. Also ID cards, or tokens in general, are

subjected to thefts, which even not require specialized attacks as in the case of passwords.

It is also worth pointing out that logical identifiers can be forgotten, as well as physical

identifiers can be lost. Re-issuing new identifiers for a given identity always has a cost for

an identity management system, which increases with the probability of a user to forget or

loose its identifier. Moreover, passwords and ID cards cannot provide non-repudiation: the

users of the considered system can easily deny the use of a service, by simply claiming that

their passwords have been stolen or guessed. Individuals can also conceal their true iden-

tity by presenting forged or duplicate identifiers, which can not be verified instantaneously

by security attendants, due to possible difficulties in contacting the considered certifying

authority.

Therefore, it is becoming increasingly evident that knowledge-based and possession-
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based approaches, by themselves, can not represent efficient solutions for reliable identity

recognition processes. For this reason, the most recent developments in identity manage-

ment have led to solutions where individuals’ social and biological identifiers are joined

together, to provide greater certainty about the authenticity of a queried identity, and thus

implementing strong and secure authentication schemes. The use of biological identifiers or,

more generally, the use of “something you are” for people recognition purposes, is commonly

indicated as biometrics [5].

1.1 Biometric Systems

The term biometrics derives from two Greek words, bios and metron, which respectively

mean “life” and “measure”. Specifically, in the context of identity management, the term

biometrics is commonly employed with two different meanings: it is usually employed to

indicate the process of measuring and analyzing any physical or behavioral human charac-

teristics, performed in order to automatically recognize individuals [6, 7]. Moreover, it can

also be used to indicate the characteristic itself, depending on the context.

The use of specific traits for people recognition is the method most commonly employed

for thousands of years by humans to recognize each others. However, the first practical

people recognition system has been implemented only in the mid 19th century by Alphonse

Bertillon . Bertillon, who was the chief of the criminal identification division of the police de-

partment in Paris, used a number of body measurements (height, weight, length of arms and

legs, and so on) to identify criminals. In late 19th century, the use of these measurements

has been overtaken by a far more significant and distinctive measurement of human body:

the fingerprints. During the last century, the use of fingerprints for criminals identification

has been adopted by the most of law enforcement departments in the whole world, and the

number of fingerprints stored in the employed databases has given risen to an unavoidable

need for automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS). Although biometrics emerged

from its extensive use in law enforcement and forensic applications, it is currently the most

promising technology for automatic people recognition in civilian applications. Examples

of physical traits which have been employed in biometric based recognition systems include

face [8], fingerprint [9], iris [10], retina [11], palmprint [12], hand geometry [13], ear shape
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[14], thermogram [15], DNA [16], body odor [17], vein patterns [18], and also electrocardio-

gram [19] or brain waves [20]. Between the considered behavioral characteristics, the most

employed so far are signature [21], handwriting [22], gait [23], keystroke [24] or lip motion

[25]. Voice [26] is usually considered as a biometrics related to both physical and behavioral

attributes, due to the fact that it is determined by characteristics such as pitch or nasality,

connected to the shape of the vocal tract, and also by peculiarities such as pronunciation,

dialect, or identifiable use of specific words.

Since many of the cited characteristics are unique to an individual, biometrics can be

properly used as individuals’ identifiers, thus providing a mean of authentication much more

reliable than ID cards, keys, passwords, or other traditional systems. Moreover, biometric

traits are more difficult to be forgotten, lost, stolen, copied or forged than traditional

data, thus representing a much more robust solution than traditional approaches, when

considering the threat of identity theft. In addition, since biometric systems usually require

the user to be present when the recognition process is performed, they can also be employed

for applications requiring non-repudiation.

However, it is worth pointing out that each biometrics has its own advantages and

limitations, and that no single trait can effectively meet the requirements of all possible

applications. Specifically, a given biometric characteristic can be described according to the

following parameters [27]:

• universality : each person should have the considered biometrics;

• distinctiveness : it should be possible to distinguish two persons, selected according to

any rule, on the basis of the considered biometrics;

• permanence: a biometric trait, or at least the information which can be extracted

from it, should be sufficiently invariant over a period of time;

• collectability : the biometrics can be measured quantitatively, with the less possible

effort of both the individual and the system.

Moreover, the capability of a given biometrics in being used for a specific application is

typically measured according to the following requirements:
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Figure 1.1: Framework of a biometric recognition system.

• performance: both the time needed to process the biometrics, and the recognition

accuracy which can be achieved employing it, should satisfy the requirements given

by the operational and environmental factors of the considered application;

• acceptability : this requirements refers to the willing of individuals to accept their

biometrics to be the used for a specific application;

• circumvention: the considered biometrics should be difficult to copy, forge or steal,

thus making the application difficult to be fooled by fraudulent methods.

1.1.1 Framework of a Biometric Recognition Systems

Loosely speaking, biometric systems are essentially pattern recognition applications, where

the considered patterns are given by the users’ physiological or behavioral characteristics.

As in the classical framework of a pattern recognition system, a generic biometric system

can be represented as a cascade of five main modules [6], as depicted in Figure 1.1:

• the acquisition sensor;

• the feature extractor;

• the template database;

• the template matcher;

• the decision module.

Specifically, the acquisition sensor captures the biometrics of the system’s users. In practical

applications, this module should first evaluate, according to a given algorithm, the quality
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of the acquired biometrics: if the acquisition quality is poor, the biometrics should be re-

acquired from the user. For instance, if the considered biometrics is acquired through an

image acquisition device, as it happens for iris, an estimation of the image blurring can be

evaluated: if this value is too high, a new acquisition has to be performed.

The feature extraction module then process the acquired data, in order to extract a set

of salient and discriminatory features from it. For example, when fingerprints are considered

as the given biometrics, the feature extraction module derive the position and orientation of

minutiae points (local ridge and valley singularities) in the acquired fingerprint image. The

generated feature set is commonly indicated as the biometric template, which is considered

as a new representation of the given characteristic. The employed template should consists

of all the relevant information contained in the original biometrics, in order to make it

available for recognition purposes. It is also worth noticing that the templates extracted

from the biometrics of a given user, for different acquisitions, should show a very low

variability (small intra-user variability). Moreover, they should be enough different from

the templates extracted by other users, being thus possible to consider them unique for a

single subject (small inter-user similarity).

The templates extracted from a user can then be stored in the template database, or

sent to the template matcher. In this latter case, they are compared with those templates

which have been previously stored in the database, in order to evaluate a degree of similarity

between them. The obtained measure, usually indicated as similarity score, is then fed to

the decision module, which decides whether or not the considered templates are generated

from the same person.

The templates generated by the feature extraction module are stored or sent to the

template matching module, depending on which phase the system is performing. The

possible phases which are implemented in a biometric recognition system are detailed in

Section 1.1.2.

1.1.2 Phases of a Biometric Recognition Systems

Biometric authentication systems always consist of two phases: the enrollment and the au-

thentication ones. During the enrollment phase, biometric data are captured from a subject,

and checked for their quality. Then, relevant information is extracted, and eventually stored
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in a database. As for authentication (which is commonly indicated also as recognition), two

modalities can be implemented:

• verification: the subject who claims an identity presents some form of identifier (an ID

card, a username) and a biometric characteristic. The system extracts some features

from the acquired data, and compares the features corresponding to the provided ID,

which are stored in the system database, with the provided ones. Identity verification

is typically used for the so called positive recognition, where the aim is to prevent

multiple people from using the same identity [28]. It is worth pointing out that, in

this modality, the presented biometric trait is compared only with the one, stored

in the centralized/distributed database, corresponding to the declared identity, which

implies one or few one to one biometric comparisons. The verification problem can be

formally stated as follows: given a query biometric representation FQ, and a claimed

identity I , it should be determined if FQ has been extracted from a biometrics taken by

the claimed identity I . This is done by comparing FQ with the biometric template FT ,

stored in the database during the enrollment of the identity I . If the score obtained

as output of the template matching module, indicated as s(FQ, FT ), is higher than

a pre-defined threshold t (where it is assumed that the higher the score, the more

similar are the feature sets FQ and FT ), then the feature set FQ is considered to be

taken from the claimed identity I . Otherwise, if s(FQ, FT ) < t, the query sample is

considered to be taken from an impostor, which is then rejected by the system. It

is worth pointing out that many template matching modules produce dissimilarity

distances as output, instead of scores. In this cases, the more two feature sets FQ and

FT are similar, the less their distance d(FQ, FT ) will be. Thus, a user is recognized as

the claimes identity when d(FQ, FT ) ≤ td, or rejected by the system if d(FQ, FT ) > td,

being td the threshold employed to perform a decision;

• identification: the system acquires the biometric sample from the subject, extracts

some features from the raw measurements, and searches for matches the entire database,

using the extracted biometric features. When the authentication system operates in

the identification modality, one to many biometric comparisons are realized. Per-
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forming many template comparison can require a large amount of processing time. In

order to limit the time needed to identify an individual, scalable systems are usually

employed. In such systems, the database where the search has to be performed is

typically first analyzed by employing individuals’ ancillary attributes, like those em-

ployed in the first biometric system of Bertillon. Information regarding gender, age,

scars, tattoo, and so on, have also been proposed in practical biometric based recogni-

tion system [29]. These attributes do not provide enough distinctiveness to precisely

determine the identity of individuals, and are therefore indicated as soft biometrics.

However, they can be employed to rapidly isolate limited sub-sets of identities, over

which the identification process can be performed with reduced processing time. Dif-

ferently from verification, an identification process is usually performed in negative

recognition applications, where the system has to establish whether the individual is

who he denies to be. The purpose of negative recognition is therefore to prevent a

single person from using multiple identities [28]. However, an identification process

can also be performed in the context of a positive recognition, for example when this

approach can be convenient for the enrolled users, which are not requested to claim

their identity when they want to be recognized. It is worth pointing out that, while

traditional methods employing passwords or tokens can perform positive recognition,

negative recognition can only be established through biometrics.

1.1.3 Performance Evaluation

Al already stated, the quality of a biometric recognition systems can be evaluated on the

basis of the acceptability, the circumvention and the performance guaranteed by the em-

ployed biometric characteristic. In fact, the system should be able to manage the exceptions

which can occur when a user does not want to use the biometric system, does not have the

biometrics, or when it is not possible, for some transitory conditions, to acquire the bio-

metrics. Moreover, in a scenario where biometrics can be used to grant physical or logical

access, security issues regarding the whole biometric system become of paramount impor-

tance, in order to not allow any form of circumvention or unauthorized use of the system.

In addition, design parameters like the computational speed, which is related to the time
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necessary to the system to take a decision, have to be taken into account, and should be

arranged in order to make the system perform at its best.

However, when considering an automatic verification system, first of all it obviously has

to be accurate, in the sense that it should recognize the maximum number of authorized

users, whereas it must minimize the number of non-authorized subjects which are accepted

by the system. It is worth pointing out that, for any biometrics, for the observed features

of an individual there is always an unavoidable intra-user variability over time. In fact, also

for those traits which do not change over time, like for example iris, the generation of a

template is subordinate to an interaction between the biometric trait and the acquisition

module. This interaction is necessarily different when performed in two different instants,

due for example to changes in the users physiological or behavioral characteristics, or to the

ambient conditions, thus introducing an element of variability even where the biometrics

itself do not change over time.

A biometric verification system can make two distinct types of errors:

• error of Type I: mistaking biometric measurements from two different persons as being

taken from the same person, typically due to a significant inter-user similarity. This

is commonly indicated as a false match, and when this happens the system commits

a false accept ;

• error of Type II: mistaking two biometric measurements from the same person as being

acquired from two different persons, typically due to a large intra-user variability.

This is commonly indicated as a false non match, and when this happens the system

commits a false reject.

The metrics most commonly employed when defining the performances of a biometric

recognition system therefore are:

• the False Rejection Rate (FRR), defined as the ratio between the estimated false reject,

and the total number of attempts made by authorized individuals to gain access to

the system, by claiming their identity;

• the False Acceptance Rate (FAR), defined as the ratio between the estimated false
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Figure 1.2: Performance descriptors for biometric systems. (a): FRR and FAR with respect

of the similarity score s; (b): ROC curve.

accepts, and the total number of attempts made by impostors to gain access to the

system, by claiming identities of authorized users.

Obviously, there is a tradeoff between FRR and FAR. In fact, both FRR and FAR can be

expressed as functions of the system threshold t, introduced in Section 1.1.2: if the threshold

t decreases, the system will be more tolerant to input variations and noise, thus producing

a worsening of the performances in terms of FAR, although an improvement in terms of

FRR will also be introduced. On the other hand, if the threshold t increases, then the

FAR will decrease, while the performances in terms of FRR will get worse. Figure 1.2(a)

shows the typical behavior of the FRR and the FAR for various values of the threshold

t. However, the system performances at all the operating points (thresholds) are usually

depicted employing a single function, which displays the FAR against the FRR for various

threshold values. This function represents the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

curve of the considered system, and an example is given in Figure 1.2(b). It is possible

to determine, for a given biometric system, typical operating points using its performance

representation in terms of a ROC curve. Specifically, high security application, where the

primary objective is deterring impostors, typically require low values of FAR. On the other

hand, forensic application such as criminal identification are more interested in low FRRs:
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it is more desirable to miss the identification of a criminal, than to manually examine a large

number of incorrect matches. The most of civilian applications usually employ operating

points which lie in between these two extremes, where both FRR and FAR need to be

considered. The point at which the FRR and the FAR assume the same value is referred to

as the Equal Error Rate (EER). Setting the system threshold at the operating point where

the EER is met, the proportion of false accepts is equal to the proportion of false rejects.

This operating point is commonly considered as the most representative quality measure

of a biometric system: the lower the EER value, the higher the accuracy of the biometric

system.

Besides the above error rates, the Failure To Capture (FTC) rate, together with the

Failure To Enroll (FTE) rate, are also used to describe the accuracy of a biometric system.

The FTC rate is only applicable when the biometric device has an automatic capture

functionality implemented in it, and denotes the percentage of times the biometric device

fails to capture a presented biometric characteristic. This kind of error typically occurs

when the device is not able to locate a biometric signal of sufficient quality. The FTE rate,

on the other hand, denotes the percentage of users which are not able to be enrolled in

the recognition system. FTE errors typically occur when the system rejects poor quality

inputs during enrollment. Consequently, there is usually a correlation between the FTE

and the system accuracy measures (FRR and FAR): if only good quality templates can be

stored in the system, the resulting system accuracy obviously improves. All these metrics,

namely the FRR, the FAR, the FTE, and the FTC, constitute important specifications in

a biometric system, and should be reported during performance evaluation.

1.1.4 Applications and Issues

Biometric recognition systems are nowadays employed in many applications, with the aim

of performing automatic people verification or identification. Specifically, the applications

in which biometrics can be involved are typically divided into three main groups:

• commercial applications such as remote access on Internet or other computer applica-

tions, electronic data security, physical access control to buildings or places, medical

records management, distance learning;

12
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• government applications such as national ID card, drivers license, social security,

border and passport control;

• forensic applications such as terrorist identification, corpse identification, criminal

investigation, parenthood determination, and missing children.

However, in spite of the great interest risen about biometrics, the practical applications

based in biometrics which have been deployed are still few, in comparison to the potential

which could be expressed. This is due to the fact that biometric recognition is not yet

a fully solved problem, and then the interested companies still have various perplexities

about employing biometric data in their identity management systems. As already stated,

the principal aspect of a biometric system about which discussions are taken is its accuracy.

However, many other aspects of a biometric system have to be considered, like for example

its scalability, which is connected to the size of the system database. Specifically, the

issue of scalability is not critical for verification systems, which perform authentication

by matching a query biometrics with a single stored template. However, it becomes an

issue of paramount importance when dealing with identification systems, where the input

biometrics has to be compared sequentially with all the templates enrolled in the system.

The processing time needed to perform such operation increases linearly with the size of

the database, and rapidly becomes unaffordable when the population size is in the order of

millions of enrolled subjects, as it can easily happen for government or forensic application.

It has been already described how this issue can be managed by employing processes such as

filtering or indexing, where the database is first pruned on the basis of ancillary information

related to the subject (like the already introduced soft biometrics), or considering high level

information directly related to the considered biometrics (like the fingerprint pattern class,

for a fingerprint based recognition system). The search is thus restricted to a database

whose size is smaller than the original one.

Another challenge which has to be considered when deploying biometric recognition

systems is the currently lack of a widely accepted standardization. Actually, many non-

homogeneous solutions have been already proposed by researcher and companies for termi-

nologies, technical interfaces, data formats, and so on. Recently, many efforts have been
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spent by the NIST and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to provide a com-

monly accepted standardization of biometrics related definitions and procedures. Specifi-

cally, the most of these tasks are carried out by the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1

(JTC 1) Subcommittee 37 (SC 37) Biometrics, established in June 2002.

However, what probably seems to be the most important issue which have to be solved

for the deployment of practical biometric recognition systems regards their usability. Specif-

ically, the usability of a biometric recognition system is determined by the ease of use, for

an individual, of the system itself, and is strictly connected with the serious security and

privacy concerns which have to be considered when dealing with biometric data. In fact, the

most of people which are reluctant to use their biometric data in an automatic system fear

the possibility of an identity theft: differently from what happens using password or tokens,

which can be re-issued if lost or forged, biometric data are permanent, and if compromised

they can not be used anymore.

The security and privacy issues, regarding the use of biometric data for automatic people

authentication systems, are the main topic of this Thesis. Specifically, after having discussed

in detail which security implications should be considered when dealing with biometric

characteristics, different solutions will be provided as possible countermeasures to improve

the security of a biometric recognition system.

1.2 Summary

The most emerging technology for identity management applications is biometrics. It can

be defined as the analysis of physiological or behavioral people characteristics for automatic

people recognition. Biometric authentication relies on who a person is or what a person does,

in contrast with traditional approaches, based on what a person knows, such as password or

personal identification numbers (PIN), or what a person has, like ID cards, keys, or tokens.

Biometric authentication is based on strictly personal traits, which are much more difficult

to be forgotten, lost, stolen, copied or forged than traditional data, and represent irrefutable

evidences linking a person to his identity. Biometric recognition systems offer a number of

functionalities such as verification or identification.

However, there are still a number of open issues which have to be solved in order to
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make biometric system widely deployed and accepted. Among them, the issues regarding

the security and privacy of the employed biometric data greatly affect the usability of the

system itself: when there is the possibility that these characteristics can be stolen or forged,

the possible system’s users are typically unwilling to employ their biometric trait.

1.3 Thesis Contribution and Outline

This Thesis is focused on the security issues related to biometric templates, with specific

reference to on-line signature based authentication systems.

In Chapter 2 the main privacy and security issues which affect biometric recognition

systems are briefly summarized, and the approaches already proposed for the protection of

biometric templates are discussed.

Since this contribution is presented within the context of signature biometrics, Chapter

3 is related to the state of the art on signature recognition.

Chapters from 4 to 6 are dedicated to the proposed approaches for the implementa-

tion of signature recognition systems which provides protection to the employed templates.

Specifically, the approaches presented in this Thesis have been defined to cover all the pos-

sible aspects which can be investigated in order to protect signature templates, as it will be

discussed in more detailed in Chapter 3.

A biometric cryptosystem whose parameters are tuned to the variability of each user’s

biometrics is proposed in Chapter 4, where an application to on-line signature based au-

thentication is considered.

A template protection scheme for sequence based biometrics, which employs a set of

non-invertible transforms, is described in Chapter 5 and applied to an on-line signature

recognition system.

In Chapter 6 a different perspective is taken: data hiding techniques, already proposed

for the protection of biometric templates, as illustrated in Chapter 2, are employed to design

a security scalable authentication system base on signature.

Eventually, the conclusions and the possible future works are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Privacy Issues and

Countermeasures for Biometric

Recognition

As discussed in Chapter 1, biometric recognition systems represent an alternative to tradi-

tional approaches, able to guarantee improved security and comfort for their users. However,

the use of biometric data arises many privacy and security issues [30, 31, 32], not affecting

other methods employed for automatic people recognition. In a scenario where biometrics

can be used to grant physical or logical access to places or resources, security issues regarding

the whole biometric system become of paramount importance.

As outlined in [30], when an individual gives out his biometrics, either willingly or un-

willingly, he discloses unique information about his identity. This implies that his biometrics

can be easily replicated and misused. Moreover, biometrics cannot be renewed or reissued

since users have a limited number of observable features, which is in contrast with the use

of passwords and tokens, which can be easily reissued. It has also been demonstrated that

biometric data can contain relevant information regarding people personality and health

[33, 34]. This information can be used, for example, to discriminate people for hiring, or to

deny insurances to people with latent health problems or lifestyle preferences. In addition,

as highlighted in [30], to some extent the loss of anonymity can be directly perceived by the
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users as a loss of autonomy. In a scenario where a governmental agency can collect huge

databases of citizens, it could monitor their behavior and actions. Function creep, that is

a situation where the data, collected for some specific purposes, are used for different ones,

is likely to happen in the long run. The use of biometrics can also rise cultural, religious as

well as physical concerns, either real or unmotivated, on the invasiveness of the acquisition

process.

Therefore, the need to protect the privacy both from a procedural point of view, as well

as from a technological point of view, necessarily arises.

In this Chapter, the main privacy concerns related to the deployment of biometric

based authentication systems are discussed. In Section 2.1, the main threats which can be

affect a biometric recognition system are presented. In Section 2.2 an operational definition

of privacy is given, and its implications when dealing with biometric data are outlined.

Eventually, in Section 2.4 the state of the art regarding Privacy Enhancing Technologies

(PETs) is described. Eventually, a brief review of the standardization activities involving

privacy and biometrics, as well as the description of some initiatives which are currently

in progress and regards bioethical implications of biometric identification technologies, are

provided in Section 2.5.

2.1 Biometric Systems Vulnerabilities

The main security concerns related to a biometric based authentication system are pointed

out in [35]:

• can biometrics be stolen?

• can biometrics be acquired without the user authorization?

• can biometrics be repudiated?

• which kind of side information biometrics can reveal about an individual?

• is it possible to understand when a system becomes insecure?

• how can we prevent administrator misuse?
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• can an operator track, identify and then steel the identity of an individual?

More specifically, in [36, 37, 38, 39] the main treats to a biometric system have been

identified as:

• repudiation, when a legitimate user denies to have accessed the system;

• collusion, when a super-user grants access to an unauthorized user, in order to fool

the system;

• circumvention, when an illegitimate user gains access to the system;

• denial of service, when massive attacks on the system cause the system failure;

• coercion, when an impostor forces a legitimate user to grant him access to the system;

• covert acquisition, when biometric traits are covertly taken from the legitimate user.

As can be seen, these threats can be due both to an intrinsic system failure, consequence

of incorrect decisions made by the system, as well as to a failure due an intentional attacker’s

action [40].

As outlined in Chapter 1, a biometric authentication system can be sketched as the

cascade of the sensor for the acquisition, the feature extractor module, and the module that

performs matching between the output of the feature extractor and the templates stored

in the database. Eventually, a decision regarding the identity of the queried subject is

performed.

As discussed in [41], and also illustrated in Figure 2.1, eight possible vulnerable points

can be identified within this general framework. Specifically, the potential attacks toward

a biometric system can be perpetrated at the sensor level, where fake biometrics can be

presented, at the feature extractor level that could be forced by an attacker to produce pre-

selected features, at the matcher level, which can be attacked to produce fake scores, and at

the database level that can be somehow altered. Moreover, the channels interconnecting the

different parts of a biometric system, like the channel between the sensor and the feature

extractor, between the feature extractor and the matcher, between the database and the
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Figure 2.1: Points of attack in a generic biometric system (adapted from [41]).

matcher, and between the matcher and the application device, can be intercepted and

controlled by unauthorized people.

Among the attacks which can be perpetrated at the sensor level, we can cite the spoofing

attack and the mimicry attack, which are related to physiological and behavioral biome-

trics, respectively. These attacks consist in copying, by means of different strategies, the

biometric feature of the enrolled user, and to transfer it to an impostor in order to fool the

system. The reply attack, which consists in capturing first and in replying at a later time

the stolen biometrics, in order to get unauthorized access to the system, is of primary con-

cern. Although it was commonly believed that it is not possible to reconstruct the original

biometric data starting from the corresponding extracted template, some concrete counter

examples, which contradicts this assumption, have been provided for faces in [42], where a

Hill Climbing attack is used to regenerate a face from face templates. In [37], a synthetic

fingerprints template generator is devised using the Hill Climbing attack. A general Hill

Climbing attack based on Bayesian adaption is described in [43] with application to sig-

nature verification. In [44], fingerprints are regenerated from the orientation map of the

minutia template.

2.2 Biometric Systems: privacy and security concerns

The successful deployment of any biometric system in real life applications depends on user

acceptance, for which privacy represents a critical issue. Specifically, the very fundamental
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question a system designer has to answer is whether biometric authentication is perceived

as a privacy invasive measure, instead of a privacy protective one.

The word privacy is a general term which encompasses both different areas of study

and real life situations. It is commonly accepted [45, 46] that the general term privacy can

assume slightly different connotations. Specifically, we can talk about:

• decisional privacy when we refer to the right of the individual to make decisions

regarding his life without any undue interferences;

• spatial privacy when we refer to the right of the individual to have his own personal

physical spaces which cannot be violated without his explicit consent;

• intentional privacy when we refer to the right of the individual to forbid/prevent

further communication of observable events (e.g., conversations held in public) or

exposed features (e.g. publishing photos);

• informational privacy when we refer to the right of the individual to limit access to

personal information which represents any information that could be used in any way

to identify an individual. It is worth pointing out that some data which do not appear

to be personal information could be used in the future to identify an individual.

According to the application, a particular privacy conceptualization may be chosen as

prevalent, still being the other aspects worth to be considered in the privacy assessment.

Specifically, when dealing with biometrics, a combination of decisional, spatial, intentional,

and informational privacy aspects could be taken into account. In fact, as pointed out in

[45], a biometric trait can be either:

• covertly acquired, thus impairing the user’s right to decisional privacy;

• acquired in the user’s physical spaces, thus compromising the spatial privacy;

• acquired when exposed to the public, in which case the intentional privacy is compro-

mised;

• used to identify the individual, thus impairing the user’s right to informational privacy.
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However, within the outlined framework, informational privacy is commonly considered

as the predominant aspect when discussing privacy protection assessments for biometrics.

It is well known that the privacy assessment of an information technology system has to

be done at the earliest stages of its design, in order to embed into the system the answers

to the privacy concerns which have been identified, and to limit the potential costs deriving

from negligent information management. In order to properly illustrate the main concerns

which have to be addressed by a privacy assessment related to the use of biometrics, it is

worth pointing out clearly that, as well established in literature, biometric data are not

secret.

In fact, features such as voice, face, fingerprints and many others, can be covertly

acquired or stolen by an attacker, and then misused. This will directly lead to identity theft.

Moreover, biometrics cannot be revoked, canceled, or reissued if compromised, since they

are user’s intrinsic characteristics, and they are in limited number. Therefore, if a biometrics

is compromised, all the applications making use of that biometrics are compromised, and

being biometrics permanent, an issue is raised when it is needed to change it.

The following concerns have therefore to be considered when deploying a biometric based

application:

• biometrics can be collected or shared without specific user’s permission, adequate

knowledge, or without specific purpose;

• biometrics, which has been collected for some specific purposes, can be later used for

another unintended or unauthorized purpose (function creep). This possibility can

have dramatic consequence, since it brings to the destruction of the public trust in a

given system.

• biometrics use can violate the “principle of proportionality” [47], which states that

biometric data may only be used if adequate, relevant and not excessive with respect

to the system’s goal. If this principle is violated, the users may feel that the benefit

coming from donating their biometrics is much less than what they get in exchange.

As an example, it is very likely that a retinal scan authentication system used at a

Point-of-Sale makes the user uncomfortable, whereas the use of dynamic signature
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biometrics is more accepted by users.

• biometrics can be used to reveal gender and ethnicity. Moreover, details on the med-

ical history of the individual can be elicited. Medical conditions can be deduced by

comparing biometrics acquired at the time of the enrolment and biometrics acquired

later for authentication. Biometrics can also give directly information on health con-

ditions: as a consequence, biometrics can be used to profile people according to their

health status.

• biometrics can be used to pinpoint or track individuals. Being biometric data consid-

ered unique, they have the potential to locate and track people physically as they try

to access some facilities, or their biometric traits are recorder by some surveillance

system. Also associating people’s biometrics to their identifiers, such as name, ad-

dress, passport number, can represent a risk, being then possible to access, gather and

compare a wide range of information starting from a single biometric trait. Moreover

the use of biometrics as universal identifier can allow user tracking across different

databases. All this can lead to covert surveillance, profiling, and social control.

• biometric use can be associated by the individual to forensic purposes. Therefore, the

use of biometric traits such as fingerprints, which are associated for historical reasons

to forensic activities, can have a low acceptability rate.

• biometric technology can be harmful to the user.

• biometrics can be improperly stored and/or transmitted. This would expose biome-

trics to external attacks. Moreover, biometrics is also exposed to administrator or

operator abuses, since they could misuse their privileges for accessing the biometric

database.

In addition to the aforementioned general concerns, an estimate of the real privacy inva-

siveness, as discussed in [48], should be evaluated by considering both the final application,

as well as the employed biometric trait. Among the possible considerations, it has been

noticed that:

• biometric overt applications are less privacy invasive than covert ones;
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• mandatory biometric based authentication systems bears more privacy risks than

optional ones;

• the privacy risks increases when the biometric data are stored for an unlimited amount

of time. In fact, if the system deployment is indefinite in time, threats such as function

creep may arise;

• biometric systems which retain identifiable biometrics, such as faces, voice patterns,

and so on, are more prone to privacy risks than those which store templates;

• if the biometric data are stored in a centralized database, serious privacy concerns

arise since data are stored out of user’s control, whereas if the user can maintain the

ownership of the biometric data, less privacy risks can occur since the user can control

the collection and the usage of his biometric information.

2.3 Data Protection

To answer the need of deploying privacy protective systems, the issues discussed in Section

2.2 have to be carefully addressed. The International Biometric Group, in the framework

of the IBG BioPrivacy Initiative [48], has proposed a set of guidelines for privacy aware

deployments. Specifically, four categories of Best Practices have been defined, namely:

• Scope and Capabilities;

• Data Protection;

• User Control of Personal Data;

• Disclosure, Auditing, Accountability and Oversight.

The proposed Best Practices usually regard the modalities in which a biometric recog-

nition system should work in order to not be privacy-invasive, as well as the kinds of data

which should be managed. However, when discussing the proposals for data protection,

a technological perspective is taken into account, specifying that biometric data must be

protected through the different stages of a biometric based authentication system (sensors,

aliveness detection, quality checker, features generator, matcher, and decision module).
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Among the proposed suggestions, it is pointed out that the data management, such as

access to the biometric database, should be limited to a restricted and well defined number

of operators, in such a way to limit potential misuse of the stored data. More in detail, the

need of implementing PETs, that is, methods which protect from unauthorized access or

modification the biometric templates employed by the system, is extensively stressed out

as a fundamental requirement for a properly designed biometric authentication systems.

2.4 Privacy Enhancing Technologies

As evident from the previous discussion, template protection is one of the key issues to face

when designing a biometric based authentication system. In fact, it is highly desirable to

keep secret a template, to revoke, to cancel, or to renew a template when compromised, and

also to obtain from the same biometrics different keys to access different locations, either

physical or logical, in order to avoid unauthorized tracking.

PETs commonly consists in the application of different kinds of signal processing tech-

niques to the templates extracted from the considered biometrics. The use of PETs should

allow the generation of biometric templates accordingly to the following properties [40]:

• renewability : it should be possible to revoke a compromised template and reissue a

new one based on the same biometric data (also referred to as revocability property).

Moreover, each template generated from a biometrics should not match with the others

previously generated from the same data (also referred to as diversity property). This

property is absolutely needed to ensure the user’s privacy;

• security : it must be impossible or computationally hard to obtain the original biomet-

ric template from the stored and secure one. This property is needed to prevent an

adversary from creating fake biometric traits from stolen templates: in fact, although

it was commonly believed that it is not possible to reconstruct the original biometric

characteristics from the corresponding extracted template, some concrete counter ex-

amples, which contradict this assumption, have been provided in the recent literature,

as in [42] or [49]. It is worth pointing out that this property should be satisfied both

in the case an attacker is able to acquire one single template, as well as in the case
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the adversary is able to collect more than a single template, and use them together to

recover the original biometric information (this is commonly referred to as the record

multiplicity attack).

• performance: the recognition performance, in terms of False Rejection Rate (FRR) or

False Acceptance Rate (FAR), should not degrade significantly with the introduction

of a template protection scheme, with respect of an unprotected system. Moreover, it

is worth pointing out that the recognition performances should not be sensitive to the

employed modifications: applying different processings to the same biometric data,

the recognition performances should show very low variance.

The design of a template protection scheme able to properly satisfy each of the aforemen-

tioned properties is not a trivial task, mainly due to the unavoidable intra-user variability

shown by every biometric trait. In this Section, we analyze the different possible solu-

tions which have been investigated in the recent past to secure biometric templates, and to

provide the desirable cancelability and renewability properties to the employed templates.

Among them, we discuss the role which classical cryptography can play in this scenario, and

describe the recently introduced techniques like data hiding and cancelable biometrics.

2.4.1 Cryptography

Cryptography [50] is a well know studied solution which allows secure transmission of data

over a reliable but insecure channel. Within this framework the term security is used to

mean that the privacy of the message and its integrity are ensured, and the authenticity of

the sender is guaranteed. However, cryptographic systems rely on the use of keys which must

be stored and released on a password based authentication protocol. Therefore, the security

of a cryptographic system relies on how robust is the password storage system to brute force

attacks. Moreover, the use of cryptographic techniques in a biometric based authentication

system, where templates are stored after encryption, does not solve the template security

issues. In fact, at the authentication stage, when a genuine biometrics is presented to the

system, the match can be performed either in the encrypted domain or in the template

domain. However, because of the intrinsic noisy nature of biometric data, the match in the
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encrypted domain would inevitably bring to a failure, because small differences between

data would bring to significant differences in the encrypted domain. Therefore, in order

to overcome these problems, it would be necessary to perform the match after decryption,

which however implies that there is no more security on the biometric templates. Recently,

some activity is flourishing to properly define signal processing operations in the encrypted

domain [51, 52], which could allow for example to perform operations on encrypted biometric

templates on not trusted machines. However, this activity is still in its infancy and does

not provide yet tools for our purposes.

2.4.2 Data Hiding

As already outlined, encryption can be applied to ensure the privacy, to protect the in-

tegrity, and to authenticate a biometric template. However, among the possible drawbacks,

encryption does not provide any protection once the content is decrypted.

On the other hand, data hiding techniques [53, 54] can be used to insert additional

information, namely the watermark, into a digital object, which can be used for a variety

of applications ranging from copy protection, to fingerprinting, broadcast monitoring, data

authentication, multimedia indexing, content based retrieval applications, medical imaging

applications, and many others. Within this respect, data hiding techniques complements

encryption, since the message can remain in the host data even when decryption has been

done. However, it is worth pointing out that some security requirements, in a different sense

with respect to cryptography, are also needed when dealing with data hiding techniques.

In fact, according to the application, we should be able to face unauthorized embedding,

unauthorized extraction, and unauthorized removal of the watermark. Two different ap-

proaches can be taken when dealing with data hiding techniques: either the information to

hide is of primary concern, while the host is not relevant to the final user, in which case

we refer to steganography, or the host data is of primary concern, and the mark is used

to authenticate/validate the host data itself, in which case we refer to watermarking. In

[55], both the aforementioned scenarios have been considered with applications to biome-

trics. Specifically, a steganographic approach has been applied to hide fingerprint minutiae,

which need to be transmitted through a non secure channel, into a host signal. Moreover,
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in the same contribution, a watermarking approach has been employed to embed biometric

features extracted from face into a fingerprint image. Some approaches for the protection

and/or authentication of biometric data using data hiding have been proposed in [56], where

robust data hiding techniques are used to embed codes or timestamps, in such a way that

after the expiration date the template is useless. In [57], a fragile watermarking method

for fingerprint verification is proposed in order to detect tampering while not lowering the

verification performances. Also watermarking can be used to implement multi-modal bio-

metric systems, as in [58], where fingerprints are watermarked with face features, in [59],

where iris templates are embedded in face images, or in [60], where the voice pattern and

the iris image of an individual are hidden in specific blocks of the wavelet transform of his

fingerprint image. In [61], a steganographic approach is used to hide into a host image a

template that is made cancelable before it is hidden. In [62, 63], the author proposes a

signature based biometric system, where watermarking is applied to the signature image

in order to hide and keep secret some signature features in a static representation of the

signature itself.

However, data hiding techniques are not capable to address the revocability and the

cross-matching issues.

It is worth noticing that, although a huge amount of literature has been produced on

watermarking in the last years, no equal effort has been devoted to the integration between

watermarking and cryptography. A first effort to formalize the points of contact between

these two disciplines has been done in [64]. In [65], the commonly believed analogies between

watermarking and cryptography are critically discussed, and a layered approach mimicking

the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model, where encryption and watermarking are

kept distinct, is recommended. Also application scenarios like content authentication and

traitor tracing are studied. Even this research field is still in its infancy and much more

research effort is needed.

2.4.3 Cancelable Biometrics

Cancelable biometrics, also known as anonymous or revocable biometrics, probably represent

the most interesting approaches proposed for the protection of biometric templates. The
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Figure 2.2: Classification of Protection Schemes (adapted from [40]).

concept of cancelable biometrics was introduced in [66], and can be roughly described as the

application of an intentional and repeatable modification to the original biometric template,

able to guarantee the aforementioned properties of renewability, security and performance.

Different solutions have already been proposed for the generation of secure and renewable

templates. A possible classification of these methods was proposed in [40] and sketched in

Figure 2.2, consisting of two macro-categories referred to as biometric cryptosystem and

feature transformation approaches.

2.4.3.1 Biometric Cryptosystems

As we have already pointed out, the password management is the weakest point of a tra-

ditional cryptosystem. Many of the drawbacks risen from the use of passwords can be

overcome by using biometrics. Therefore in the recent past (see [67] for a review) some ef-

forts have been devoted to design biometric cryptosystems where a classical password based

authentication approach is replaced by biometric based authentication, which can be used

for either securing the keys obtained when using traditional cryptographic schemes, or for

providing the whole authentication system. A possible classification of the operating modes

of a biometric cryptosystem is given in [67] where key release, key binding, and key gener-

ation modes are identified. Specifically, in the key release mode the cryptographic key is

stored together with the biometric template and the other necessary information about the

user. After a successful biometric matching, the key is released. However, this approach has

several drawbacks, since it requires access to the stored template and then the 1 bit output

of the biometric matcher can be overridden by means of Trojan horse attacks. In the key

binding mode, the key is bound to the biometric template in such a way that both of them

are inaccessible to an attacker and the key is released when a valid biometric is presented.
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It is worth pointing out that no match between the templates needs to be performed. In

the key generation mode, the key is obtained from the biometric data and no other user

intervention, besides the donation of the required biometrics, is needed.

Both the key binding and the key generation modes are more secure than the key release

mode. However, they are more difficult to implement because of the variability of the

biometric data.

Among the methods which can be classified as key binding based approaches (see [67, 68])

we can cite the fuzzy commitment scheme [69], based on the use of error correction codes

and on cryptographic hashed versions of the templates, and the fuzzy vault scheme [70],

based on polynomial based secret sharing. More in detail, the approach proposed in [69]

stems from the one described in [71], where the role of error correction codes used within the

framework of secure biometric authentication is investigated and provides better resilience

to noisy biometrics. The approach proposed in [69] has been applied to several biometrics:

acoustic ear in [72], fingerprint in [73], 2D face in [74], and 3D face in [75]. These approaches

have been generalized in [76, 77], where the author defines a user adaptive error correction

codes selection are used, and applies it to signature template protection. The fuzzy vault

method [70] has also been widely used with applications to several biometrics. In [78, 79],

it has been applied to fingerprints protection. A modification of the original scheme was

introduced in [80] and further improved in [68]. Moreover, in [81, 82] the fuzzy vault scheme

is described with application to signature template protection, to face protection in [83, 84],

and to iris protection in [85].

Fuzzy vault security has been investigated in the recent past. In [86] the a priori chaff

identification problem has been addressed. Specifically, the authors have empirically es-

tablished that chaff points generated later in the process have more neighborhoods than

the other ones. In [87] the record multiplicity attack, the surreptitious attack, and blended

substitution attack against biometric fuzzy vault are discussed.

Key generation based cryptosystems’ major design problem is related to the variability

of the biometric traits. Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to obtain robust keys

from noisy biometric data. In [88, 89], cryptographic keys are generated from voice and face

respectively. Significant activity has been devoted to the generation of keys from signature.
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As proposed in [90] and further detailed in [91], a set of parametric features is extracted

from each dynamic signature and an interval matrix is used to store the upper and lower

admitted thresholds for correct authentication. A similar approach was proposed in [92].

Both methods provide protection for the signature templates. However, the variability of

each feature has to be made explicitly available, and the methods do not provide template

renewability. In [93], biometric secrecy preservation and renewability are obtained by ap-

plying random tokens, together with multiple-bit discretization and permutation, to the

function features extracted from the signatures. In [94], biometric keys are generated using

a genetic selection algorithm and applied to on–line dynamic signature. In [95], two different

primitives for generating cryptographic keys from biometrics are given: the fuzzy extractor

and the secure sketch. This latter has been widely studied in [96], where the practical issues

related to the design of a secure sketch system are analyzed with specific application to face

biometrics.

2.4.3.2 Feature Transformation

In order to obtain cancelability and renewability, techniques which intentionally apply ei-

ther invertible or non invertible distortions to the original biometrics have been recently

proposed. The distortion can take place either in the biometric domain, that is, before

features extraction, or in the feature domain. In the case an invertible transform is chosen,

the security of the system relies on the key which rules the transform, whose disclosure

can reveal total or partial information about the template. When non invertible transforms

are used, the security of these schemes relies on the difficulty to invert the applied trans-

formation to obtain the original data. However, a rigorous security analysis on the non

invertibility of the employed functions is very hard to conduct.

An invertible transform has been applied in [97] to face images by means of convolu-

tion with a user defined convolution kernel. In [98], palmprint templates are hashed by

using pseudo-random keys to obtain a unique code called palmhash. In [99], user’s finger-

prints are projected in the Fourier–Mellin domain thus obtaining the fingerprint features,

then randomized using iterated inner products between biometric vectors and token–driven

pseudo number sequences. In [100], an approach similar to the one in [99] is applied to
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iris features. In [101], face templates are first projected in a lower dimensionally space by

using Fisher Discrimination Analysis and then projected on a subspace by using a user

defined random projection matrix. This approach has been generalized in [102] for text

independent speaker recognition. In [103], face templates undergo a random orthonormal

transformation, performed on the base of a user defined key, thus obtaining cancelability.

In a features transformation approach, a transformation function (typically dependent

on some random parameters, which can be also employed as keys for the transformation)

is applied to the biometric templates, thus obtaining the desired cancelable biometrics. It

is possible to distinguish between salting approaches, where the employed transformation

functions are invertible, and where therefore the security of the templates relies in the

secure storage of the function parameters, and non-invertible transform approaches, where

a one-way function is applied to the templates, and it is computationally hard to invert the

transformation even if its defining parameters are known. The use of the methods belonging

to the first category typically results in low false acceptance rates, however if a user-specific

key is compromised, the user template is no longer secure due to the invertibility of the

transformation. Examples can be found in [101] and [97].

On the contrary, when non invertible transforms are used, even if the key is known by

an adversary no significant information can be acquired on the template, thus obtaining

better security than salting approach, which relies on the key security. Moreover, in contrast

with cryptosystem approaches, the transformed templates can remain in the same (feature)

space of the original ones, being then possible to employ the original matcher also to perform

authentication in the transformed domain. This allows to guarantee performances that are

similar to those of a non-protected approach. Moreover, having the possibility to resort

to sophisticated matchers, a score can be obtained as the output of a recognition process,

even if it has been performed in a transformed and secure domain: multi-biometrics and

secure system can therefore be implemented through score-level fusion techniques [104].

Unfortunately, it seems to be difficult to design transformation functions which can satisfy

both the discriminability and the non-invertibility properties simultaneously.

The concept of achieving template security through the application of non-invertible

transformations was first presented in [66], where it was referred to as cancelable biometrics
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as in [105], although this expression has been later conceived in a more general sense, as we

already saw. The first practical non-invertible transform approach was presented in [106],

where the minutiae pattern extracted from a fingerprint undergo a key-dependent geometric

transform, which basically reflects the minutiae related to a randomly selected line in the

fingerprint image. However, this protection scheme introduces a significant performance

degradation, and the matching score between fingerprints transformed with different keys

was relatively high, thus greatly reducing the useful key space. Generalizing this approach,

three different non-invertible transforms for generating cancelable fingerprint templates,

namely a cartesian, a polar and a functional transform, were proposed in [107]. Applying

the transformations to the minutiae pattern, each fingerprint region undergoes a random

displacement, thus obtaining that two relatively large region of the input image overlap in

the output. Considering a minutia relying in such a zone, it is impossible to tell to which

of the two original disjoint input regions it then belongs. The recognition performances of

the various protected systems were found to be are very close to those of the unprotected

scheme. However, this approach provided a very limited amount of non-invertibility: using

the best performing “surface folding” transform, only about 8% of the original data changes

its local topology, hence it can be concluded that only a small fraction of the data is in

practice non-invertible [108]. Moreover, all the approaches for template protection in [106]

and [107] are vulnerable to a record multiplicity attack: having access to two or more

different transformed versions of the same minutiae pattern, one can identify the original

position of the considered minutiae.

In [109], non-invertible transforms are applied to face images to obtain changeable tem-

plates, which however allow human inspection. A geometric approach for fingerprint tem-

plate protection has also been presented in [110], where the fingerprint minutiae are mapped

on a circle centered on their centroid, and the obtained projections are organized into bins

according to their position to create a fingerprint code. Some limitations of this approach

are that it is not possible to use sophisticated matchers due to the employed quantization

step, and the capacity of generating multiple templates from the same fingerprint is not

clear.

In [111] a signature template protection scheme, where non-invertible transformations
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are applied to the functions representing users’ signatures, has been presented by the author,

and its non-invertibility discussed. The renewability property of the approach proposed in

[111] is also discussed in [112], where two novel transforms, defined in order to increase the

number of cancelable templates, generated from an original signature template, are also

introduced.

It is worth pointing out that, when using templates distortions techniques, with either

invertible or non-invertible transforms, only the distorted data are stored in the database.

This implies that even if the database is compromised, the biometric data cannot be re-

trieved unless, when dealing with invertible transforms, user dependent keys are revealed.

Moreover, different templates can be generated from the original data, simply by changing

the parameters of the employed transforms.

2.5 Current Projects and Standardization Activities

Biometric standardization [113] is still underway, and the most relevant activities are carried

out by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) SubCommittee 37 (SC37)

Biometrics (ISO JTC 1 SC 37). Specifically, the working group 6 (WG6) is involved with

cross jurisdictional and social aspects. Among the proposed documents, the report ISO/IEC

24714-1 [114] deals with the problems related to the design of biometric based systems, with

specific reference to legal requirements, privacy protection, health, safety, and legal issues

associated with the capture of biometric data. In the report ISO/IEC 24714-2 [115], the

health and safety, usability, acceptance, and societal, cultural and ethical issues will be

discussed for a list of biometric modalities. Moreover, the SubCommittee 27 (SC 27) is

carrying out the development of the standard ISO IEC 19792 [116] where, among other

issues, requirements on testing of vulnerability and on privacy will be given. Within SC

27, the standard ISO IEC 24745 [117] addresses the problem of template protection with

respect to confidentiality, privacy, and integrity. Moreover, techniques to bind biometric

data with other user’s data will be also discussed. It is worth pointing out that the two

aforementioned reports are still under development and they have not been released yet.

Among the projects of the European Union which investigate the bioethical implications
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of biometric identification technologies, we can cite the BITE (Biometric Identification Tech-

nology Ethics) project, which ended in February 2007 [118]. The HIDE (Homeland Security,

Biometric Identification & Personal Detection Ethics) project [119] will end in 2011, and

is focused on the ethical and privacy issues with specific reference to those applications

which require cooperation among National and International agencies is crucial. More-

over the project PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management in Europe) within the EU

sixth Programme Framework, which ended in February 2008 [120], focused on solutions

for privacy-enhancing identity management that supports end-users’ sovereignty over their

private sphere and enterprisers’ privacy-compliant data processing.

2.6 Privacy Issues and Biometric Protection: Summary

In recent years we have witnessed the rapid spreading of biometric technologies for automatic

people recognition, due to several advantages they offer over traditional methods employing

passwords or tokens.

Unfortunately, the use of biometric data in an automatic authentication system involves

various risks not affecting other methods: if biometric data are somehow stolen or copied,

they can be hardly replaced. Moreover, biometric data can contain relevant information re-

garding personality and health, which can be used in an unauthorized manner for malicious

or undesired intents. Moreover, when cross-matching among different biometric databases

is performed, an unauthorized user tracking of the enrolled subjects can be done, since

personal biometric traits are permanently associated with the users. This would lead to

users’ privacy loss. Therefore, when designing a biometric-based recognition system, the

issues deriving from security and privacy concerns have to be carefully considered, trying to

provide countermeasures to the possible attacks which can be perpetrated at the vulnera-

ble points of the system. Specifically, the privacy assessment of a biometric authentication

system has to be done at the earliest stages of its design, in order to embed into the system

the answers to the privacy concerns which have been identified, and to limit the potential

costs deriving from negligent information management.

The adopted measures should be able to enhance biometric data resilience against at-
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tacks, while allowing the matching to be performed efficiently, thus guaranteeing acceptable

recognition performance. Moreover, they should allow the generation of multiple templates

from the same original biometric characteristic. Among the proposed approach, the use of

classical cryptography is currently the most employed solution. However, the use of crypto-

graphic techniques in a biometric based authentication system, where templates are stored

after encryption, does not fully solve the template security issues: the match of biometric

templates has always to be performed after decryption, which implies that no security is

provided against attacks on the matcher module.

Data hiding techniques has also been proposed to insert additional information, namely

the watermark, into a digital object, which can be used for a wide variety of applications,

ranging from copy protection to fingerprinting, broadcast monitoring, data authentication,

multimedia indexing, content based retrieval applications, medical imaging applications,

and many others.

However, what it seems to be the most promising solution to provide protection to the

biometric templates probably consists in the implementation of cancelable biometrics, which

can be roughly described as the application of an intentional and repeatable modification

to the original biometric template.

Several projects and standardization activities regarding privacy protective guidelines

and solutions are currently carried out, demonstrating that the protection of the employed

biometric data, in order to guarantee the desired privacy and security for the users of

biometric systems, represents a still open and challenging issue.
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Chapter 3

Signature Recognition

Signature recognition is one of the most accepted biometric based authentication methods

since, being signatures part of everyday life, it is perceived as a non-invasive and non-

threatening process by the majority of the users [121]. Moreover, signature has a high legal

value, since it has always played the role of document authentication, and it is accepted

both by governmental institutions as well as for commercial transactions as a mean of

identification [122]. It is also worth pointing out that, on the contrary with respect to the

majority of other biometrics, signature can be reissued, in the sense that, if compromised,

the user can change its own signature with a certain degree of effort. On the other end,

as it can be expected from a behavioral biometrics, different signature realizations, taken

from the same user, can exhibit a lot of variability, mainly due to lack of user’s habit and to

the different conditions of execution (seated or standing position, wide or narrow area for

resting the arms, and so on) [21]. Moreover, it can be influenced by physical and emotional

conditions.

Signature biometrics has also another important characteristic which distinguishes itself

from the other employed biometrics, and which has to be taken into account when evaluating

the performances of a signature based authentication system: it can be forged in a relatively

easy way, and without the need of specialized hardware [123]. In fact, in order to produce

forged samples of physical biometrics such as fingerprint, face or iris, sophisticated and costly

hardware is required, in addition to the original biometrics which has to be forged [124],[125].

For this reason, when testing the recognition performances of systems employing physical
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biometrics, the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is always evaluated by claiming an identity

with biometrics taken from other users. The same is done when dealing with behavioral

biometrics such as keystroke and gait, and even when considering speech: also in these case,

the difficulty in imitating a given keystroke dynamics, or the way a specific person walks,

allows to evaluate the systems’ FAR by only considering, for each user, biometrics taken

from other subjects.

The possibility of mistaking the biometrics of a given user as being taken from another

subject can be also considered for signature based authentication system: in this case,

the FAR is evaluated employing random forgeries which, for each user, can be taken as

signatures captured from different subjects. The FAR computed for random forgeries can be

indicated as FARRF . However, when considering signature based authentication systems,

much more significant performances can be evaluated when taking into account skilled

forgeries, which consist of forged samples specifically produced to imitate the signatures

of a given user. In order to produce fake signatures, a forger typically possesses a set of

samples taken from a given user, and uses them to train himself in imitating the considered

signatures. Then, he produces the forged samples which are employed to evaluate the FAR

for skilled forgeries, indicated as FARSF . For a given system similarity score threshold, the

achievable FARSF is typically higher than the FARRF . This peculiarity of signature based

authentication systems imposes to consider also skilled forgeries when collecting samples

for a biometric database.

A review on the state of the art, far from being exhaustive due to the large amount of

works published on this argument, is given in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we then discuss

the approaches already proposed in literature to provide protection to signature templates.

Eventually, the publicly available signature databases are presented in Section 3.3. A de-

tailed description of the public MCYT signature database, which is employed throughout

this Thesis to test the proposed signature recognition algorithms, is also given.

3.1 Signature based authentication systems: state of the art

Because of the wide social and economical impact of signature based authentication, a huge

effort has been devoted to research in this fields in the last decades. Basically, signature
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based authentication can be either static or dynamic. In the static mode, also referred to as

off-line, only the written image of the signature, typically acquired through a camera or an

optical scanner, is employed. In this case, some geometric signature image characteristics

can be extracted. In the dynamic mode, also called on-line, signatures are acquired by

means of a graphic tablet or a pen-sensitive computer display, or even by means of a PDA,

which can provide temporal information about the signature. These devices capture the

spatio-temporal evolution of the signature thus acquiring the pressure, the velocity, the

acceleration, the pen tilt signals among the others. Once the signature has been acquired,

either off-line or on-line, some preprocessing is usually needed in order to normalize the

signature dimensions, to localize the signature, to denoise the signature image in case of

off-line data acquisition, to segment the signature and so on [126]. Since on-line signature

authentication involves the acquisition of the signature dynamic behavior, which is much

more difficult to forge than the static one, represented by the signature image, it is in general

more suitable for personal authentication, especially in legal and commercial transactions

requiring high-security.

A review of the state of the art covering the literature up to 1994 can be found in [127]

and in [128]. Survey papers quoting the advances in signature recognition up to 2004 are

given in [129], where also handwriting recognition is addressed, in [126], and in [122]. The

most recent literature reviews can be found in [130, 131].

Signature recognition is usually performed by extracting sets of features from the ac-

quired signatures. When dealing with on-line signatures, it is widely accepted in the current

literature that two different kind of features can be considered: parameters and functions

[132]. The former refers to scalar values, while the latter refers to on-line acquisitions where

time functions like pressure, velocity, or acceleration can be employed.

The approaches employing parametric features, usually indicated as global approaches,

extract static information such as the height and the width of the signatures, or dynamic

information like the number of strokes, the mean signature velocity, and so on. The obtained

characteristics are then employed to train a classifier [91, 133, 134]. In most comparative

studies, the parameters based on dynamic information are typically more discriminative for

recognition purposes than those based on static information [91]. A plethora of parameters
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have been proposed in the literature (see [126, 130] for a survey). Some of them can be

obtained by applying operators like the average, the minimum, the maximum operators to

time-functions, like velocity, acceleration, pressure, forces. Some other typical parameters

can be obtained from on-line signature acquisitions like the number of pen-lifts, or from off-

line acquired signatures, for example derived from the structural analysis of the signature

like height, width, ratio between the signature length and its width, and many others.

Moreover, the employed parameters can be obtained after a preliminary projection of the

acquired data in a transform domain like the Fourier, Wavelet, Hadamard, Hough domain,

to cite a few.

On the other hand, function based methods typically employ a signature representation

consisting of various temporal sequences. Two different kinds of function based recognition

approaches can be distinguished:

• local approaches, where time sequences extracted from different signatures are directly

matched, by using elastic distance measures such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

[21], which represents one of the more flexible approaches to manage the signature

length variability [135, 136, 137]. During the comparative studies performed for the

Signature Verification Competition of 2004 (SVC 2004) [138], the on-line signature

recognition algorithm proposed in [139], employing DTW matching, gave the lowest

average Equal Error Rate (EER) values, when tested with skilled forgeries. In [140]

a modified DTW algorithm, which is based on the stability of the components of the

signature and outperforms the standard DTW, is presented;

• regional approaches, where the acquired signatures are analyzed by estimating some

regional properties, which are then employed to train a given classifier, as it is done

when modeling signatures with Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [121, 134, 141]. In

[142] signatures are decomposed employing wavelet transforms, and then Discrete

Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to the resulting approximation coefficients, in

order to obtain a signature representation. A Linear Programming Descriptor (LPD)

classifier is then trained using the DCT coefficients. Also neural networks have been

widely used for matching signature templates[143, 144].
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According to the recently published results, the most promising approaches belong to

the category of function based methods. However, one of the major research trend in on-line

signature verification is to combine different systems, in order to build multiple classifiers

based in global, local and regional approaches [145, 146].

Moreover, as outlined in [147], it is worth pointing out that not all the features have

the same consistency, when considering both parametric and functional features. From an

ideal point of view, a reliable feature should have values close enough for genuine signatures,

whereas far enough when they are extracted from forged signatures. In [147], a consistency

model is proposed, and the reliability of some commonly used features is analyzed.

3.2 Signature Template Protection: Related Works

As we already asserted, one of the advantage of using signature in a biometric recognition

system is that a signature, when compromised, can be reissued by its owner. However,

the definition of a new signature requires a certain degree of effort by the user. Moreover,

if a user has to be recognized by means of a signature with which he is not used to, the

produced signatures can exhibit an unacceptable variability, due to lack of user’s habit with

its new signature. Moreover, from a template which represents the signatures of a given

user, a lot of personal information can be extracted, even regarding people personality. This

possibility holds true specifically when the stored templates permit to perfectly reconstruct

both the shape and the dynamics of the signatures, as it happens when employing local

based recognition approaches such as DTW. The protection of the employed templates is

therefore a design issue which has to be carefully considered when implementing a signature

based authentication system.

Signature template protection has been first considered in [90] and [92] with a key gen-

eration approach, where a set of parametric features is extracted from the acquired dynamic

signatures, and a hash function is applied to the feature binary representation, obtained

exploiting some statistical properties of the enrollment signatures. Both methods provide

protection for the signature templates, although the cancelability property is not consid-

ered. In [81] an adaptation of the fuzzy vault to signature protection has been proposed:
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this method is based on a quantized set of maxima and minima of the temporal functions,

mixed with chaff points in order to provide security. A salting approach has been proposed

in [148] as an adaptation of the BioHashing method [101] to signature templates. Moreover,

in [149] an improved version of the BioHashing approach, where the procedure is iterated

many times to increase the security of the system, has also been proposed for the protection

of signature templates.

Also the fuzzy commitment [69] (more specifically, its practical implementation known

as Helper Data System [74]) has been employed to provide security for the features extracted

from an on-line signature, as proposed in [77], [150], where a user-adaptive error correcting

code selection was also introduced. The use of watermarking based techniques to provide a

security scalable system was proposed by the author in [62, 63, 150, 151].

In [111] a signature template protection scheme, where non-invertible transforms are

applied to a set of signature sequences, has been presented by the author, and its non-

invertibility discussed. The renewability capacity of the approach in [111] as also been

analyzed in [112], where additional non-invertible transforms have been introduced.

The present Thesis describes in details three different systems where the employed sig-

nature templates are protected against possible attacks. Specifically, the presented methods

do not define innovative matching strategies for the comparison of signatures; instead of

doing this, the proposed approaches are defined in order to make privacy-protective the

already proposed procedures for signature based authentication.

Two different cancelable biometrics based schemes are presented in Chapter 4 and Chap-

ter 5.

Specifically, a global features based approach is considered in Chapter 4, where a user-

adaptive biometric cryptosystem is implemented to protect the employed signature para-

metric characteristics.

On the other hand, functional features based recognition methods are taken into account

in Chapter 5, where a feature transformation protection approach, based on non-invertible

transforms, is defined. The applicability of the proposed approach to both DTW and HMM

based classifiers is considered.

Eventually, a system where watermarking is employed as the mean to provide protection
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to parametric features based signature templates is presented in Chapter 6. Instead of

defining a cancelable biometrics based system, data hiding techniques are employed to hide

and keep secret some relevant signature characteristics.

The approaches presented in this Thesis therefore supply a comprehensive collection of

solutions which can provide protection to the signature templates employed in the most of

the currently deployed signature based recognition systems.

3.3 Signature Databases

In order to test the verification capabilities of a given biometric recognition algorithm, a

large number of biometric samples have to be acquired and made available for tests. The

growth that the field of biometric recognition has experimented over the past two decades

has led to an increasing number of biometric databases, either mono-modal [152] (one

biometric feature sensed) or multi-modal [153] (two or more biometric features sensed),

which have been collected and employed by the research community.

However, due to the use of data acquired with different instruments, and according to

different conditions, it is usually difficult to compare recognition systems based on the same

biometric trait. Even the testing and reporting modalities employed to verify the effec-

tiveness of two methods can differ, resulting in the impossibility of establishing a common

benchmark between different approaches. For all these reason, it is in generally recom-

mendable to employ publicly available databases to test a given algorithm, in order to be

able to properly compare the achieved recognition performances with those of other already

proposed approaches.

Obviously, the most interesting available biometric databases are the multi-modal ones,

because they contain a large amount of biometric data collected by the same individuals,

and therefore allow to perform many evaluation tests for different biometric recognition

approaches. Some significant examples of multimodal biometric databases, either completed

and already available, or in process of completion are:

• BIOMET database [154]. This multi-modal database includes five different biomet-

ric modalities: audio, face images (2D and 3D), hand images, fingerprint (captured
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with both an optical and a capacitive sensor), and on-line signature. The BIOMET

database has been acquired in three temporally separated sessions (8 months between

the first and the last one) and comprises 91 subjects, from each of which the five

aforementioned biometrics have been collected;

• MyIDEA database [155]. This database contains six different biometric modalities:

face, audio, fingerprints, signature, handwriting and hand geometry. Two additional

synchronized recordings were also performed: face-voice and writing-voice. The gen-

eral specifications of the database are: target of 104 subjects, different quality sensors,

various realistic acquisition scenarios with different levels of control, organization of

the recordings to allow an open-set of experimental scenarios, and compatibility with

other existing databases such as BANCA [156].

• BIOSEC database [153]. This database has been collected under the EU FP6 BioSec

Integrated Project [157], and comprises four biometric modalities: fingerprint images

acquired with three different sensors, frontal face images from a webcam, iris im-

ages from an iris sensor, and voice utterances (captured both with a webcam and

a close-talk headset). The baseline corpus described in [153] comprises 200 subjects

with 2 acquisition sessions per subject. The extended version of the BioSec database

comprises 250 subjects with 4 sessions per subject (about 1 month between sessions).

• BiosecurID database [158]. This database has been collected in 6 different sites, using

an office-like uncontrolled environment (in order to simulate a realistic scenario). It

comprises biometric data acquired by 400 users, during 4 sessions distributed in a

4 month time span. The eight collected biometric modalities are: speech, iris, face

(photographs and talking faces videos), signature and handwriting (on-line and offi-

line), fingerprints, hand (palmprint and contour-geometry), and keystrokes. By now,

it is the database comprising the higher number of different biometric modalities;

• BIOSECURE database [159]. One of the objectives of the EU FP6 Biosecure Network

of Excellence has been the acquisition of a multi-modal database, with the aim of ex-

tending the efforts conducted in MyIDEA, BioSec, and BiosecurID. The BIOSECURE

database considers three acquisition scenarios, namely:
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– Internet Dataset : voice and face (still images and talking faces) data have been

captured in an unsupervised setup through the Internet;

– Desktop Dataset : the acquisition setup represents an office-like scenario, and

the acquisition of the following biometrics is conducted with human supervi-

sion: voice, fingerprints (two sensors), face (still images and talking faces), iris,

signature (genuine and skilled forgeries) and hand;

– Desktop Dataset : the acquisition of the following data is conducted using two

mobile devices (a PDA and a Ultra-Mobile PC): signature (genuine and skilled

forgeries), fingerprints (sweep sensor), voice, and face (images and video).

All datasets include 2 sessions, with the biggest dataset (internet) comprising over

1000 subjects, and about 700 users the other two. Around 400 of these donors are

common to the whole database. This database is therefore the one comprising the

larger number of enrolled users;

• MCYT database [160]. This database include two biometric modalities: fingerprints

and signatures. The data have been collected from 330 subjects in four acquisition

sites;

• MBioID database database [161]. This database has been collected in order to study

the use of biometric data in Identity Documents. The acquired biometric modalities

are: 2D and 3D face, fingerprint, iris, signature and speech.

We can notice that all the aforementioned multi-modal databases, with the only excep-

tion of the BIOSEC database, include acquisition of on-line signatures. This fact can testify

the high relevance of signature verification for the current biometric based recognition sys-

tems. In addition to the already listed database, on-line signatures have also been collected

for the Smartkom multi-modal database [162], which includes fingerprint, hand, signature

and speech acquisitions from 96 subjects. On-line signature have also been collected from

100 different subjects for the mono-modal database employed during the Signature Ver-

ification Competition (SVC) held at ICBA 2004 [138]. Moreover, a larger database will

be made available for the BioSecure Signature Evaluation Campaign (BSEC) which will
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be held in 2009. This database will be used for the 2009 Online Signature Verification

Competition, which will be carried out in the framework of the International Conference

on Biometrics 2009 Competitions, and comprises signatures taken from two subsets of the

complete BioSecure Network of Excellence [159]: the considered signatures are acquired in

a mobile scenario (on a PDA), as well as on a digitizing tablet.

It is worth reporting other two important signature databases: the Philips signature

database [163], comprising on-line signatures acquired from 51 subjects, and the Caltech

signature database [164], with on-line signatures acquired from 56 subjects by means of a

camera with a Imagination PXC200 frame grabber.

In this Thesis, the public MCYT database with signatures taken from 100 users [165]

is employed to test the effectiveness of each of the proposed approaches. The employed

database is a publicy available subset of the complete MCYT corpus [160], which comprises

signatures taken from 330 users. This database is, by now, probably the most employed by

the research community in order to test algorithms regarding signature verification.

The on-line signatures collected in the considered database have been acquired by em-

ploying a WACOM pen tablet, model INTUOS A6 USB. The pen tablet resolution is 2.540

lines per inch ( 100 lines/mm), and the precision is ±0.25 mm. The maximum detection

height is 10 mm (so pen-up movements are also considered), and the capture area is 127

mm (width) × 97 mm (height). The tablet provides the following discrete-time dynamic

sequences:

• position x[n] in x-axis,

• position y[n] in y-axis,

• pressure p[n] applied by the pen,

• azimuth angle γ[n] of the pen with respect to the tablet,

• altitude angle φ[n] of the pen with respect to the tablet.

The sampling frequency is set to 100 Hz. Taking into account the Nyquist sampling

criterion and the fact that the maximum frequencies of the related biomechanical sequences
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are always under 20-30 Hz [166], this sampling frequency leads to a precise discrete-time

signature representation.

The employed signature database comprises both genuine and shape-based skilled forg-

eries with natural dynamics, for each of the considered 100 subjects. The forgeries were

generated by contributors to the database imitating other contributors. For this task they

were given the printed signature to imitate and were asked not only to imitate the shape but

also to generate the imitation without artifacts such as time breaks or slowdowns. Specif-

ically, signature data for each user include 25 samples of his/her own signature, and 25

skilled forgeries. Taking into account that the signer was concentrated in a different writing

task between genuine signature sets, the variability between client signatures from different

acquisition sets is higher than the variability of signatures within the same acquisition set.

It is worth pointing out that the results which will be presented in this Thesis have been

carried out by dividing the considered database in two disjoint data sets: a training set,

which comprises the genuine and forged signatures of the first 30 users, and a test set, which

includes the genuine and forged signatures of the remaining 70 users. This has been done

because each of the proposed signature recognition system, as it happens for practical au-

thentication schemes, requires a training phase, during which some system’s parameters are

defined. The parameters estimated during the training phase will then be employed during

the actual tests of the considered recognition system. In this Thesis, where not specified

differently, the reported recognition performances are therefore evaluated employing the

signatures taken from 70 users of the public MCYT database.

3.4 Summary

In this Chapter, some introductory concepts regarding on-line signature verification have

been discussed. Among the various biometrics which can be employed in an automatic peo-

ple verification system, signature has the advantages of being a non-invasive measurement.

Moreover, signature based verification is widely accepted since it has been established as

one of the most diffuse mean for personal verification in our daily life, including commerce

applications, banking transactions, automatic fund transfers, and so on.
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Signature verification has attracted many researchers during the past years, which are

interested both to the scientific challenges and to the valuable applications of this field. In

fact, there are few doubts on the importance of automatic signature verification in the set

of biometric techniques for personal verification.

Signature verification can be performed either in a static way, by using only signature

images, or in a dynamic way, by taking into account the time behavior of the signing

act. On-line signature recognition usually allows to reach performances far better than

those obtained when considering off-line signatures. The already proposed approaches are

commonly distinguished as belonging to three different categories: global parametric feature

approaches, local based function features approaches, and regional based function features

approaches. The methods relying on a local analysis of a set of functional features are

considered as those able to guarantee the best recognition rates.

The approaches proposed for the protection of signature templates, as well as the avail-

able databases comprising on-line signature data have also been illustrated.
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Chapter 4

User adaptive On-line Signature

based Cryptosystem

In this Chapter, a key binding biometric cryptosystem based on on-line signature, able to

provide the required security and renewability for the employed on-line signature templates,

is proposed. Moreover, an user adaptive approach, where the system parameters are tuned

to the variability of each user’s signatures, is presented.

The proposed cryptosystem provides protection to templates consisting of parametric

features, which represent the information extracted from the acquired on-line signatures of

each user.

4.1 Proposed Biometric Cryptosystem

The proposed cryptosystem for biometric templates protection is based on Juels’ proposal of

fuzzy commitment [69], which employs error correcting codes, together with helper data to

generate a protected representation of the considered biometrics. The employed approach

is twofold, allowing the system both to manage cancelable biometrics [66], and to handle

the intra-class variability exhibited by biometric signatures. In fact, the signature variabil-

ity is here handled by considering the obtained templates as noisy versions of an “ideal”

template, where the noise power is related to the actual signature deviation from the noise

free template. The architectures of the proposed enrollment and authentication procedures
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Figure 4.1: Signature-based fuzzy commitment: enrollment scheme. The acquired data are

analyzed, quantized and summed to error correcting codes. The stored data are µ, RFu,

FCu, ECCu and h(mu).

are illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.3 respectively.

In brief, during the enrollment a number E of biometrics measurements are recorded

for each user u. The acquired signatures are then processed, in order to extract a set of

parametric features, which supplies the employed on-line signatures representation. The

mean values of the features extracted from the signatures of the user u is then estimated,

and then binarized through a comparison with reference data. The data employed for

the binarization process have to be computed during a training phase, which has to be

performed before starting the enrollment process.

For each user, a binary string is generated by taking into account the user’s most reliable

features, and then bind with an error correcting codeword, through a XOR operation. The

random message that originated the employed codeword is eventually stored in a hashed

form, together with the binary string computed with the XOR operation. The employed

error correcting code can be the same for all the enrolled users, or can be selected according

to the user’s characteristics, thus realizing an user adaptive code selection. The stored

templates can be used to perform user authentication without revealing any information

about the original data, as indicated in Section 4.1.3.
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In the following, the details on the proposed cryptosystem are presented: the reliable

features selection principles are outlined in Section 4.1.2.1, while both the proposed non-

adaptive and the user adaptive methods are detailed respectively in Sections 4.1.2.2 and

4.1.2.3. The experimental results obtained by testing the proposed approaches are given

in Section 4.3, which also includes comparisons with the performances of an unprotected

system using parametric features. Moreover, our approaches are also compared with other

approaches, already proposed for the protection of on-line signature parametric features.

4.1.1 Training stage

In the proposed signature based cryptosystem, a training phase is needed to evaluate the

reference data which are employed for the feature binarization process. Specifically, it

is assumed that signatures taken from W users, each of which has supplied I genuine

signatures, are available for this phase. Having represented with fw
i [k] the feature vector

extracted from the i-th signature of the w-th user, the inter-class mean vector µ[k] of the

considered features is estimated as:

µ[k] =
1
WI

I∑

i=1

W∑

w=1

fw
i [k], (4.1)

where k, with k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K}, represents the feature index.

The inter-class mean vector µ[k] is stored in the database, and employed during the

enrollment and authentication phases to generate the signature binary templates.

4.1.2 Enrollment stage

The proposed enrollment scheme is sketched in Figure 4.1. For each enrolled user u, once

E on-line signatures have been acquired, the feature vectors fu
e [k], e = 1, . . . , E and k ∈ K,

are evaluated. The intra-class mean feature vector µu[k] can then be computed as:

µu[k] =
1
I

E∑

e=1

fu
e [k], (4.2)

A binary vector bu[k], representative of the signatures taken from the considered user u,

is then obtained by comparing the intra-class vector µu[k] with the inter-class vector µ[k],
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Figure 4.2: Fitting of four common signature features distributions to Gaussian and Gen-

eralized Gaussian Model: a)aspect ratio; b)path length; c) absolute Y-velocity; d) average

absolute X-acceleration.

estimated during a training phase as described in Section 4.1.1:

bu[k] =

{
0 if µu[k] ≤ µ[k]

1 if µu[k] > µ[k]
, k ∈ K. (4.3)

4.1.2.1 Reliable Feature Selection

In the proposed scheme, a selection of the most relevant features for each enrolled user u

has to be performed, in order to counteract the potential instability of the feature vector

components. Specifically, the variability of each k-th feature reflects itself on the k-th

component of the vector bu[k], which is taken as representative of the signatures acquired

from user u.

In [74], where features extracted from faces are considered, this task is accomplished
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Feature Distribution GOF Chi-squared Cramer-von Mises Anderson-Darling

Aspect Ratio Gaussian 0.1031 0.0493 0.0463 0.1816

Gen. Gaussian 0.0823 0.0515 0.0374 0.1543

Path Length Gaussian 0.0683 0.1008 0.0408 0.1238

Gen. Gaussian 0.0831 0.1084 0.0454 0.1419

Y Velocity Gaussian 0.2824 0.2057 0.1907 0.4001

Gen. Gaussian 0.3190 0.1514 0.1963 0.4878

X Acceleration Gaussian 0.7829 0.2990 0.7624 2.5226

Gen. Gaussian 0.7638 0.1039 0.7170 2.2371

Table 4.1: Test of fit of a Gaussian and Generalized Gaussian distribution to the data:

Goodness-of-Fit, Chi-squared, Cramer-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling.

using a feature reliability measure, which is defined by assuming a Gaussian distribution for

each considered face feature. However, the Gaussianity assumption does not properly apply

to the scenario under examination, where on-line signatures are taken as the considered

biometrics. In fact, extensive tests have pointed out that the majority of commonly used

signature features, like mean velocity, acceleration or pressure, cannot be properly modeled

according to either a Gaussian or a generalized Gaussian distribution. In Figure 4.2, the

histogram of four common features (aspect ratio, path length, average absolute Y-velocity,

average absolute X-acceleration) extracted from a set of signatures, is shown together with

the Gaussian and the generalized Gaussian probability density functions, whose parameters

are estimated from the experimental data. Testing of fit with Gaussian and generalized

Gaussian distributions have also been performed. Specifically, the Goodness-of-Fit (GOF)

, Chi-squared, Cramer-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling tests [167] have been used. The

obtained results, collected in Table 4.1, highlight the poor match between the experimental

data and the considered distributions. Therefore, in our approach we introduce a reliability

measure not directly related to the signature features distribution.

In the process of defining a reliable feature user dependent selection procedure, the en-

rollment features vectors fu
e [k] of each user u, with e = 1, . . . , E, are binarized by comparing

them with the inter-class mean µ[k] and collected as row vectors in a binary matrix Bu[e, k],

with E (signature samples) rows and K (features) columns, whose generic element Bu[e, k]
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is obtained as:

Bu[e, k] =

{
0 if fu

e [k] ≤ µ[k]

1 if fu
i [k] > µ[k]

, k ∈ K. (4.4)

Then, a reliability measure Qu
1 [k] of the k-th feature of user u is defined as follows:

Qu
1 [k] = 1 −

∑E
e=1(B

u[e, k]⊕ bu[k])
I

, k ∈ K, (4.5)

where ⊕ represents the XOR operation, and bu[k] is given by equation (4.3). In equation

(4.5), the occurrence of the k-th binary value bu[k] in the corresponding elements of the

binary matrix Bu[e, k] is evaluated: in this way, a measure of the representativeness of the

value bu[k], with respect to the possible values obtainable from a new signature by the same

user, is derived. According to this measure, components with a high reliability possess a

high discrimination capability.

However, the use of the reliability measure Qu
1 [k] can lead to components with the same

reliability value. Then, in order to further discriminate among them, a second level of

feature screening is introduced, according to the following reliability measure:

Qu
2 [k] =

| µ[k]− µu[k] |
σu[k]

, k ∈ K, (4.6)

being σu[k] =
√

1
E−1

∑E
e=1

[
fu
e [k]− µu[k]

]2 the standard deviation of the k-th feature of

user u. A higher discriminating power is thus trusted to features with a larger difference

between µu[k] and µ[k], relative to the standard deviation σu[k].

After the application of the proposed reliability metrics to bu[k], the least reliable fea-

tures can be discarded, thus ending up with the binary feature vector ru[l], which contains

the L most reliable components of bu[k], being l ∈ L = {1, . . . , L} ⊆ K. The indexes of the

most reliable feature for the user u are collected in RFu[l], which is stored in the database

together with the inter-class vector µ[k], being thus made available for the authentication

process.

As already pointed out, in order to achieve both template protection and renewability,

the generated binary biometric templates have to be bind with error correcting codewords.

Specifically, the proposed implementation employed BCH codes [168], which are completely

determined once the lengths of the messages to be encoded are known, together with the

desired error correction capability (ECC).
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ECC n h ECC n h ECC n h

1 127 120 11 127 57 21 127 29

2 127 113 12 255 163 22 255 107

3 127 106 13 127 50 23 127 11

4 127 99 14 127 43 24 1023 788

5 127 92 15 127 36 25 255 91

6 127 85 16 511 367 26 255 87

7 127 78 17 1023 858 27 127 15

8 255 191 18 255 131 28 511 277

9 127 71 19 255 123 29 255 71

10 127 64 20 511 340 30 255 63

Table 4.2: Correspondences between ECC, n and h values

The ECC of the BCH codes which are employed in the proposed scheme can be deter-

mined a priori, as it has been proposed in [74]: this approach is detailed in Section 4.1.2.2.

However, it is also possible to define a strategy using which the ECC is selected depending

on the intra-class variability of each user’s signature, as detailed in Section 4.1.2.3.

4.1.2.2 A priori Selection of Error Correction Capability

After having obtained the binary feature vector ru, BCH codes are employed to realize the

fuzzy commitment. The ECC of the employed BCH encoder, and therefore the length n of

its codewords, is selected according to the desired False Acceptance Rate (FAR) or False

Rejection Rate (FRR). In Table 4.2, a selection of the correspondences between the ECC

and the values of n and h, respectively being the length of the codewords c and the length

of the messages to be encoded m, is reported.

Once the BCH encoder is chosen, a codeword cu is generated from a randomly selected

message mu. Then, the binary vector ru, which consists of L bits as detailed in Section

4.1.2.1, is zero padded in order to reach the same length n of the codeword cu, thus resulting

in the vector zu. The pattern of zeros that is applied to ru, in order to generate zu, can be

randomly selected, and also a scrambling of the feature positions in ru can be performed

before adding the requested number of zeros. A XOR operation between the codeword cu
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and zu is finally performed, thus obtaining the fuzzy commitment FCu:

FCu = FC(zu , cu) = zu ⊕ cu. (4.7)

A hashed version h(mu) of the random message mu, obtained using the SHA-512 algo-

rithm, is then stored together with FCu. The SHA-512 algorithm has been chosen due to

its stronger resilience against attacks, with respect to the SHA-1 [169] hashing algorithm.

In fact, different attacks that are able to find collisions on SHA-1, with less computational

complexity than a brute force search, have already been proposed, and are therefore consid-

ered as breaks of SHA-1 [170, 171, 172]. The SHA-256 with 32-bit words, or the SHA-512

with 64-bit words, should be therefore employed in order to improve the system security

for practical application of the proposed scheme. Currently, these hash functions have not

yet received as much attention as SHA-1 has, and so their cryptographic security is not yet

as well-established; however, it seems that no weakness have been found until now.

It is worth pointing out that, as evident from Table 4.2, no restriction is introduced for

the number L of the reliable features that can be considered, given that L < nmin = 127.

However, also this constraint can be removed by selecting BCH codes with a longer minimum

codeword length nmin. Additional values of ECC can be considered, although not reported

in Table 4.2, simply considering other BCH encoders.

4.1.2.3 Adaptive Selection of Error Correction Capability

The approach described in Section 4.1.2.2 allows to obtain renewable templates by changing

the employed codeword cu, that is, the random generated message mu, associated to the user

during enrollment. However, the variability the acquired signatures is treated in the same

way for each enrolled user. An authentication method that, besides providing renewability,

provides adaptability to the user signature variability, is also here proposed.

Applying the proposed user-adaptive code selection, codes with higher error correction

capabilities are employed for users characterized by a high intra-class variability. Therefore,

in the enrollment stage, an intra-class analysis is performed as follows: once the L reliable

features are selected, as detailed in Section 4.1.2.1, the matrix Ru[e, l], having E rows and

L columns, is obtained from Bu[e, k], by dropping the columns corresponding to unreliable
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features. Then, the Hamming distances Du[e], with e = 1, . . . , E, between any rows of

Ru[e, l] and the user representative vector ru[l], are evaluated. The average Au of the Du[e]

values,

Au =
1
E

E∑

e=1

Du[e], (4.8)

is then used to characterize the intra-class variability of the user u.

Specifically, the BCH code whose ECC is equal to the nearest integer of (Au + ∆ECC),

where ∆ECC is a system parameter common to all the enrolled users, is chosen. The selected

error correction capability ECCu , is then stored in the database for user u.

Once the ECC for the user u has been determined, the binary vector ru is zero padded

in order to reach the same length n of the selected BCH codewords, resulting in the vector

zu as described in Section 4.1.2.2. The fuzzy commitment FCu is then generated using a

codeword cu obtained from the encoding of a random message mu:

FCu = FC(zu , cu) = zu ⊕ cu. (4.9)

A hashed version h(mu) of mu, created using the SHA-256 algorithm, is eventually

stored.

The proposed framework provides security, being impossible to retrieve the feature vec-

tors fu
e [k], e = 1, . . . , E, from the stored templates µ, RFu, FCu, h(mu), and ECCu. In

fact, in order to infer about the extracted features, or to reconstruct their binary counter-

parts, it is necessary to possess, among the other data, the BCH codeword cu employed for

data protection (see Figure 4.1). However, neither the binary word mu at the input of the

BCH encoder nor its output cu are stored. In fact, only the hashed value of mu, generated

by means of the hash function h(·), is stored, thus guaranteeing the impossibility to recover

useful information from the system database. Then, as shown in [69], it can be concluded

that the disclosure of the secret zu is as much hard as finding a collision for the SHA-256

hash h(mu), which leads to the observation that the security of the presented system is the

same of the employed hash function.
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Figure 4.3: Signature-based fuzzy commitment: authentication scheme. When a subject

claims his identity, a response is given using the stored data µ, RFu, FCu, ECCu and

h(mu).

4.1.3 Authentication stage

The authentication phase follows the same steps as the enrollment stage (see Figure 4.3).

When a subject claims his identity, he provides his signature, which is converted in the

features vector f̃u[k], k ∈ K. Then the quantization is done using the inter-class mean µ[k],

thus obtaining b̃u[k]. The reliable features r̃u[l], l ∈ L = {1, . . . , L} ⊆ K, are selected using

RFu[l], and later extended using zero padding (employing the same zero pattern defined

during enrollment), generating the binary word z̃u. A binary string c̃u, representing a

possibly corrupted BCH codeword, results from the XOR operation

c̃u = z̃u ⊕ FCu. (4.10)

The BCH decoder is selected depending on the encoder used in enrollment, obtaining m̃s

from c̃s. Finally, the SHA-1 hashed version h(m̃s) is compared to h(ms): if both values are

identical the subject is authenticated, otherwise he is rejected.

4.2 Signature representation: employed features

The proposed biometric cryptosystem can be employed for the protection of any biometrics

which can be represented through a set of parametric features. The features employed

in the system, as well as their number K, can be chosen accordingly to the interested

application, in order to achieve the desired performances. Specifically, the implementation

here proposed employs on-line signature as the given biometric characteristic. As remarked

in Chapter 3, many sets of signature features have been proposed in the literature, and their
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Index Description Index Description Index Description

1 signature total duration Ts 34 direction histogram s1 [174] 67 (ymax − ymin)/yacquisition range

2 N(pen-ups) 35 (y2nd localmax − y1st pen−down)/∆y 68 (1st t(vx,max))/Tw

3 N(sign changes of dx/dt and dy/dt) 36 (xmax − xmin)/xacquisition range 69 (centripetal acceleration rms ac)/amax

4 average jerk j [173] 37 (y1st pen−down − xmax)/∆x 70 spatial histogram t1

5 standard deviation of ay 38 T (curvature > Thresholdcurv)/Tw 71 θ(1st pen-down to 2nd pen-down)

6 standard deviation of vy 39 (integrated abs. centr. acc. aIc)/amax [174] 72 θ(1st pen-down to 2nd pen-up)

7 (standard deviation of y)/∆y 40 T (vx > 0)/Tw 73 direction histogram s7

8 N(local maxima in x) 41 T (vx < 0|pen− up)/Tw 74 t(jx,max)/Tw

9 standard deviation of ax 42 T (vx > 0|pen− up)/Tw 75 spatial histogram t2

10 standard deviation of vx 43 (x3rd local max − x1st pen−down)/∆x 76 jx,max

11 jrms 44 N(vy = 0) 77 θ(1st pen-down to last pen-up)

12 N(local maxima in y) 45 (acceleration rms a)/amax 78 θ(1st-pen down to 1st pen-up)

13 t(2ndpen − down)/Ts 46 (standard deviation of x)/∆x 79 (1st t(xmax))/Tw

14 (average velocity v)/vx,max 47 T ((dx/dt)/(dy/dt)>0)
T ((dx/dt)/(dy/dt)<0) 80 jx

15 Amin=(ymax−ymin)(xmax−xmin)
∆x=

∑
i=1 pen−downs(xmax|i−xmin|i)∆y

48 (tangential acceleration rms at)/amax 81 T (2nd pen-up)/Tw

16 (xlastpen−up − xmax)/∆x 49 (x2nd local max − x1st pen−down)/∆x 82 (1st t(vmax))/Tw

17 (x1st pen−down − xmin)/∆x 50 T (vy < 0|pen− up)/Tw 83 jy,max

18 (ylast pen−up − ymax)/∆y 51 direction histogram s2 84 θ(2nd pen-down to 2nd pen-up)

19 (y1st pen−down − ymin)/∆y 52 t(3rd pen − down)/Ts 85 jmax

20 (Twv)/(ymax − ymin) 53 (max distance between points)/Amin 86 spatial histogram t3

21 (Twv)/(xmax − xmin) 54 (y3rd local max − y1st pen−down)/∆y 87 (1st t(vy,min))/Tw

22 (pen-down duration Tw)/Ts 55 (x− xmin)/x 88− 89 (2st t(xmax))/Tw; (3rd t(xmax))/Tw

23 v/vy,max 56 direction histogram s5 90 (1st t(vy,max))/Tw

24 (ylast pen−up − ymax)/∆y 57 direction histogram s3 91 t(jmax)/Tw

25 T ((dy/dt)/(dx/dt)>0)
T ((dy/dt)/(dx/dt)<0) 58 T (vx < 0)/Tw 92 t(jy,max)/Tw

26 v/vmax 59 T (vy > 0)/Tw 93 direction change histogram c2

27 (y1st pen−down − ymax)/∆y 60 T (vy < 0)/Tw 94 (3rd t(ymax))/Tw

28 (ylast pen−up − xmin)/∆x 61 direction histogram s8 95 direction change histogram c4

29 (velocity rms v)/vmax 62 (1st t(vx,min))/Tw 96 jy

30 (xmax−xmin)∆y

(ymax−ymin)∆x
63 direction histogram s6 97 direction change histogram c3

31 (velocity correlation vx,y)/v2
max [174] 64 T (1st pen-up)/Tw 98 θ(initial direction)

32 T (vy > 0|pen− up)/Tw 65 spatial histogram t4 99 θ(before last pen-up)

33 N(vx = 0) 66 direction histogram s4 100 (2nd t(ymax))/Tw

Table 4.3: Features extracted from on-line signatures.

discriminatory capabilities have been evaluated employing various signature database. In

order to test the effectiveness of the proposed on-line signature based cryptosystem, the 100

parametric features listed in Table 4.3, which have been used in [134], are here employed.

The notations introduced in [134] to describe the considered features have been kept in

Table 4.3. Specifically, T denotes time interval, t denotes time instant, N denotes number

of events, while θ denotes angle. The features proposed in [134] and here employed have

been defined in [173], [174] and [175].
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As can be seen, the employed features are both static and dynamic, and are derived only

from x and y position information. As reported in [134], the features are extracted from

each signature by first performing a pre-processing, which consists of a subtraction of the

center of mass, then followed by a rotation alignment, based on the average path tangent

angle.

No information about pressure has been considered for our tests. Although this limi-

tation could result in authentication performances worse than those already presented in

literature for on-line signatures, it is worth pointing out that the effectiveness of the pro-

posed approach should not be evaluated in absolute terms: the proposed system has been

designed with the aim of providing protection to the feature extracted from a signature, at

not trying to minimize the recognition errors given by the FRR and the FAR.

Then, in order to properly address the capabilities of the proposed system, the recog-

nition performances achievable while providing protection have to be compared with those

achievable when the employed templates are not protected. The set of features presented in

[134] has been here employed to provide a specific reference to consolidated performances

achievable when performing signature recognition using a parametric features based ap-

proach. The conducted analysis are presented in Section 4.3.

4.3 Signature based cryptosystem: Experimental Results

In this Section an extensive set of experimental results, concerning the performances of

the proposed signature based cryptosystem, are presented. Specifically, the performances

achievable employing the presented protection method are compared with those related

to an unprotected system, as well as with those achievable when employing the BioPKI

protection scheme described in [92].

As already stated in Section 3.3, the employed public MCYT Database, with signature

taken from 100 users, has been divided in a training and a test data set. The training

set, which comprises signatures taken from W = 30 users, is employed to estimate the

inter-class mean vector µ as described in Section 4.1.1. On the other hand, the remaining

70 users of the test data set are employed to evaluate the performances of the proposed
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Figure 4.4: System performances without adaptive BCH code selection. (a): ROC curves

obtained for E = 5 and L = K = 100; (b): ROC curves obtained for E = 10 and

L = K = 100.

protected signature based cryptosystem, and to compare them with those achievable when

performing recognition without providing protection, and those achievable employing the

method in [92].

The first presented experiment is aimed at evaluating the system performances without

the use of adaptive BCH code selection, thus employing the enrollment procedure described

in Section 4.1.2.2. Several BCH codes, with different ECC, are employed to derive the

system performances shown in Figure 4.4 in terms of FRR and FAR. More in detail, Figure

4.4(a) illustrates the results which can be obtained considering E = 5 signatures for the

enrollment of each user, while Figure 4.4(b) is obtained with reference to a system where

E = 10 signatures are acquired from each user during enrollment. The reported ROC curves

are evaluated by varying the BCH ECCs employed in the system. The reported FRRs are

estimated using, for each subject, the signatures not used in the enrollment stage. The

FAR is both referred to conditions of random forgeries [122], indicated as FARRF , and to

conditions of skilled forgeries, indicated as FARSF . For each user, the 25 signatures given

from all the remaining 69 users of the test data set are used as random forgeries. The 25

skilled forgeries available for each user have been consider to determine the system FARSF .

The results shown in Figure 4.4 are obtained when considering L = K = 100, that
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Figure 4.5: System performances without adaptive BCH code selection. (a): EERs for

E = 5, with respect to the employed number of features L; (b): EERs for E = 10, with

respect to the employed number of features L.

is, when the feature selection procedure described in Section 4.1.2.1 is not considered.

Specifically, the equal error rate obtained for skilled forgeries (EERSF ) is 12.29% when

considering E = 10, and 14.86% when taking E = 5. When random forgeries are taken into

account, the obtained equal error rates (EERRF ) are equal to 3.43% for E = 10, and 3.62%

for E = 5.

The effectiveness of the feature selection method of Section 4.1.2.1 is shown in Figure

4.5, where the EERs achievable for both skilled and random forgeries are displayed, with

respect to the number of employed features L ≤ K.

As can be seen, the minimum EERs are achieved, for both systems with E = 5 and

E = 10, by considering even less than 50 features out of 100: as for skilled forgeries, the

lowest value of EERSF is equal to 8.30% when E = 10, and is achieved representing signature

templates with L = 35 features. When E = 5 signatures are acquired during enrollment,

the lowest achievable EERSF is 11.35%, obtained for L = 49 features. On the other hand,

when random forgeries are taken into account, the lowest value of EERRF , when taking

E = 10 signatures for enrollment, is equal to 1.85%, and is achieved considering L = 32

features, whereas taking E = 5 the lowest achievable EERRF is 2.60%, obtained for L = 46

features.
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Figure 4.6: System performances with the adaptive BCH code selection. (a): ROC curves

obtained for E = 5 and L = K = 100; (b): ROC curves obtained for E = 10 and

L = K = 100.

The performances of a system using the proposed adaptive codes selection scheme,

described in Section 4.1.2.3, are then analyzed, in order to verify if better recognition

performances can be achieved employing it, with respect to the non-adaptive approach of

Section 4.1.2.2. Specifically, Figure 4.6(a) illustrates the results which can be obtained

by considering E = 5 signatures for the enrollment of each user, while Figure 4.6(b) is

obtained in reference to a system where E = 10 signatures are acquired from each user

during enrollment. The presented ROC curves are obtained by evaluating the values of

FRR and FAR achievable for different values of the system parameter ∆ECC , introduced

in Section 4.1.2.3. As for Figure 4.4, even the results shown in Figure 4.6 are obtained by

considering L = K = 100 selected features, that is, by not employing the feature selection

procedure described in Section 4.1.2.1. The equal error rate obtained for skilled forgeries

(EERSF ) is 9.75% when considering E = 10, and 12.17% when taking E = 5. When

random forgeries are taken into account, the obtained equal error rates (EERRF ) are given

by 2.24% for E = 10, and by 3.13% for E = 5.

The results obtained by combining the proposed feature selection approach of Section

4.1.2.1, with the adaptive ECC selection described in Section 4.1.2.3, are displayed in Figure

4.7, where the EERs achievable for both skilled and random forgeries are illustrated, with
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Figure 4.7: System performances with the adaptive BCH code selection. (a): EERs for

E = 5, with respect to the employed number of features L; (b): EERs for E = 10, with

respect to the employed number of features L.

respect of the number of employed features.

From the presented results, it can be noticed that when employing the proposed user

adaptive ECC selection procedure, the best performances are obtained when taking into

account a number of features approximately comprised between 60 and 70, having available

an initial set with 100 parameters: as for skilled forgeries, the lowest value of EERSF is

equal to 6.83% for E = 10, and is achieved representing signature templates with L = 63

features. When E = 5 signatures are taken during enrollment, the lowest achievable EERSF

is 10.66%, obtained employing L = 72 features. On the other hand, when random forgeries

are taken into account, the lowest value of EERRF , when taking E = 10 signatures for

enrollment, is equal to 1.35%, and is achieved considering L = 63 features. When setting

E = 5, the lowest achievable EERRF is 2.29%, obtained using L = 70 features.

The obtained experimental results highlight that the use of the proposed adaptive code

selection procedure significantly improves the system performances. Moreover, the achiev-

able recognition rates can be furthered improved when performing a user dependent selection

of the features which have to be considered, by means of the reliability measures introduced

in Section 4.1.2.1.

Finally, a performance comparison among the proposed methods, a system where no
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template protection is taken into account, and the protected approach proposed in [92], is

here reported. Specifically, the Malahanobis distance is employed in an unprotected system

to compute the dissimilarity between a given features vector f [k], and the intra-class mean

feature vector µu[k], representative of user u, as:

D(f [k],µu[k]) =

√√√√
K∑

k=1

( f [k] − µu[k]
σu[k]

)2
(4.11)

where σu[k] is the feature standard deviation vector for user u, estimated during enrollment

employing the available E acquisitions. If the distance D(f [k],µu[k]) is lower than a pre-

selected threshold TA, the features vector f [k] is accepted as originating from the legitimate

user u.

As for the protected approach described in [92], it consists of three stages: the shape

matching, the feature coding and the private key generation. The shape matching stage

examines the shape of a test sample, and filters out the random and simple forgeries. The

feature coding stage finds a feature code for each of the defined features, and concatenates

each feature code into a code string. Finally, the private key generation stage takes the code

string as input, and generates the individuals private key. Specifically, in order to compare

the method proposed in [92] with the one here presented, the feature coding and the private

key generation stages is implemented, in order to protect the extracted signature features

and to perform user authentication.

Three boundaries are defined for each considered feature in [92]:

• the whole boundary, which includes all possible values for a feature;

• the database boundary, which includes the values collected from all the acquired

signature;

• the user boundary, which includes values for a specific user.

The user boundary (UBu) for each feature k is defined as UBu[k] = µ[k]−b×σ[k],µ[k]+b×

σ[k]), where µ[k] and σ[k] are respectively the estimated mean and the standard deviation

of features k, for the signatures of the considered user u. The system parameter b can be

adjusted according to the desired performances: a higher value corresponds to more error

tolerance, and at the same time, easier barriers for forgeries.
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The feature coding implies the segmentation of the whole boundary, which is divided

into several segments with an assigned sequence number. The segmentation takes place by

unfolding the user boundary to both ends before exceeding the database boundary. The

superfluous portion at either end would be extended into the whole boundary and becomes

one segment. Considering a particular feature value, the system fits it into a segment and

obtains the feature code, that is, the segment sequence number. After processing all the

features, the feature codes are concatenated to output a code string. The template includes

the boundary definitions, without any hint on a particular segment. Finally, in order to

obtain a private key from the obtained code string, a SHA1-hash is then computed, resulting

in a 160-bit private key.

Figure 4.8 shows the ROC curves, related to the FARSF /FRR behavior obtained con-

sidering skilled forgeries, which are achievable by implementing various approaches. Specif-

ically, Figure 4.8 shows the performances obtained when considering:

• a system without any template protection, and using the Mahalanobis distance based

matcher, where the threshold t is continuously varied;

• a system implementing the BioPKI protection approach described in [92], where the

system parameter b, that acts similar to a threshold, is continuously varied;

• a system implementing the non-adaptive approach presented in this Chapter, using

different ECC values and taking L = K = 100 features, in order to compare the

achieved results with those achievable by the unprotected approach, and the BioPKI

system proposed in [92];

• a system implementing the non-adaptive approach presented in this Chapter, us-

ing different ECC values while selecting, through the procedure described in Section

4.1.2.3, the subset of features which guarantees the best verification rates, in order to

compare the achieved results with those obtained when considering the whole set of

K = 100 features. Specifically, when E = 10, L = 35 features are selected, whereas

L = 49 features are taken into account when E = 5 signature are considered for the

enrollment;
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the system performances achievable by employing the

proposed adaptive and non adaptive approaches, an unprotected approach based on Maha-

lanobis distance, and the protected approach described in [92]. (a): ROC curves obtained

for E = 5; (b): ROC curves obtained for E = 10.

• a system implementing the adaptive code selection approach presented in this Chapter,

using different values of ∆ECC and considering L = K = 100 features, in order to

present results comparable with those of the unprotected method, and the BioPKI

system proposed in [92];

• a system implementing the adaptive approach presented in this Chapter, using dif-

ferent values of ∆ECC while selecting, through the procedure described in Section

4.1.2.3, the subset of features which guarantees the best recognition rates, in order to

compare the achieved results with those obtained when considering the whole set of

K = 100 features. Specifically, when E = 10, L = 63 features are selected, whereas

L = 72 features are taken when E = 5 signature are considered for the enrollment.

In order to summarize the obtained results, the EERs achievable using the unprotected

approach, the method proposed in [92], as well as the proposed protected approaches, are

summarized in Table 4.4, having considered tests with E = 10 signatures taken during

enrollment for each user, and skilled forgeries for the estimation of the FAR.

As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the ROC curves obtained by employing the non-adaptive
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Non-Protected BioPKI Non-Adaptive Approach Adaptive Approach

Approach Approach in [92] L = K = 100 L = 35 L = K = 100 L = 63

EERSF (in %) 10.31 14.28 12.29 8.30 9.75 6.83

Table 4.4: EERs for the considered approaches, considering skilled forgeries and E = 10

signatures taken during enrollment for each user.

approach described in Section 4.1.2.2, by varying the employed ECC, move away from the

behavior of the unprotected system, resulting in better performances in terms of FRR,

being thus more suitable for forensic application [6] with respect of the other considered

methods. Moreover, the best achievable EER, when considering the whole set of features

enumerated in Table 4.3 with L = K = 100, is obtained using the proposed user adaptive

fuzzy commitment approach. The performances achievable employing the method in [92]

are worse than those obtained by an unprotected system, and even than those achievable

employing the proposed protected systems. In [77] it has also been shown that the perfor-

mances achievable employing the protected key generating cryptosystem described in [91],

which also relies on the processing of parametric features extracted from signatures, follows

approximately the same behavior offered by the method in [92]. Also the performances

achievable employing the method in [91] are therefore worse than those obtained employing

the proposed approaches.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that, as shown in Figure 4.8, even better performances

can be obtained by using the proposed approaches when the parameters reduction procedure

described in Section 4.1.2.1 is taken into account. Moreover, the proposed method is also

able to provide, in addiction to template protection, the cancelability of templates, where

the other considered methods in [92] and [91] cannot.

4.4 On-line Signature based Cryptosystem: Discussion

In this Chapter, a user adaptive template protection scheme applied to signature biometrics

is proposed. The proposed scheme is able to provide protection to the considered signature

templates, and allows to manage cancelable biometrics, being therefore possible to generate

multiple templates from the same biometric data. Properly using error correcting codes, the
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original raw data, as well as the template derived from them, cannot be reconstructed from

the stored information, thus increasing the system security against possible attacks, while

allowing to perform user authentication with performances comparable to an unprotected

system.

The proposed protection scheme is applied to parametric features extracted from on-line

signatures. A reliability measure, independent from the features distributions, is provided.

Moreover, a user adaptive intra-class variability handling is implemented, in order to cus-

tomize the error correction capabilities of the employed codes for each enrolled user: in this

way, the employed codes are selected depending on the characteristics of each user, thus

increasing the achievable recognition performances.

Extensive experimental results are provided, showing that the proposed system is able

to guarantee verification performances comparable with those achievable in an unprotected

system. Comparisons with other already proposed scheme for on-line signature templates

protection, employing parametric features extracted from the acquired data, are also pre-

sented.
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Chapter 5

Cancelable Sequence based

Biometric Templates

In this Chapter, we consider the issue of providing protection and renewability to those

biometric templates which can be expressed in terms of a set of time or space dependent

sequences. Specifically, a non-invertible transform based approach is employed, in order to

generate transformed templates which can be stored safely in a system database, without

revealing any information about the originally acquired biometric characteristic. As it will

be outlined in the present Chapter, the proposed approach is independent on the biometric

modality under consideration, and it could be therefore applied to different biometrics, like

for example speech, signature, gait, brain activity [176], iris [177], and so on. Following the

essay of the present Thesis, the effectiveness of the proposed approaches has been evaluated

by applying them to an on-line signature based biometric verification system.

It is worth pointing out that, as outlined in Chapter 2, in the most of cases the meth-

ods proposed for the protection of biometric templates act on sets of parametric features,

extracted from the considered biometrics. This approach is usually followed even for those

biometrics which can be represented by sets of time or space dependent sequences. However,

resorting to parametric features representations of biometric data unavoidably limits the

kind of matching which can be performed. Employing a non-invertible transform based ap-

proach, in order to provide protection for biometric templates which can be expressed by a

set of discrete sequences, the transformed templates can remain in the same (feature) space
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of the original ones, being then possible to employ matching schemes specifically designed

for the considered biometrics. When taking on-line signature authentication systems into

account, matching approaches based on elastic procedures such as Dynamic Time Warp-

ing (DTW), which represents one of the more flexible approaches to manage the signature

length variability [139], or based on statistical recognition approaches such as those employ-

ing Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [121, 141], can be employed even in the transformed

domain. This possibility allows to achieve verification performances typically better than

those obtained following approaches based on the extraction of parametric features, like the

one proposed by the author in Chapter 4.

The organization of the present Chapter is as follows. The proposed approach for the

protection of sequence based biometric templates is illustrated in Section 5.1, and its security

analysis is outlined in Section 5.2. The application of the proposed protection scheme to

on-line signature biometrics is then presented in Section 5.3. The experimental framework

considered in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, and the results

which are obtained by testing the proposed system, are shown in Section 5.4, Section 5.5

and Section 5.6, while some final considerations on the proposed approaches are eventually

drawn in Section 5.7.

5.1 Non-invertible Transforms for Sequence based Biome-

trics

The proposed approach for the protection of sequence based biometric templates relies on

the definition of a novel set of non-invertible transforms, which extends the work presented

in [111]. In the proposed biometric protection scheme, it is supposed that a set of time/space

dependent discrete finite sequences are extracted from a given biometric characteristic. The

obtained biometric template can then be protected by applying the transforms defined in

Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. The resulting transformed templates can then be further processed

if the matcher is based on a sequence based modeling approach (e.g., HMM), or directly

stored in the system database if the matcher works directly with sequence based descriptions

(e.g., DTW).
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Specifically, it is assumed that the proposed transforms can be applied to an original set

of sequences RF , consisting of F sequences r(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F . The transformed template

is indicated as TF , and consists of F sequences f(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F . In Section 5.1.1 a

baseline sequence based template transform, specifically designed in such a way that it is

not possible to retrieve the original data from the transformed ones, is proposed. Moreover,

in Section 5.1.2 some alternatives for the protection of sequence based biometric templates,

derived from the baseline approach of Section 5.1.1, will be detailed.

5.1.1 Protected Baseline Approach

The proposed transformations, applied to the original set of sequences RF for the generation

of a new set TF , are designed to satisfy the following properties, that are sufficient (although

not necessary) to guarantee the non-invertibility and renewability properties of a properly

defined cancelable biometrics, as outlined in Chapter 2:

• each transformed sequence has to be generated from the combination of at least two

original time sequences (or segments of them). This requirement is needed when

employing transformations expressed by means of linear dependencies on the original

data. Linear combinations have been preferred in the deployment of the proposed

approaches, in order to alter as less as possible (although in a non-invertible way) the

characteristics of the original sequences, in both space/time and frequency domains;

• each original time sequence (or a segment of it) has to occur only in one of the

combinations that generate the new sequences. This requirement is needed in order

to generate transformed sequences which are independent one from the others. In such

a way, even when combining different sequences belonging to the same transformed

template, it will be impossible to invert the employed transforms and obtain the

original sequences;

• when generating transformed sequences for two distinct systems, the sequences se-

lected for the combinations (or the segments extracted from them) have to be differ-

ent for the two distinct cases. This requirement is needed to define transforms which

are robust with respect of a record multiplicity attack, where an attacker gains access
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to different transformed versions of the same original data, and tries to reveal the

original biometric templates by exploiting all the gathered information.

In the baseline implementation, each transformed sequence f(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F , is ob-

tained from the corresponding original sequence r(i)[n] of length N , i = 1, . . . , F , which

represents a generic original discrete time/space sequence selected among the ones available

in the original template, as follows.

A number (W −1) of different integer values dj between 1 and 99 are randomly selected,

ordered in an ascending way such that dj > dj−1, j = 1, . . . ,W , and arranged in a vector

d = [d0, . . . , dW ]T , (5.1)

where d0 and dW are set to 0 and 100 respectively. The vector d represents the key of the

employed transformation.

Then, the original sequence r(i)[n] is divided into W segments r(i)j,Nj
[n] of length Nj =

bj − bj−1,

r(i)j,Nj
[n] = r(i)[n+ bj−1], j = 1, . . . ,W, (5.2)

where bj = d dj

100 ·Ne, j = 1, . . . ,W .

Basically, the sequence r(i)[n] is split into W non overlapping parts according to the

randomly generated vector d. A transformed sequence f(i)[n], n = 1, . . . , K, is then obtained

through the linear convolution of the sequences r(i)j,Nj
[n], that is,

f(i)[n] = r(i)1,N1
[n] ∗ . . . ∗ r(i)W,NW

[n]. (5.3)

Each transformed sequence f(i)[n] is therefore obtained through the linear convolution of

parts of the corresponding original sequences r(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F . Moreover, each original

sequence r(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F undergoes the same decomposition before applying the con-

volutions. As can be seen, due to the convolution operation in equation (5.3), the length

of the transformed sequences is equal to K = N −W + 1, being therefore almost the same

of the original sequences. A final signal normalization, oriented to obtain zero mean and

unit standard deviation transformed sequences, is then applied. Different realizations can

be obtained from the same original sequences, simply varying the size or the values of the
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Figure 5.1: Baseline approach: two different transformations, governed by the key vectors

d(1) = [0 30 100] and d(2) = [0 75 100], are applied to the original x[n] and y[n] coordinate

sequences. The original and transformed signatures are also shown.

parameter key d. The complete set of transformed sequences f(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F , is indi-

cated as TF . As it has already been noticed, the transformed templates are yet represented

as set of discrete time/space sequences, exactly like the original employed templates, being

thus possible to resort to sophisticated classifiers such as HMMs or DTW in order to match

them.

The effects of the employed transforms are shown in Figure 5.1 for the case with W = 2,

where the horizontal and vertical position trajectories extracted from an original signa-

ture are transformed according to different decomposition vectors, and then recombined to

reconstruct a transformed signature.

The security analysis of the proposed sequence based protection scheme is conducted in

Section 5.2.

5.1.2 Non-invertible transform: extended approaches

In the previous Section it has been illustrated how to generate a transformed sequence from

an original one. Two additional non-invertible sequence based transforms, stemming from
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the approach presented in Section 5.1.1, are proposed in the following.

5.1.2.1 Protected Mixing approach

In the baseline approach, each transformed sequence is generated by performing convolu-

tions between segments belonging from the same original sequence. However, it is also

possible to combine segments extracted from different original sequences. In order to for-

mally define this kind of transform, a transformation key C, consisting of a matrix with F

rows and W columns, has to be considered in this case, in addition to the decomposition

key d. Specifically, each column of C is obtained as a scrambled version of the vector

[1, . . . , F ]T . An example of a possible matrix C, when considering F = 7 and W = 4, is

shown in equation (5.4):

C =




1 4 3 7

2 7 2 5

3 1 6 1

4 2 7 3

5 6 1 4

6 5 5 2

7 3 4 6




. (5.4)

Each i-th row of the matrix C is employed to define the combinations that originate

the transformed sequences f(i)[n]. Having indicated with C[i, j] the element at the i-th row

and at the j column of C, the transformed time sequences f(i)[n] are obtained as:

f(i)[n] = r(C[i,1])1,N1
[n] ∗ . . . ∗ r(C[i,W ])W,NW

[n], (5.5)

with i = 1, . . . , F , and where r(i),j,Nj
[n] is defined as in equation (5.2). Basically, each

transformed sequence f(i)[n] is generated not only from the corresponding original sequence

r(i)[n], but the convolutions are performed among segments extracted from different original

sequences, thus also defining a kind of feature-level fusion [104] among various sequences.

5.1.2.2 Protected Shifting approach

Another variation to the approach in 5.1.1 is obtained by applying an initial shift to the

original sequences r(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F . Specifically, a random integer value φ is selected in
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the range [0,100], and converted to the shift h as

h = d φ

100
·Ne, (5.6)

being N the length of the original sequence, in sample units. Then, each sequence r(i)[n]

undergoes the same circular shift governed by the parameter h, thus obtaining the sequences

c(i)[n] = r(i)[n− h], n = 1, . . . , N .

The same transformation process described in Section 5.1.1, based on convolutions be-

tween segments extracted from the considered sequences, is then applied to the sequences

c(i)[n]. This modification can be also combined with the extended method presented in

Section 5.1.2.1, by applying the circular shift before performing the transformations. Obvi-

ously, it is also possible to apply different initial shifts to the F sequences before performing

the decompositions, in order to further increase the transformation key space. However,

only the case where the same shift is applied to all the available original sequences will be

considered in the following.

5.2 Transform Invertibility Analysis

As it has been reported in Chapter 2 when presenting the possible solutions proposed for the

protection of a given biometric template, a properly defined cancelable biometrics should

satisfy the requirements of renewability and security, and should guarantee recognition

performances similar to those achievable with an unprotected approach. In order to test the

renewability property, and also to evaluate the loss in recognition performances introduced

by the proposed protection scheme, it is necessary to apply the proposed transformations to

a specific biometric characteristic, and also to employ a specific matching algorithm for the

transformed sequence based templates. These analysis will then be conducted in Section 5.5

and 5.6, after having defined in Section 5.3 the used discrete time sequences based template

for on-line signatures, together with the matching strategies employed to perform on-line

signature authentication in the protected domain.

On the other hand, the analysis of the invertibility, that is, the possibility of recover-

ing the original sequences, from the ones obtained employing the proposed transformation

schemes, is investigated in this Section. Specifically, this analysis does not need to be re-
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ferred to a specific biometric modality, being related only to the transformations designed

in Section 5.1. Furthermore, being the extended methods of Section 5.1.2 basically mod-

ifications of the principal approach described in Section 5.1.1, only the latter one is here

analyzed, due to the fact that the security of the extended methods depends on the one

provided by the baseline approach.

It is worth pointing out that the non-invertibility here discussed is different from the one

commonly encountered in mathematics, being more focused on the computational difficulty

in inverting the employed transforms. In fact, as it has been noticed in [178] when dealing

the non-invertibility of the one-way functions employed in a public key cryptosystem, in

mathematics a given function is called non-invertible when the inverse of a point of the

function is not unique. On the other hand, the non-invertibility required in the context of

biometric protection deals with the overwhelming difficulty which should be encountered

when trying to calculate the original data from the transformed ones.

Having defined the sequence transformation as in equation (5.3), if an attacker gains

access to the stored information, he has to solve a blind deconvolution problem [179, 180, 181]

to retrieve any information regarding the original sequences. Typically, the goal of blind

deconvolution is to recover a source signal given only the output of an unknown filter,

or to separate different source signals from their convolutive mixtures. To solve these

problems, some statistical properties of the filter, or of the considered sources, have to be

assumed, or some other constraints have to be established [182]. In the considered case,

the transformed template TF contains only convolutions between segments extracted from

the original sequences. Then, it is computationally very hard to recover, in a deterministic

way, the original data from the transformed ones. In other words, the security of the

proposed sequence based template protection methods relies on the difficulty to solve a

blind deconvolution problem, having no a priori knowledge about the original sequences.

On the other hand, also considering different transformed templates based on the same

original data, which is commonly referred to a record multiplicity attack, recovering the

original sequences is as much hard as random guessing. As already discussed in Chapter

2, the possibility of performing record multiplicity attacks is one of the major problems of

popular template protection schemes such as the fuzzy vault [70]. Moreover, also the already
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proposed non-invertible transform based methods for the protection of fingerprints, [106]

and [107], are vulnerable to such an attack. In order to properly illustrate the robustness of

the approach here proposed against record multiplicity attacks, we assume that the different

transformed versions are derived from exactly the same original data.

It is worth pointing out that this is a worst condition case, because in real life appli-

cations the realizations of the original biometrics used in different applications, on which

the multiplicity attack is based, will vary depending on the intra-user biometric variabil-

ity. Moreover, when the considered biometrics is signature, this intra-user variability is

specifically significant. However, under the considered assumption, it is then supposed that

an attacker has acquired, from two different systems, two different transformed sets of se-

quences T (1)
F and T (2)

F , generated from the same original template RF , by applying different

transformation parameters. Considering the simplest case with W = 2, the attacker then

possesses two transformed instances, f (1)
(i)

[n] and f (2)
(i)

[n], of the same original time sequences

r(i)[n], i = 1, . . . , F , obtained using the two transformation parameters d(1)
1 and d

(2)
1 (the

decomposition vectors defined in equation (5.1) contain only one random element, being

W = 2). Given that

r(i)[n] = r
(1)

(i)1,N
(1)
1

[n] + r
(1)

(i)2,N
(1)
2

[n − b
(1)
1 ] = r

(2)

(i)1,N
(2)
1

[n] + r
(2)

(i)2,N
(2)
2

[n− b
(2)
1 ], (5.7)

in order to recover the sequence r(i)[n], the attacker should obtain the segments r(1)

(i)1,N
(1)
1

[n]

and r
(1)

(i)2,N
(1)
2

[n], where N (1)
1 = b

(1)
1 and N

(1)
2 = N − b

(1)
1 , or the segments r(2)

(i)1,N
(2)
1

[n] and

r
(2)

(i)2,N
(2)
2

[n], with N (2)
1 = b

(2)
1 and N (2)

2 = N −b(2)
1 , from the available transformed sequences

f
(1)
(i) [n] = r

(1)

(i)1,N
(1)
1

[n] ∗ r(1)

(i)2,N
(1)
2

[n] and f (2)
(i) [k] = r

(2)

(i)1,N
(2)
1

[n] ∗ r(2)

(i)2,N
(2)
2

[n].

Deconvolution problems are typically coped with in the frequency domain, being the con-

volutions transformed into simple multiplications. In order to properly define the Discrete

Fourier Transforms (DFTs) of the considered segments of r(i)[n], the extended versions

r̂
(j)
(i)h,K

[n], h, j = {1, 2}, are generated by applying zero padding to the right of the seg-

ments, until reaching the length K = N − 1 (that is the length of the convolutions f (1)
(i) [n]

and f
(2)
(i)

[n]). Then, the sequence ∆(i)[n], n = 1, . . . , K, is defined as the difference be-

tween r̂(1)
(i)1,K

[n] and r̂(2)
(i)1,K

[n], which share a common part that is exactly r(2)
(i)1,K

[n], having
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assumed that b(1)
1 > b

(2)
1 :

∆(i)[n] = r̂
(1)
(i)1,K

[n] − r̂
(2)
(i)1,K

[n], n = 1, . . . , K. (5.8)

The following relations can then be derived for the considered finite sequences:




r̂
(1)
(i)1,K[n] = r̂

(2)
(i)1,K[n] + ∆(i)[n]

r̂
(1)
(i)2,K

[n− b
(1)
1 ] = r̂

(2)
(i)2,K

[n− b
(2)
1 ] − ∆(i)[n]

(5.9)

where all the considered shifts are circular shifts. Then, applying the DFT to the a priori

known sequences f (1)
(i)

and f
(2)
(i)

, and considering the relations between the DFT and the

linear convolution of two discrete sequences, it results:




DFT{f (1)
(i)

[n]} = DFT{r̂(1)
(i)1,K

[n]} · DFT{r̂(1)
(i)2,K

[n]} =

DFT{r̂(1)
(i)1,K[n]} · DFT{r̂(1)

(i)2,K[n− b
(1)
1 ]} · ej2π(l/K)b

(1)
1

DFT{f (2)
(i) [n]} = DFT{r̂(2)

(i)1,K[n]} · DFT{r̂(2)
(i)2,K[n]}

(5.10)

where the DFT coefficients are indexed with k. Using the relations in equation (5.9), the

first equation of (5.10) can be written as:

DFT{f (1)
(i) [n]} =

[
DFT{r̂(2)

(i)1,K[n]}+ DFT{∆(i)[n]}
]
· (5.11)

[
DFT{r̂(2)

(i)2,K[n− b
(2)
1 ]} − DFT{∆(i)[n]}

]
· ej2π(l/K)b

(1)
1

and therefore:




DFT{f (1)
(i) [n]} = ej2π(l/K)b

(1)
1 ·

[
DFT{r̂(2)

(i)1,K[n]} ·DFT{r̂(2)
(i)2,K[n]} · e−j2π(l/K)b

(2)
1 −

DFT{∆(i)[n]} ·DFT{r̂(2)
(i)1,K

[n]}+ DFT{∆(i)[n]} · DFT{r̂(2)
(i)2,K

[n]} · e−j2π(l/K)b
(2)
1 −

DFT2{∆(i)[n]}
]

DFT{f (2)
(i)

[n]} = DFT{r̂(2)
(i)1,K

[n]} · DFT{r̂(2)
(i)2,K

[n]}
(5.12)

As can be seen, the resulting system of equations admits inf1 possible solutions, which

implies that recovering the original segments r(2)
(i)1,K[n] and r̂(2)

(i)2,K[n] is as much hard as ran-

dom guessing. Although with such demonstration is not possible to state that the proposed

transforms are non-invertible, independently from the approach which is employed when
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trying to invert them, the difficulty in reaching a solution for the original sequence observed

in the proposed formulation (which is the most natural, being based on spectral techniques

for solving the blind deconvolution problem), corroborates the difficulty in succeeding in a

record multiplicity attack.

5.3 Application to an On-line Signature Verification System

The effectiveness of the proposed protection scheme for sequence based biometrics is applied

in this Thesis to the protection of on-line signature templates. In Section 5.3.1 it is dis-

cussed how to extract a sequence based template RF from an acquired signature, while the

matching strategies employed to compare transformed templates obtained from different

signatures, are described in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Feature extraction stage

As already pointed out, the proposed non-invertible transform based approaches aim at

securing finite sequences such as those acquired by touch screens or digitizing tablets when

writing signatures on them.

During the employed feature extraction stage, the horizontal x[n] and vertical y[n] po-

sition trajectories, together with the pressure signal p[n], are acquired from each on-line

signature through a digitizing tablet. A geometric normalization, consisting of position

normalization followed by rotation alignment, is applied to the pen-position sequences x[n]

and y[n]. Other four discrete time sequences are derived from the basic set, and used as

an additional extended set of sequences, namely the path-tangent angle θ[n], the path ve-

locity magnitude v[n], the log curvature radius ρ[n], and the total acceleration magnitude

a[n]. Specifically, the set of sequences which are considered for the experiments described

in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 is:

R14 =
{
x[n], y[n], p[n], θ[n], v[n], ρ[n], a[n], ẋ[n], ˙y[n], ˙p[n], θ̇[n], v̇[n], ρ̇[n], ȧ[n]

}
(5.13)

where the upper dot notation denotes the first order derivative. F = 14 sequences are

therefore employed to represent the considered on-line signatures.
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It is worth pointing out that, when generating the derivative sequences of the extended

set as described in [121], it is not possible to derive any sequence of the basic set from the

sequences of the extended one. Being then impossible to express any considered sequence

by means of linear dependencies between other sequences, the security of the templates

obtained by applying the non-invertible transform of Section 5.1.1 to each sequence does

not depend on the relations between the sequences considered in the employed sets.

5.3.2 Signature Template Matching

In this Section, the matching strategies employed to compare transformed templates ob-

tained from different signatures, are described. Specifically, three different approaches have

been employed to compare the sequence based templates which are derived by transforming

the original signature representations RF :

• a stochastic modelization based on HMMs is applied to the transformed signature

templates. HMMs represent a tool for stochastic signal modeling which have been

used in a wide range of pattern recognition applications, allowing to characterize

signals in terms of parametric models. The HMMs represents a doubly embedded

stochastic process, composed by an underlying Markov chain whose states are not

observable, and by a set of stochastic processes which produce a sequence of available

observations. Basically, it is assumed that, at a discrete time instant n, the Markov

process is in one of its states, which generates an observation symbol according to

a probability distribution associated with the current state. The model is defined

“hidden” in the sense that the underlying state, which generates each symbol, cannot

be deduced from simple symbol observation. The HMM represents one of the most

employed approaches for matching templates extracted from on-line signatures, as

described in [121]. The details of the employed matching strategy based on HMM is

outlined in Section 5.3.2.1;

• an elastic string matching procedures such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [139]

is applied to the transformed signature templates. The use of the DTW based match-

ing strategy for the comparison of signature templates, outlined in Section 5.3.2.2,
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is strongly suggested by the comparative studies performed during the Signature

Verification Competition of 2004 (SVC 2004) [138]. The on-line signature recogni-

tion algorithm proposed in [139], employing DTW matching, gave the lowest average

Equal Error Rate (EER) values, when tested with skilled forgeries. An on-line sig-

nature based recognition system employing DTW matching has also been discussed

in [21]. The recognition rates achievable using a DTW based matching strategy are

compared in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 with the performance achievable when employing a

HMM based matching strategy, showing that better results can be achieved in both

an unprotected and a protected on-line signature recognition system;

• in addition to experimental results obtained by applying HMM and DTW based

matching strategies, in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 also the performances achievable by em-

ploying in conjunction both HMM and DTW will be presented. As already pointed

out, one of the greatest advantage in using a non-invertible transform based approach

for the protection of biometric templates consists in the possibility of representing

the transformed templates in the same feature space of the original ones, and thus

having the possibility of employing the same matchers designed for the original bio-

metric templates. Such matchers, as it happens for example when considering HMM

and DTW based matching strategies, commonly generate a score as the output of the

matching process, differently from what happens when providing protection through

biometric cryptosystem, as the one proposed in Chapter 4. Having the possibility of

manage scores as the output of two or more matchers, score fusion techniques [104]

can be employed to produce a single final score from the already computed ones.

By combining information processed from different matchers, it is usually possible

to achieve recognition performances that are even better than those achievable em-

ployed the considered matchers separately. The algorithms employed in order to fuse

scores obtained from different matchers are outlined in Section 5.3.2.3. In Sections

5.5 and 5.6 it will then be outlined how the proposed non-invertible transform based

approach, employed to provide protection to on-line signature templates, allows to

obtain authentication performances far better than those achievable by implementing

biometric cryptosystems for protection of signature templates.
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5.3.2.1 Hidden Markov Models

An HMM is characterized by the following elements:

• the number H of hidden states {S1, S2, . . . , SH} of the model. The state at discrete

time n is indicated as qn;

• the state transition probability A = {ai,j}, where ai,j = P [qn+1 = Sj |qn = Si), i, j =

1, . . . , H .

• the observation symbol probability distributions in each state j, indicated with B =

{bj(o)}, j = 1, . . . , H . The observation processes are represented using mixtures of

M multivariate Gaussian distributions: bj(o) =
∑M

m=1 ζj,mpµj,m,Σj,m(o), j = 1, . . . , H ,

where µj,m and Σj,m indicate respectively the mean and the diagonal covariance ma-

trix of each Gaussian component. The coefficients ζj,m are selected respecting the

condition of normalization
∑M

m=1 ζj,m = 1, j = 1, . . . , H .

• the initial state distribution π = {πj} = {p[q1 = Sj ]} , j = 1, . . . , H

Following the proposed approach, during the enrollment phase the client model λ =

{π,A,B} is estimated considering E transformed templates, obtained by processing the

enrollment signatures of the subject at hand. Specifically, a matrix with F rows and K

columns O(e) = {o(e)[1], . . . , o(e)[K]}, e = 1, . . . , E, is generated from the e-th acquired

signature, taking as rows the transformed sequences belonging to the set T (e)
F . The ob-

servations correspond to the K columns {o(e)[n]}, n = 1, . . . , K of the matrix O(e), which

represent F -dimensional symbols. The HMM λ is then estimated according to the iterative

strategy presented in [121].

The obtained model λ is stored in a database, and invoked during the authentication

phase, when an user claims his identity on the basis of an input signature. This signature

is converted to a matrix representation O whose rows represent the transformed signa-

ture sequences, and a similarity score is calculated as (1/K) logP (O|λ) using the Viterbi

algorithm [183]. A decision regarding whether the signature is authentic or a forgery is

made by comparing the matching score to a threshold: if the computed score is higher than
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Figure 5.2: Warping function and Sakoe/Chiba band definition (adapted from [184])

.

the employed threshold, the acquired signature is considered as belonging to the claimed

identity.

It is worth pointing out that when using HMMs for signature recognition, also in an

unprotected approach, the client model λ = {π,A,B}, instead of the original signature

sequences, is stored in the database. However, if an attacker is able to acquire the client

HMM, the statistical properties of the client’s signatures can be derived from the model.

Using the proposed protection approach, if an attacker succeeds in acquiring the stored

models, he can only retrieve information about the set of transformed sequences TF , from

which it is not possible to get any information about the original sequences r(i)[n], i =

1, . . . , F , as discussed in Section 5.2.

5.3.2.2 Dynamic Time Warping

Following the approaches outlined in Section 5.1, a set TF of F transformed sequences

can be obtained from the original signature representation RF . Dynamic Time Warping

(DTW) [139] is a well known method to compare sequences of different lengths, and it is

here employed to compare different signature instances, by applying it to their transformed

templates.
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The DTW algorithm finds an alignment between the points in the two sequences, such

that the sum of the differences between each pair of aligned points is minimal. Formally,

having indicated with U = {ui}, i = 1, . . . , I , and Z = {zj}, j = 1, . . . , J , two sequences of

feature vectors, representing respectively the biometric template employed as reference and

the biometric sample to be verified, a point-to-point distance δ(i, j) between the elements ui

and zj can be evaluated, for i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , J . Typically, δ(i, j) is computed as

the Euclidean distance between the vectors ui and zj . With reference to Figure 5.2, where

the patterns U and Z are developed along in an i− j plane, the DTW algorithms finds the

optimal warping function L = {l(k)} = {(i(k), j(k))}, k = 1, . . . , K, which connects the

points l(1) = (1, 1) and l(K) = (I, J), minimizing the total distance

∆L(U, Z) =
K∑

k=1

δ(l(k)) =
K∑

k=1

δ(i(k), j(k)) (5.14)

The minimum accumulated distance minL∈L{∆L(U, Z)}, where L represents the set of all

properly defined distortion paths L for U and Z, is employed to characterize the dissimilarity

of the considered sequences. The paths in L have to satisfy the necessary monotonic and

continuity requirements [184]. Moreover, only the paths which remains in the so-called

Sakoe/Chiba band [184], depicted in Figure 5.2, are taken into account.

The band is defined by considering those indexes (i, j) whose distance from the diagonal

which connect the point (1, 1) to the point (I, J) is less than a fixed value D. More formally,

each element wk of a warping pathW in W should respect the adjustment window condition:

√
i2 + j2 · sin(| arctan(J/I)− arctan(j/i)|)< D. (5.15)

In the following, the widthD of the Sakoe/Chiba band will be expressed as percentage of the

minimum value min(I, J) between the test and reference signature lengths. No additional

slope constraint has been considered in our implementation. In order to compensate the

effect of the summation of K terms in equation (5.14), a normalization has to be done

on the minimum accumulated distance. When normalizing with respect to the sum of the

sequence lengths (I + J), a symmetric distance ∆S(U, Z) = minL∈L{∆L(U, Z)}/(I + J) is

defined. Otherwise, asymmetric distances can be defined when normalizing with respect to

the length of the reference sequence U (∆R(U, Z) = minL∈L{∆L(U, Z)}/I), or with respect

to the length of the test sequence Z (∆T (U, Z) = minL∈L{∆L(U, Z)}/J).
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When employing the DTW based matching strategy in the proposed system, E sig-

natures are acquired from each user during enrollment. From each signature, the original

representation Re
F is evaluated, and then the protected templates T e

F , e = 1, . . . , E, are

computed and stored in a database. During authentication, the user claims his identity

providing a test signature, which is processed to generate its transformed template T a
F . This

test sample is then compared to all the E templates in the reference set by employing the

DTW algorithm. The considered output, for each comparison, is the distance ∆R(T e
F , T a

F )

between the test sample T a
F and the reference sample T e

F . The distance normalized with

respect of the reference sample is therefore taken. Eventually, the minimum of the E dis-

tances between the test sample T a
F and the E reference samples T e

F , e = 1, . . . , E, is taken

as representative of the verification process. As it has been noticed in [58], and verified

in the performed experiments, better recognition rates are achieved when considering the

minimum value, with respect to consider the maximum or the average ones. A decision re-

garding whether the signature is authentic or a forgery is made by comparing the result of

the matching to a threshold: if the computed distance is lower than the employed threshold,

the acquired signature is considered as belonging to the claimed identity.

It is worth pointing out that, differently from what is done when using HMMs, when

DTW is employed as matcher in an unprotected signature based recognition system, the

stored templates permit to perfectly reconstruct both the shape and the dynamics of the

signatures. This important privacy and security issue [185] then gives an also greater

relevance to the proposed on-line signature template protection approach.

5.3.2.3 Combination of HMM and DTW based strategies: score fusion tech-

niques

As already outlined, score fusion techniques can be applied in the proposed protected sys-

tem, thanks to the fact that, in the employed transformed domain, it is possible to use

template matchers which output a score as result of a template comparison. The aim of

score fusion is to improve the authentication performances, with respect of systems employ-

ing a single matcher. The fusion of scores obtained from two or more matchers typically

consists of two steps:
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1. a normalization process, which is responsible of taking into account that the match

scores generated by the individual matchers may not be homogeneous. For example,

as it happens in the proposed application, one matcher may output a distance or a

dissimilarity measure, where smaller distances indicates a better similarity, while the

other matcher may output a similarity score, where a larger score value implies a better

match between the considered templates. Furthermore, the outputs of the individual

matchers may be in different numerical ranges, or may follow different distributions.

All these possibilities have to be considered when defining the employed normalization

technique.

2. the application of a fusion rule, which consists of combining the available normalized

scores, according to a selected classifier rule.

As for the normalization process, fixed score normalization [186], which is based on the

estimation of some parameters during a training phase, is employed throughout this Thesis.

Following this approach, it is assumed that a set of match scores is available during the

training phase of the fusion module. Analyzing these scores, a suitable statistical model,

which has to fit the available data, is determined. The score normalization parameters

are determined on the basis of the estimated model, and employed when performing the

authentication tests, to fuse the obtained match scores.

Specifically, as already outlined for the considered scenario, the similarity scores obtained

as output of the HMM based matcher have to be combined with the dissimilarity measures

obtained from the DTW based classifier. The similarity scores, according to what illustrated

in Section 5.3.2.1, are given by the logarithm of a probability, and are therefore negative

values comprised in the range [−∞, 0]. Differently, the distances which are computed by

the DTW algorithm lie between 0 and ∞. In order to represent over the same range the

outputs of the considered matchers, it is then necessary to change the sign of the outputs of

one of the two classifiers. Specifically, in the proposed implementation the sign of the scores

generated by the HMM matchers are changed. Once this is done, the following techniques

can be employed to normalize the available scores: the min-max, the z-score, the median,

the double sigmoid, or the tanh-estimators [104] normalization technique. These methods
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are described in detail in the following, where it is assumed that a set of training match

scores is available, and having indicated with sij the i-th match score produced by the j-th

classifier.

• min-max score normalization: the min-max normalization approach maps the original

scores into a common range [0, 1]. The method employed in this Thesis is a generalized

version of the one proposed in [104], defined in order to be robust with respect of

possible outliers. Specifically, considering a score sij obtained as the result of an

authentication process applied to the i-th query, when employing the j-th matcher,

the normalized score nsij is computed as:

nsij =
sij − tj

Tj − tj
, (5.16)

where tj = gj(1− α) and Tj = Gj(1 + α), being gj and Gj respectively the minimum

and maximum score available in the available training set, for the j-th classifier.

More in detail, in order to be robust with respect of outliers, only a selection of the

scores available in the training set is employed to estimate Gj : the β highest scores

are discarded from the training set (typical values of β can be in the range [0, 0.05],

having expressed β as percentage of the total number of available scores). It is worth

pointing out that, due to the fact that the considered scores are only positive (the

signs of the similarity scores produced by the HMM classifiers are changed), only the

highest scores can be related to outliers, and are therefore discarded. The estimated

values of gj and Gj are multiplied by (1 − α) and (1 + α), respectively, in order to

consider a wider range for the possible scores: in fact, gj and Gj are estimated over a

training set, whose cardinality may not be large enough to significantly represent the

score distribution of the j-th matcher. Typical values of α are in the range [0, 0.2]. The

standard min-max normalization technique [104] is obtained when setting α = β = 0;

• z-score score normalization: the z-score method uses the arithmetic mean µj and

standard deviation σj of the training scores for normalization. When employing this

approach for score fusion, the normalized scores of the j-th matcher are computed as

nsij =
sij − µj

σj
. (5.17)
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As already done for the min-max approach, the arithmetic mean µj of the scores

produced by the j-th matcher, as well as their standard deviation σj , is computed

by limiting the highest possible score of the j-th matcher to the maximum score

obtained when discarding the β highest scores in the training set, in order to not take

into account possible outliers in the available training data. The standard z-score

normalization technique [104] is obtained when setting β = 0;

• median score normalization: this approach is insensitive to outliers, and compute the

normalized scores of the j-th matcher as:

nsij =
sij − qj

Qj
, (5.18)

being qj the median value of the available training scores, andQj their median absolute

deviation (MAD), defined as Qj = median(|sij − qj |).

• double sigmoid score normalization: this approach has been proposed in [187], and

produces normalized scores given by:

nsij =





1

1 + exp
(
− 2

si
j−τj

ς1
j

) if sij < τj

1

1 + exp
(
− 2

si
j−τj

ς2
j

) otherwise,
(5.19)

where τj is the reference operating point, while ς1j and ζ2
j denote the left and right

edges of the region in which the function is linear. Generally, τj is chosen to be some

values falling in the region of overlap between the available genuine and impostor

score distributions, computed over the training set, while ς1j and ς2j are set in order to

correspond to the extremes of the overlapping region between the two distributions.

Specifically, in the employed implementations, τj is selected as χj(1 + α), where χj

represents the score corresponding to an equal value for the cumulative histogram

distributions of genuine and impostor scores, and α a system parameter. Employed

values of α fall in the range [−0.2, 0.2]. Moreover, also the values of ς1j and ς2j are

selected employing the cumulative histogram distribution of genuine and impostor

scores: ς1j is selected as the score corresponding to the β percentile of the genuine
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distribution, while ς2j is selected as the score corresponding to the 1− β percentile of

the impostor distribution. It is reminded that the percentile is the value of a variable

below which a certain percent of observations falls. Employed values of β are in the

range [0.01, 0.1];

• tanh-estimators score normalization: this approach has been defined in [188], and

gives normalized scores obtained as:

nsij =
1
2

{
tanh

[
0.01

(sij − µGH

σGH

)]
+ 1

}
, (5.20)

where µGH and σGH are the mean and standard deviation estimates, respectively, of

the available training score distributions, computed considering the Hampel estimators

[104]. Being the considered scores only positive, the Hampel estimators is simplified

and implemented, in the employed system, by setting the maximum allowable score

as the highest value obtained when discarding the β highest available scores.

The fusion rule employed throughout this Thesis is the sum rule, which is the approach

most commonly used when implementing multi-biometrics systems. As reported in [104],

the sum rule is more effective than the product rule when the inputs tend to be noisy,

thus leading to errors in the estimation of the a posteriori scores probability distribution.

The sum rule is also known as the mean or average decision rule, because it is equivalent

to assign the considered input to the class which has the maximum average a posteriori

probability, over all the available matchers.

5.4 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate the performance of the protected system, and in order to test the

renewability capabilities of the proposed approaches, when applied to on-line signature

verification, an extensive set of experimental results is performed using the public MCYT on-

line signature corpus, which contains signatures taken from 100 users. As already outlined

in Chapter 1, the employed database has been split in a training data set, comprising the

first 30 users, and a test data set, comprising the remaining 70 users. The experimental

results reported in the following, regarding both the authentication and the renewability
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performances, have been computed over the test data set with 30 users. The training data

set is employed to estimate the parameters needed for the fusion of scores obtained from

HMM and DTW base classifiers, according to the procedures described in Section 5.3.2.3.

In order to properly analyze the proposed non-invertible transform based template pro-

tection schemes, the following aspects are investigated:

• Performance

– performance dependence on HMM and DTW parameters, for both unprotected

and protected systems;

– performance comparison between approaches employing HMM, DTW and fusion

based classifiers, for both unprotected and protected systems;

– performance variability with respect of the transformation defining parameters,

for protected systems;

– performance comparison between the baseline approach described in Section

5.1.1, and the extended methods described in Section 5.1.2;

• Renewability

– evaluation of the diversity between two templates originated by applying two

different transformations on the original data. The analysis is conducted for the

baseline approach described in Section 5.1.1, as well as for the extended methods

of Section 5.1.2.

The performance analysis is detailed in Section 5.5, while the renewability capabilities

of the proposed protection methods is presented in Section 5.6. Both the aspects have been

analyzed by employing the three matching procedures described in Section 5.3.2.

5.5 Authentication Performance Analysis

The authentication performances achievable with the proposed protected on-line signature

protection methods are here discussed. The system performances are evaluated through

the FRR, the FAR for skilled forgeries (FARSF ), the FAR for random forgeries (FARRF ),
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and the Equal Error Rates (EERs). These figures of merit are obtained considering, for

each user in the enrollment stage, E = 5 signatures taken from the first acquisition set

of MCYT, or E = 10 signatures taken from the first two acquisition sets of MCYT. The

FRR is estimated on the basis of the signatures belonging to the third, fourth and fifth

available acquisition sets. The FARSF is computed using the 25 skilled forgeries available

for each user. The FARRF is computed taking, for each user, one signature from each of

the remaining users.

5.5.1 Dependency on the HMM, DTW and Score Normalization Param-

eters

Within the described experimental setup, the dependency of the authentication perfor-

mances on the system parameters, which are employed to define the HMM modeling and

the DTW algorithm, is first discussed. Specifically, the EERs obtained by varying the

HMM parameters H and M , considering skilled forgeries, are summarized in Table 5.1, for

both an unprotected approach employing HMMs as matchers, and the protected baseline

approach described in Section 5.1.1 with W = {2, 3, 4}. The values ofH reported in Table

5.1 are H ∈ {8, 16}, because the best recognition rates are achieved employing, for the

HMM modelization, a number of states comprised between 8 and 16, as observed in [121]

and [111]. When considering the proposed protected baseline approach, the key vector d is

randomly selected for each considered user, taking the values dj , j = 1, . . . ,W − 1, in the

range of integers [5, 95]. As described in [107], this reflects how the protected system should

be used in a practical implementation, where different transformations have to be used for

different individuals.

The same analysis is conducted for a system employing a DTW based matching strategy,

where the only parameter which has to be set is the width D of the Sakoe/Chiba band, as

detailed in Section 5.3.2.2. The EERs obtained when considering skilled forgeries are shown

in Table 5.2.

In both Table 5.2 and 5.2, the best EER achievable for each configuration (unprotected

and protected systems, for each value of E and W )) are highlighted, and are employed to

select the best HMM and DTW configurations, which are considered in the following to illus-
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E H M Unprotected Baseline Protected Approach

Approach W = 2 W = 3 W = 4

1 27.43 10.13 14.09 17.43

2 10.96 8.68 14.48 17.82

8 4 9.14 8.96 14.91 18.22

8 10.29 10.21 15.37 19.69

16 10.57 12.57 19.58 21.45

5 32 16.78 28.29 30.45 32.13

1 9.82 9.25 14.51 17.60

2 9.82 9.71 15.78 18.11

4 8.86 10.42 16.34 19.46

16 8 10.31 12.10 20.54 23.27

16 11.43 26.31 30.70 32.22

32 18.89 26.06 27.85 29.11

1 10.34 8.13 11.36 13.73

2 7.43 6.39 10.50 12.40

8 4 5.64 5.53 10.03 12.59

8 4.78 5.35 10.50 12.98

16 5.28 5.64 10.09 14.87

10 32 7.07 6.78 16.48 18.14

1 6.00 6.39 14.15 14.98

2 4.29 5.64 12.21 12.51

16 4 3.88 5.53 13.15 13.65

8 3.92 5.71 15.65 16.59

16 5.53 7.53 17.84 20.16

32 9.47 17.71 19.90 22.16

Table 5.1: EERsSF (expressed in %) for different HMM configurations considering skilled

forgeries, in unprotected and protected systems, taking E = 5 or E = 10 signatures during

enrollment.

trate the performances of the proposed approaches. Specifically, the selected configurations

are:

• unprotected approach

– employing HMM, with E = 5: H = 16, M = 4 (EERSF = 8.86%);
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E D (in %) Unprotected Protected Approach (Baseline)

Approach W = 2 W = 3 W = 4

5 1 7.85 8.21 9.53 12.78

5 5.14 6.96 8.13 10.86

10 3.92 7.43 8.39 11.07

15 3.95 7.43 8.39 11.07

1 6.00 6.03 7.92 10.10

10 5 3.64 4.99 6.78 8.21

10 3.17 5.14 7.31 9.14

15 3.20 5.14 7.31 9.14

Table 5.2: EERsSF (expressed in %) for different DTW algorithms considering skilled

forgeries, in unprotected and protected systems, taking E = 5 or E = 10 signatures during

enrollment.

– employing DTW, with E = 5: D = 10% (EERSF = 3.92%);

– employing HMM, with E = 10: H = 16, M = 4 (EERSF = 3.88%);

– employing DTW, with E = 10: D = 10% (EERSF = 3.17%);

• baseline protected approach, with W = 2

– employing HMM, with E = 5: H = 8, M = 2 (EERSF = 8.68%);

– employing DTW, with E = 5: D = 5% (EERSF = 6.96%);

– employing HMM, with E = 10: H = 8, M = 8 (EERSF = 5.35%);

– employing DTW, with E = 10: D = 5% (EERSF = 4.99%);

• baseline protected approach, with W = 4

– employing HMM, with E = 5: H = 8, M = 1 (EERSF = 14.48%);

– employing DTW, with E = 5: D = 5% (EERSF = 8.13%);

– employing HMM, with E = 10: H = 8, M = 4 (EERSF = 10.03%);

– employing DTW, with E = 10: D = 5% (EERSF = 6.78%);

• baseline protected approach, with W = 3
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– employing HMM, with E = 5: H = 8, M = 1 (EERSF = 17.43%);

– employing DTW, with E = 5: D = 5% (EERSF = 10.86%);

– employing HMM, with E = 10: H = 8, M = 2 (EERSF = 12.40%);

– employing DTW, with E = 10: D = 5% (EERSF = 8.21%);

As can be seen, a system using the employed DTW matching strategy performs better

than a system using the employed HMM modeling. Moreover, it can be noticed that the

difference in performance between the two classifiers becomes more evident when decreasing

the number E of enrolled signatures: using DTW, low EERs are achieved even with E = 5

signatures considered during enrollment, for both unprotected and protected systems. The

EERs obtained when employing HMM, for system with E = 5 signatures taken during

enrollment, are significatively worse than those achieved with a DTW based classifier.

From the reported results, it can be also noticed that employing both the proposed

classifiers, the performances obtained with a protected system with W = 2 are only slightly

worse than those obtained with an unprotected system. Therefore, employing the proposed

baseline approach of Section 5.1.1, it is possible to obtain recognition performances compa-

rable with those of an unprotected system, while providing the desired protection for the

employed signature templates.

The performance improvement which can be achieved when employing the fusion strate-

gies described in Section 5.3.2.3 is then analyzed. Specifically, as described in Section 5.3.2.3,

the employed fusion techniques performs score normalization according to a set of values

estimated over a training data set. However, in order to perform such estimates, some

parameters have to be set for each normalization method (for example, the parameters α

and β for the double sigmoid normalization approach). In order to verify the dependency

of the achievable performances on the parameters of the considered score normalization

approaches, the results reported in Table 5.3 correspond to:

• the best EERsSF , selected among the results obtained by varying the parameters of

the considered score normalization techniques;

• the EERsSF which are obtained when performing score normalization according to

given fixed parameters. Specifically, the employed parameters are:
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– for the min-max normalization approach: α = 0, β = 0. This parameter se-

lection corresponds to the implementation of the classic min-max normalization

procedure, as described in [104];

– for the z-score normalization approach: β = 0. This parameter selection corre-

sponds to the implementation of the classic z-score normalization procedure, as

described in [104];

– for the sigmoid normalization approach: α = 0, β = 0.96. Selecting α = 0,

the reference operating point τj in equation (5.19) is selected as the score corre-

sponding to an equal value for the genuine and impostor cumulative histogram

distributions. Selecting β = 0.96, it is supposed that the portions of genuine and

impostor score distributions, which fall out of the domain in which the double

sigmoid function in equation (5.19) exhibits a linear behavior, are limited to a

4% of the total;

– for the tanh-estimator normalization approach: β = 0; This parameter selection

corresponds to the implementation of a tanh-estimator normalization procedure

without the application of the Hampel estimators [104]. Basically, no outsider is

considered to be in the available distributions;

The median normalization approach does not require the definition of any parameter

for its application;

As indicated in Section 5.3.2.3, the sum rule is always employed to combine the normalized

scores.

As can be seen from the results in Table 5.3, different normalization approaches pro-

duce similar values of EERSF , which remains in the range [3.1%; 3.8%] for an unprotected

approach, and in the range [4.1%; 5.5%] for a protected approach with W = 2, when con-

sidering E = 5 signatures for the enrollment. When E = 10 signatures are taken into

account during enrollment, the achievable EERsSF are in the range [2.3%; 2.6%] for an un-

protected system, and in the range [3.1%; 4%] employing the protected baseline approach

with W = 2. It is worth pointing out that, with the exception of the min-max normal-

ization, the other normalization techniques are only minimally affected by the selection of
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E Normalization Unprotected Approach Baseline Protected Approach, W = 2

Technique Best EERSF EERSF (given parameters) Best EERSF EERSF (given parameters)

min-max 3.12 4.09 4.14 5.48

z-score 3.80 3.80 5.41 5.52

5 median - 4.27 - 5.52

sigmoid 3.60 3.60 5.01 5.23

tanh 3.80 3.80 5.41 5.52

min-max 2.31 2.66 3.13 3.91

z-score 2.66 2.66 3.87 3.91

10 median - 2.66 - 3.91

sigmoid 2.38 2.48 4.05 4.09

tanh 2.66 2.66 3.87 3.91

Table 5.3: EERsSF (expressed in %) for different fusion strategies considering skilled forg-

eries, in unprotected and protected systems, taking E = 5 or E = 10 signatures during

enrollment.

their defining parameters. This result can be dependent on the fact that, especially when

considering E = 10, the distributions of scores obtained from the HMM and DTW matchers

do not present a significative amount of outliers.

In order to illustrate in a summarizing and clarifying way the obtained results, Figure

5.3 and 5.4 show the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves which are obtained

when considering unprotected systems, as well as systems employing the baseline protected

approach described in Section 5.1.1, respectively for E = 5 and E = 10. The performances

achievable employing HMM, DTW, and the fusion of both HMM and DTW for the com-

parison of different templates, are shown. Specifically, a min-max normalization approach

with α = β = 0 is employed to combine the scores when E = 10 signatures are considered

during enrollment, whereas a sigmoid normalization with α = 0 and β = 0.96 is selected to

combine HMM and DTW scores when E = 5. These choices are kept also in the following

of the Chapter.

As already noticed, the difference between the performances obtained with HMM or

DTW classifiers is more relevant when E = 5: in this case, a protected system employing

HMMs can reach recognition performances which are identical to those of an unprotected

system. Moreover, for the baseline protected approach, from the sketched ROC curves
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Figure 5.3: ROC curves for an unprotected system, and for protected systems with

W = 2, 3, 4 convolved segments, considering skilled forgeries and E = 5 signatures dur-

ing enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of HMM and DTW.

it can be seen that the recognition performances worsen when the system parameter W ,

that indicates the number of segments in which the signature sequences are divided, in-

creases. This loss in performance can be explained as follows. The division in segments of

the considered signature time sequences is accomplished using a set of fixed parameters dj ,

j = 1, . . . ,W −1. They express, in terms of the percentage of the total sequence length, the

points where the splits have to be done. However, due to the characteristics of signature

biometrics, sequences extracted from different signatures, also if from the same user, typi-

cally have different lengths. Therefore, in order to align two signature sequences, a dynamic

programming strategy is typically needed, whereas a simple linear correspondence strategy

does not represent the best signatures alignment approach. As a consequence, the more

separations are performed, the more variable will be the convolutions at the output. The

best authentication results are obtained when W = 2, due to the fact that only one separa-

tion point has to be set in this case. However, when performing the fusion between scores

obtained from HMM and DTW, the performances achievable even when decomposing the

original sequences into W = 4 segments remain acceptable, producing an EER for skilled

forgeries lower than 10% when taking E = 5 signatures for the enrollment, and lower than

8% when E = 10.
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves for an unprotected system, and for protected systems with

W = 2, 3, 4 convolved segments, considering skilled forgeries and E = 10 signatures during

enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of HMM and DTW.

5.5.2 Dependency on the decomposition key vector d

Considering the baseline protected approach proposed in Section 5.1.1, the dependence of

the authentication performance on the key d is then investigated. More in detail, a protected

system where the signature sequences are split into W = 2 segments, by means of the key

d is considered. The performance evaluation is made performing 20 times the enrollment

and authentication processes over the available test data set, varying at each iteration the

transformation parameters d for each user. In Figure 5.5 the obtained results are shown,

through the normalized histograms of the EERs for both random (EERRF ) and skilled

forgeries (EERSF ), obtained when considering a protected system with E = 5 signatures

taken from each user during enrollment. The mean and standard deviation of the obtained

EERs are:

• HMM matching

– skilled forgeries: mean EERSF = 8.81%, with a standard deviation σEERSF
=

0.8%;

– random forgeries: mean EERRF = 5.06%, with a standard deviation σEERRF
=

0.6%.

• DTW matching
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Figure 5.5: Normalized histograms of the EERs obtained repeating 20 times the authenti-

cation process, for a protected system with W = 2. E = 5 signatures are taken from each

user during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of HMM and DTW.

– skilled forgeries: mean EERSF = 6.5%, with a standard deviation σEERSF
=

0.46%;

– random forgeries: mean EERRF = 4.94%, with a standard deviation σEERRF
=

0.9%.

• Fusion of HMM and DTW matching

– skilled forgeries: mean EERSF = 4.45%, with a standard deviation σEERSF
=

0.4%;

– random forgeries: mean EERRF = 2.93%, with a standard deviation σEERRF
=

0.5%.

As requested for a properly designed non-invertible transform based method, the varia-

tions in the employed transformation parameters do not result in significant modifications

of the matching performances. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that, in addition to an

improvement in the achievable recognition performances, the fusion between HMM and

DTW scores guarantees also a reduction of the performance variability.
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison between the baseline protected method of Section

5.1.1, and the extended protected approaches described in Section 5.1.2, considering E = 5

during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of HMM and DTW.

5.5.3 Comparison between Baseline and Extended Approaches

The proposed approaches for the protection of signature templates are also discussed by

comparing the authentication performances achievable employing the extended transforms

described in Section 5.1.2, with those obtained using the baseline method described in

Section 5.1.1. Specifically, only the case where each sequence is split into W = 2 segments

is considered.

In Figure 5.6 the performances obtained considering the approaches described in Section

5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 respectively, when taking E = 5 signatures from each user during enroll-

ment, are presented, and compared with those related to the use of the baseline protected

approach. Figure 5.7 illustrates the same comparisons, referred to the case when E = 10

signatures are taken from each user during enrollment. For all the considered protected

approaches, the aforementioned HMM and DTW configurations which give the best au-

thentication performances for the baseline method, as well as the aforementioned selected

fusion strategies, are taken into account when performing the simulations whose results are

given in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.

As can be seen from the reported verification results, systems using the protection meth-

ods described in Section 5.1.2 are characterized approximately by the same performances

of a system using the baseline protection. Specifically, a slight difference in performance
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison between the baseline protected method of Section

5.1.1, and the extended protected approaches described in Section 5.1.2, considering E = 10

during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of HMM and DTW.

can be observed when using HMMs as classifiers. However, such difference decreases when

employing DTW, while the use of score fusion techniques further improve the performances

of the proposed protected systems: the differences between the performances obtained em-

ploying the baseline approach, and those obtained with the approaches described in Section

5.1.2, is further reduced when combining HMM and DTW scores, with respect to the use

of only one of the two proposed classifiers. Between the two extended approaches described

in Section 5.1.2, the mixing approach performs slightly better than the shifting based one.

5.6 Renewability Analysis

The transformations introduced in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are then analyzed with respect

of the diversity property, which is a crucial requirement to implement cancelable biometrics.

Specifically, it can be noticed that each of the proposed transformation approach is defined

by means of a key or a set of keys, and that different transformations can be obtained

by varying the employed keys. Moreover, two transformed templates, generated from the

same original data, are as more different as more distant the respective transformation keys

are. Being the space of possible keys finite, the number of possible instances which can be

generated from the same data, and which are enough distant from each other to properly
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respect the diversity requirement, is necessarily limited.

The capability of the baseline approach described in Section 5.1.1 in generating multiple

templates from the same original data is discussed in Section 5.6.1. Then, the renewability

of the approaches introduced in Section 5.1.2 is analyzed in Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3.

5.6.1 Baseline Approach

Considering the baseline approach of Section 5.1.1, the key of the employed transformation

is represented by the vector d, which specifies how to decompose the originally acquired

sequences into W parts, before performing the proposed transformation given by equation

(5.3). In the considered experiments, for the sake of simplicity, the values which each

element dj , j = 1, . . . ,W − 1, of a key vector d, can assume, are restricted to the range

[5, 95], and taken at a distance of 5 to guarantee a minimum distance among the different

signal decomposition lengths. With these constraints, the total number of allowed vectors d

is limited toND = (95−5)/5+1 = 19, whenW = 2 is chosen, and toND = (19×18)/2 = 171

when W = 3. However, in order to be compliant with the diversity property, the actual

number of transformations which can be used in different systems has to be further reduced.

In order to support this analysis with experimentations, a distance measure Ψ between

two key vectors, namely d(1) and d(2), is introduced as follows:

Ψ(d(1),d(2)) =
W−1∑

i=1

|d(1)
i − d

(2)
i |. (5.21)

Considering the available test data set, each user is enrolled taking into account his first

E signatures, to which the baseline transformation process of Section 5.1.1 with W = 2 is

applied. Specifically, the transformations employed during enrollment are ruled by a key

vector d(e).

The remaining signatures of each user are employed to estimate the FRR, after being

transformed according to the same key vectors d(e) employed during enrollment. Several

matching statistics related to FAR are then computed, considering:

• the skilled forgeries available in the test data set, transformed according to key vectors

d(a) which are the same of those employed during enrollment (Ψ(d(e),d(a)) = 0);
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Figure 5.8: Renewability Analysis of the protected baseline approach (Section 5.1.1), having

considered E = 5 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of

HMM and DTW.

• the random forgeries available in the test data set, transformed according to key

vectors d(a) which are the same of those employed during enrollment (Ψ(d(e),d(a)) =

0);

• the genuine signatures of each user, transformed according to key vectors d(a) having

a distance Ψ(d(e),d(a)) ∈ {15, 20, 25, 30} from the ones employed during enrollment.

The ROC curves obtained from these experiments are shown in Figure 5.8 for a system

with E = 5, and in Figure 5.9 for a system with E = 10. All the three matching strategies

presented in Section 5.3.2 are considered in the reported results, while W = 2 is kept as

already said.

It is worth pointing out that, in order to properly satisfy the diversity property, differ-

ent templates, generated from the same data but using different keys, should not match

between themselves. This means that transformed templates generated from the same sig-

nature should behave like signatures produced by different users. The diversity requirement

is then respected when the pseudo-ROC curves, obtained matching signatures transformed

according to different transformations, can be compared with ROC curves obtained con-

sidering the random forgeries. Specifically, the diversity property can be properly satis-

fied only for key vector distances Ψ(d(e),d(a)) > 25. This implies that, when keeping

25 < Ψ(d(e),d(a)) ≤ 30, a maximum number of Γ = b(95 − 5)/30c + 1 = 4 different key
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Figure 5.9: Renewability Analysis of the protected baseline approach (Section 5.1.1), having

considered E = 10 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of

HMM and DTW.

vectors d can be properly considered in a template protection scheme. It can also been

noticed that systems employing DTW perform better, in terms of renewability capabil-

ity, than those using the employed HMM implementation. However, the obtained results

show that the available key space, for a system employing the baseline protected approach

described in Section 5.1.1, is very small, and therefore not practical for a signature verifica-

tion system. The extended approaches presented in Section 5.1.2 provide key spaces with

higher dimensionality, being thus more suitable for the system deployment in real world

applications.

5.6.2 Protected Mixing Approach

In Section 5.1.2.1 it has been shown how to transform an original signature employing two

transformation keys: the decomposition vector d, used to define the decomposition points,

and the scrambling matrix C, which defines the original sequences whose selected segments

generate the transformed sequences, according to equation (5.5).

In order to evaluate the renewability capacity of the approach described in Section

5.1.2.1, the maximum number of scrambling matrices which can be properly employed, in

order to transform the original signature representations while keeping fixed the decompo-

sition vector d, will be estimated.
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As defined in Section 5.1.2.1, a scrambling matrix C consists of F rows and W columns.

The total number of matrices which can be defined is then equal to (F !)(W−1), which

corresponds to 14! = 87178291200 when considering F = 14 and W = 2. However, among

all the possible scrambling matrices, only those which allow to respect the diversity property

can be employed.

Given two matrices T(1) and T(2), let us define the distance

Ω(T(1),T(2)) = number of correpsonding different rows between T(1) and T(2) (5.22)

as the number of corresponding different rows between the matrices T(1) and T(2). Following

the approach illustrated in Section 5.1.2.1, two transformations obtained by using the same

decomposition vector d, while employing two distinct scrambling matrices C(1) and C(2),

produce more distinct templates as the distance Ω(C(1),C(2)) increases. Considering the

available test data set, each user is then enrolled by using his first E signatures, to which

the transformation process of Section 5.1.2.1 is applied. Specifically, the transformations

employed during enrollment are ruled by a decomposition vector d and a scrambling key

matrix C(e). The remaining signatures of each users, after being transformed using the

same keys d and C(e) applied during enrollment, are employed to estimate the FRR.

The matching statistics related to FAR are computed considering:

• the skilled forgeries available in the test data set, transformed according to the de-

composition vector d, and to the scrambling matrix C(a) = C(e) employed during

enrollment;

• the random forgeries available in the test data set, transformed according to the

decomposition vector d, and to the scrambling matrix C(a) = C(e) employed during

enrollment;

• the genuine signatures of each user, transformed according to the same decompo-

sition key d employed during enrollment, but with different scrambling keys C(a),

characterized by distances Ω(C(e),C(a)) ∈ {8, 9, 10, 11} from C(e).

The renewability property of the protected mixing approach is tested by comparing

the ROC curve where FAR for random forgeries is taken into account, with the pseudo-
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Figure 5.10: Renewability analysis of the protected mixing approach (Section 5.1.2.1), hav-

ing considered E = 5 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion of

HMM and DTW.

ROC curves where FAR for genuine signatures, transformed using a scrambling matrix

C(a) 6= C(e), is considered.

The obtained system performance are shown in Figure 5.10 for a system with E = 5,

and in Figure 5.11 for a system with E = 10. All the three matching strategies presented

in Section 5.3.2 are considered in the reported results.

The obtained performances show that the use of different scrambling matrices between

enrollment and authentication, also when keeping fixed the decomposition keys, allows

obtaining recognition rates which are similar to those associated with the use of random

forgeries, but only when Ω(C(e),C(a)) ≥ Ξ = 11 (over F = 14 considered sequences). Also

in this case, systems employing DTW perform better, in terms of renewability capability,

than those using the employed HMM implementation. The fusion of DTW and HMM based

classifiers allows to further improve the achieved performances.

The total number of scrambling matrices which can therefore be considered, still satisfy-

ing the diversity property, that is, guaranteeing a distance Ω ≥ Ξ = 11 between themselves,

has an upper bound equal to F !
(Ξ−1)!

= 24024. Moreover, keeping in mind that, as explained

in Section 5.6.1, Γ = 4 distinct decomposition vectors can be defined for each scrambling

matrix C, the total number of renewable templates which can be properly generated, fol-

lowing the approach of Section 5.1.2.1, is 4 · 24024 = 96096.
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Figure 5.11: Renewability analysis of the protected mixing approach (Section 5.1.2.1), hav-

ing considered E = 10 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion

of HMM and DTW.

5.6.3 Protected Shifting Approach

In this Section we verify how the renewability property of the baseline approach of Section

5.1.1 is improved using the method described in Section 5.1.2.2, which employs a decompo-

sition vector d and a shifting parameter φ as transformation keys.

Following an approach similar to the one employed in Section 5.6.1 and Section 5.6.2,

each user available in the test data set is enrolled by using his first E signatures, which are

then transformed according to the transformation keys d and φ(e). Then, the remaining

genuine signatures of each user are transformed using the same decomposition key d em-

ployed during enrollment, but with a different initial shift, indicated as φ(a), to determine

the FAR that is used to analyze the renewability capacity of this approach. The values of

the shifts are taken in the range between 0 and 95, considering only multiples of 5: in this

way, 20 different possible values are taken into account. Having defined a distance between

the shifting parameters taken during enrollment and verification as:

Φ(φ(e), φ(a)) = |φ(e) − φ(a)|, (5.23)

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the results obtained by considering the same de-

composition keys during enrollment and verification, at an increasing distance Φ(φ(e), φ(a))

between the employed shifting parameters, respectively for E = 5 and E = 10. A compar-

ison with the recognition performances obtained considering skilled and random forgeries,
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Figure 5.12: Renewability analysis of the protected shifting approach (Section 5.1.2.2),

having considered E = 5 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c): Fusion

of HMM and DTW.

transformed with the same transformation keys d and φ(e) employed in enrollment, is also

given. All the three matching strategies presented in Section 5.3.2 are considered in the

reported results.

The obtained experimental results show that the pseudo-ROC curves, that are related

to the use of different shifting parameters for the enrollment and the authentication stage,

are similar to those obtained when random forgeries are taken into account, when the

distance Φ(φ(e), φ(a)) is equal or greater than the 15% of the signature length N . This

implies that the number of values φ which can be properly considered is limited to Υ = 7.

Applying the modification described in Section 5.1.2.2 to the baseline approach of Section

5.1.1, an increase of the number of templates that can be generated by a factor of Υ = 7

can be obtained, thus reaching a number of Γ · Υ = 4 · 7 = 28 templates. Obviously, this

number is still too small for a practical application. However, if the considered modification

is applied in conjunction with the method described in Section 5.1.2.1, it is possible to

properly produce renewable templates with an upper limit of Γ F !
(Ξ−1)

Υ = 96096 ·7 = 672672

discriminable templates.

In conclusion, although with the proposed approaches it is not possible to generate an

almost infinite number of discriminable templates, still more than 600000 templates can

however be generated from a single original signature, properly respecting the requirement
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Figure 5.13: Renewability analysis of the protected shifting approach (Section 5.1.2.2),

having considered E = 10 and W = 2 during enrollment. (a): HMM; (b): DTW; (c):

Fusion of HMM and DTW.

of diversity. It is also worth pointing out that, having the possibility of managing more

than 600000 different templates, a user could issue a new biometric templates each hour,

for 60 consecutive years.

5.7 Cancelable Sequence based Biometric Templates: Dis-

cussion

In this Chapter, template protection schemes which can be applied to any biometrics based

on functional features have been proposed. The basic idea of the proposed protection

schemes is to transform the original sequences through non-invertible transforms based on

convolutions between random sequence segments. A baseline approach, together with two

extended versions of the baseline method, have been introduced.

The security of the proposed approaches, relying on the difficulty to solve a blind de-

convolution problem, has been extensively carried out.

As a proof of concept, the proposed protection approaches have been applied to an

on-line signature based authentication system, where HMM, DTW, and score fusion tech-

niques have been employed for template matching. The performances of various protected

configurations have been compared with those of an unprotected system, showing a very
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slight loss of performance in terms of EER for the protected schemes, as well as a very small

dependence of the performances on the transformation parameters. Moreover, the ability

of generating multiple templates from the same original data, while respecting the needed

diversity property for cancelable templates, has been deeply investigated.

More in detail, from the obtained experimental results regarding both the renewability

and the recognition performance of the protected on-line signature verification system, it

can be noticed that:

• the baseline protection approach presented in Section 5.1.1 introduces only a slight loss

of performance in terms of EER, with respect to an unprotected system. Moreover,

the authentication performances achievable with the protected system present a slight

dependence on the transformation parameters;

• the DTW based matching strategies performs generally better than the one employing

HMMs. The better behavior is related to both the authentication performances and

the renewability performances, and is enhanced when the number E of signature taken

from each user during enrollment decreases;

• the recognition performances achievable following the methods described in Section

5.1.2 are basically the same of the method of Section 5.1.1.

• In order to properly guarantee the users’ privacy in a protected on-line signature-based

recognition application, the baseline approach presented in Section 5.1.1 cannot be

used, due to its low renewability capacity. However, the methods described in Sec-

tion 5.1.2 can be implemented to satisfy all the requirements of a properly defined

cancelable biometrics, being possible to generate, through them, multiple templates

from the same data, with a variability between them at least similar to the one found

between signatures taken from different users. It is worth pointing out that, incre-

menting the number E of signatures taken during enrollment, the recognition per-

formances of the proposed methods improve, and, with them, also the renewability

property: the probability of match between signatures transformed according to dif-

ferent transformations decreases, following the behavior of the probability of matching

between original and random signatures.
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Eventually, it is worth stressing out that the proposed protection methods can be applied

to any other biometrics for which a sequence based recognition approach can be performed.

Moreover, being able to provide a score as output of the recognition process, the proposed

methods can be employed in order to construct protected multi-biometrics systems, where

score-level fusion is used to combine different biometric modalities, while keeping secret the

original biometric data.
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Chapter 6

Signature based Authentication

using Watermarking

In this Chapter, we introduce a multi-level signature based authentication system, where

data hiding is employed to hide and keep secret some dynamic signature features in a static

representation of the signature itself. Following such approach, instead of defining a can-

celable biometrics based scheme, the protection of signature templates is accomplished by

means of watermarking techniques. Being a behavioral biometric, signatures are intrin-

sically different from other commonly used biometric data, possessing dynamic properties

which can not be extracted from a single signature image. By the fact, the dynamic behavior

of a signature is more difficult to forge than the static one. Therefore, the disclosure of the

dynamic characteristics of an on-line signature is typically an issue more problematic than

the disclosure of a static signature image. In the proposed architecture, a set of dynamic

signature features is kept hidden till it is requested by a specific application.

The employed watermarking technique is tailored to images with sharpened edges, just

like a signature picture. In order to obtain an embedding method which is robust to

compression and additive noise, while keeping intact the original structure of the host, the

mark is inserted as close as possible to the lines that constitute the signature, using the

properties of the Radon transform.

The proposed system has been designed in order to realize a signature based security

scalable authentication system. The marked signature images can be used for user authenti-
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Figure 6.1: Security-scalable signature-based authentication system using data hiding. Pro-

posed enrollment scheme.

cation, letting their static characteristics being analyzed by automatic algorithms or security

attendants. When higher security is needed, the embedded features can be extracted and

used to enforce the authentication procedure.

An extensive set of experimental results, concerning both the mark extraction and the

verification performances, are reported to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

6.1 Multi-level signature based verification system

In this Section, the proposed security scalable signature based authentication system is

briefly sketched, and it will be described in detail in the following sections.

6.1.1 Enrollment Stage

The enrollment procedure of the considered system is shown in Figure 6.1. During this

stage, we both extract a set of dynamic features which has to be embedded in a signature

image of the considered user u, and some static features which are employed to perform a

first level of user authentication. The proposed enrollment scheme can be summarized in

the following steps:

• for a given user u, a set of static features is extracted from each of the E acquired

signatures, and collected in the vectors vu
e [k], with e = 1, · · · , E and k = 1, . . . , K.

Among the E signatures acquired from the user u, a representative signature is se-

lected, and employed to to generate a synthetic signature image s[i, j]. In order to

select the user’s most representative signature, the mean and standard deviation fea-

ture vectors µu[k] and σu[k] are computed from the vectors vu
e [k], e = 1, · · · , E. A
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distance measure Du is then evaluated for each enrolled signature as:

Du
e =

√√√√
K∑

k

(
vu

e [k] − µu[k]
σu[k]

)2

. (6.1)

The signature giving the lowest value Du
e , with e = 1, . . . , E, is then selected for the

user u. The chosen signature represents the one whose static features are the closest

to the estimated mean, and becomes the host image where to embed the selected

user’s dynamic features;

• the signature pressure values are considered when creating the image s[i, j], which is

therefore represented in a gray-scale. Linear interpolation is implemented, both for

the spatial coordinate and for the pressure values, in order to obtain the signature im-

age from the acquired data. The acquired pressure values are inserted in the signature

static representation in order to obtain, during authentication, a higher discriminative

capability, with respect to the simple binary signature images employed by conven-

tional methods. Features depending ont he applied pressure are therefore considered

in the feature vectors vu
e [k], employed to select the representative signature of user u;

• the acquired pressure image s[i, j] undergoes a two-level wavelet decomposition. The

second level subbands, namely s2LL[i, j], s2HL[i, j], s2LH [i, j], and s2HH [i, j], which

represent the approximation, the horizontal detail, the vertical detail, and the diagonal

detail subband respectively, are selected for the embedding;

• being signature images typically sparse images, the subbands sγ [i, j], with γ ∈ Γ =

{2LL, 2HL, 2LH, 2HH}, are then decomposed into blocks of PI ×PJ pixels, in order

to perform a local analysis and to identify the proper areas where the watermark has

to be embedded;

• a novel embedding domain is employed to hide the dynamic information in the con-

sidered signature images. The proposed domain is derived from the Radon transform

[189], as detailed in Section 6.2.3, and indicated as Radon-DCT domain. The selected

blocks are projected in the Radon-DCT domain, and the most relevant projections’

coefficients are chosen as the hosts where to embed the mark. In the following, even
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Figure 6.2: Security-scalable signature-based authentication system using data hiding. Pro-

posed authentication scheme.

the ridgelet embedding domain [190], which is also based on the Radon transform,

will be outlined in Section 6.2.2. The mark extraction performances achievable with

the proposed Radon-DCT embedding domain are compared in Section 6.6 with those

obtained when employing the ridgelet embedding domain;

• a set of relevant dynamic features is extracted from the acquired signatures. Their

mean values are then binarized, in order to be embedded into the user’s synthetic sig-

nature image. The number of dynamic features which are embedded in the signature

image is necessarily limited, due to the need of modifying only slightly the signature

image through the mark insertion. In order to identify the most representative param-

eters, a feature selection procedure, introduced in Section 6.4, is employed. Moreover,

in order to represent the selected features with the shortest possible binary string, a

feature binarization procedure, described in Section 6.5, is also proposed;

• the dynamic features extracted from the acquired signatures are eventually embedded

in the signature image, by means of quantization index modulation (QIM) watermark-

ing [191].

6.1.2 Authentication Stage

In the authentication stage, the user is asked to provide his signature by means of an

electronic pad. When a low security level is required, the authentication can be performed
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using only the selected static features, which also comprise pressure information. With

reference to Figure 6.2, for a given user u a set of static features are computed, collected

in the vector ṽu[k], and compared with the static signature feature vector vu[k] extracted

from the provided signature image. It has to be noticed that the static features employed

as reference template correspond to a single signature acquisition, that is, the one employed

as representative for the user u. If a higher security level is required, dynamic features are

obtained from the acquired signature, collected in the vector d̃u[k], and compared with the

dynamic features template du[k], extracted from the watermarked signature image.

The Mahalanobis distance is employed to compare both static and dynamic features vec-

tors. Considering the matching of dynamic features, the dissimilarity distance is computed

as:

D(d̃u[k],du[k]) =

√√√√∑

k

(
d̃u[k]− du[k]

σdu [k]

)2

. (6.2)

If the distance D(d̃u[k],du[k]) is less than a fixed threshold, the user is authenticated,

otherwise, he is rejected. The same king of matching is performed to compare the features

extracted from the static signature representation.

It is worth pointing out that the presented system can employ a distributed storage

of the considered biometrics: for example, the marked signature images can be included

in an ID Card, in order to be employed when the enrolled user wants to access a given

resource or service, provided by the application. The standard deviations of the considered

static and dynamic features, computed during the enrollment, and employed during the

authentication phase according to equation (6.2), can be stored either in the card, or in

a centralized database. In fact, the information given by the variability of the considered

features is typically less sensitive than the one contained in the features’ mean values.

However, the security of the considered system can increase if the same features’ standard

deviations are employed for all the enrolled users. Specifically, for a given feature k, being

it static or dynamic, a standard deviation common for each user can be computed as the

mean value of the standard deviations evaluated from a set signatures, available during a

training phase. In this case, less information regarding the users is stored, with respect to

the use of individual variances for each enrolled user.
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The comparison between the verification performances achievable when employing com-

mon or individual feature standard deviations is discussed in Section 6.6.

6.1.2.1 Fusion approach

When required by the considered application, an even higher level of security can be ob-

tained by combining both dynamic and static features, using score fusion techniques [104].

The fusion of different kinds of signature characteristics has been proposed in [134, 143],

among the others.

In Section 6.6, the performances achievable when using only either the static features

or the dynamic features, and a combination of both, are presented.

The techniques employed to fuse the dissimilarity values obtained from static and dy-

namic information have been presented in Section 5.3.2.3. As in Chapter 5, fixed score

normalization [104], which consists in using the same parameters for the normalization of

the scores derived from each considered user, is employed. A training data set is needed to

carefully tuning the employed parameters, in order to obtain good fusion efficiency.

6.2 Embedding Domains

Signature images are sparse images characterized by line singularities defined over a 2-D

domain. Therefore, the Radon transform [189] appears to be a good tool to analyze this

kind of images.

The proposed watermark embedding domain is obtained from the Radon transform,

aiming at focusing the energy of each Radon projection in a limited number of coefficients.

When wavelet decomposition is applied to the Radon projections, the so called ridgelet

transform [190] is obtained. We propose to perform the embedding in the domain obtained

by applying the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to each Radon projection, thus introducing

a combined Radon-DCT (R-DCT) domain.
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6.2.1 Radon Transform

The Radon Transform is used in a wide variety of applications including tomography, ultra-

sound, optics and geophysics, to cite only a few. The continuous Radon transform RFf(θ, t)

of an integrable bivariate function f(x) = f(x1, x2) is defined as:

RFf(θ, t) =
∫ ∫

R2
f(x1, x2)δ(x1 cos θ + x2 sin θ − t)dx1dx2, (6.3)

being (θ, t) ∈ [0, 2π)×R, and δ the Dirac distribution. The value RFf (θ, t) thus represents

the integral of f(x) over a line oriented at an angle θ, and whose distance from the origin

is t. Therefore, the Radon transform maps each line in the spatial domain (x1, x2) into a

point in the (θ, t) domain. The continuous inverse Radon transform can be expressed as:

f(x1, x2) =
1

2π2

∫ π

0

∫ ∞

−∞

∂RFf(θ, t)/∂t
x1 cos θ + x2 sin θ − t

dtdθ. (6.4)

Among the approaches which have been proposed in literature to implement the con-

tinuous Radon Transform in the discrete domain, the recently introduced Finite Radon

Transform (FRAT) [190] is employed in this Thesis. The FRAT, defined as summations of

image pixels over a certain set of “lines” in a discrete 2-D space, is both perfectly invertible

and non-redundant. Specifically, having considered a real function f [i, j] defined over a

finite grid Z2
P , being ZP = {0, 1, · · · , P − 1}, its FRAT is given by:

FRATf [n, p] = r[n, p] =
1√
P

∑

(i,j)∈Sp,n

f [i, j], (6.5)

where Sp,n defines the set of points that form a line on Z2
P :

Sp,n = {(i, j) : j = pi+ n (mod P ), i ∈ ZP },

SP,n = {(n, j) : j ∈ ZP },
(6.6)

being p ∈ ZP+1 the line direction and n its intercept.

The FRAT can be inverted using a finite back-projection (FBP) operator, defined as

the sum of Radon coefficients of all the lines that go through a given point, that is:

FBPr[i, j] = f [i, j] =
1√
P

∑

(p,n)∈Oi,j

r[p, n], (i, j) ∈ Z2
P , (6.7)
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where Oi,j denotes the set of indices of all the lines that go through a point (i, j) ∈ Z2
P ,

that is:

Oi,j = {(p, n) : n = j − pi (mod P ), k ∈ ZP+1} ∪ {(P, i)}. (6.8)

The watermark embedding domains described in the following, which stem from the

Radon transform domain, have been designed in order to allow an energy compaction in

few representative coefficients for each Radon projection. Specifically:

• the ridgelet transform [190] applies a wavelet decomposition to the Radon projections.

Watermark embedding in the ridgelet domain has already been employed in [192] and

in [193];

• the Radon-DCT (R-DCT) transform applies the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to

each Radon projection. This domain has been proposed by the author in [63], and

here employed for the proposed multi-level authentication system.

6.2.2 Ridgelet Domain

Given an integrable bivariate function f(x) = f(x1, x2), its continuous ridgelet transform

(CRT), defined in [190], can be evaluated by employing the wavelet transform in the Radon

domain. Specifically, the CRT can be obtained by applying a 1-D wavelet transform to

RFf (θ, t) as follows:

CRTf (a, ρ, θ) = a−1/2

∫

R
ψ

(
t − ρ

a

)
RFf (θ, t)dt. (6.9)

From equation (6.9), it can be seen that an invertible finite ridgelet transform (FRIT)

[190] can be derived from the application of a 1-D discrete wavelet transform on each FRAT

projection sequence (r[p, 0], r[p, 1], · · · , r[p, P − 1]), for each direction p ∈ ZP+1:

FRITf [p, q] = g[p, q], q ∈ ZP . (6.10)

Thanks to the wavelets’ properties, the FRIT is able to concentrate the energy of each

Radon projection sequence in its first coefficients.
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6.2.3 Radon-DCT Domain

As an alternative to wavelet analysis, the DCT can be used to obtain energy compaction.

A novel embedding domain is thus defined, indicating with Radon-DCT (R-DCT) the

transform derived from application of the DCT on each FRAT projection sequence (r[p, 0],

r[p, 1], · · · , r[p, P − 1]), k ∈ ZP+1:

R-DCTf [p, q] = c[p, q] = ζ[n]
P−1∑

n=0

r[p, n] cos
[
π(2n+ 1)q

2P

]
(6.11)

with q ∈ ZP , ζ[0] =
√

1/P , and ζ[n] =
√

2/P , n 6= 0. Coefficients R-DCT f [p, 0] = c[p, 0],

p ∈ ZP+1, represent the DC component of each projection p, and are therefore connected

with the mean value of each Radon projection.

6.3 Dynamic Signature Features Embedding

As already outlined, in the proposed scheme the host pressure image s[i, j] undergoes a

two-level wavelet decomposition, and the second level subbands sγ [i, j], γ ∈ Γ = {2LL,

2HL, 2LH, 2HH}, are then decomposed into blocks of PI × PJ pixels, in order to identify

the proper areas where the watermark has to be embedded. This task is accomplished by

selecting only those blocks whose energy is greater than a fixed threshold TE. Specifically,

indicating with s(h)
γ [i, j] the generic h-th block extracted from the subband γ, this block is

selected for watermark embedding if

1
PIPJ

PI∑

i=1

PJ∑

j=1

∣∣s(h)
γ [i, j]

∣∣> TE , (6.12)

that is, if the block contains a meaningful fragment of the signature.

In the proposed implementation, it has been considered that PI = PJ = P . Table

6.1 shows the mean, the maximum, and the minimum number of blocks Hγ which can be

marked according to the criterion given in equation (6.12), for each subband of the second

wavelet decomposition level, γ ∈ Γ = {2LL, 2HL, 2LH, 2HH}. The reported values are

referred to experiments evaluated on the public MCYT database with 100 users, setting

P = 10 and TE = 5. The employed signature images have dimension 720 × 1440 pixels,

being thus possible to divide each of them into 10368 blocks of dimension 10× 10.
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Wavelet decomposition Minimum number of Mean number of Maximum number of

Subband Markable Blocks Markable Blocks Markable Blocks

2LL 70 161.13 285

2HL 47 129.08 250

2LH 13 110.85 221

2HH 22 106.73 204

Table 6.1: Minimum, mean, and maximum number of markable blocks for each second-level

wavelet decomposition subband.

As can be seen from Table 6.1, each subband can provide a significant number of blocks

where to embed the mark. Once the blocks are selected, they can be projected in the

R-DCT or in the ridgelet domain to choose the watermark host coefficients, as detailed in

Section 6.3.1.

6.3.1 Coefficients Selection

In order to determine the coefficients where to embed the mark, the selected Hγ blocks

s
(h)
γ [i, j], for each subband γ, have be projected in the R-DCT domain. Given the h-

th block, P + 1 R-DCT sequences (c(h)
γ [p, 0], c(h)

γ [p, 1], . . . , c(h)
γ [p, P − 1]), related to each

direction p ∈ ZP+1, are then available. Only the two most energetic directions, namely p1

and p2, are then selected. The matrix W(h)
γ is then built by extracting N coefficients from

each of the selected projections:

W(h)
γ =


 c

(h)
γ [p1, 1] c

(h)
γ [p1, 2] · · ·c(h)

γ [p1, N ]

c
(h)
γ [p2, 1] c

(h)
γ [p2, 2] · · ·c(h)

γ [p2, N ]


 . (6.13)

It is worth pointing out that the DC coefficient c(h)
γ [p, 0] of each projection p is not selected

to be marked. This choice is done in order to not modify the mean value of each Radon

projection after the watermarking. As can be derived from equation (6.5), and reported in

[190], all the FRAT projections FRATf [p, n], p ∈ ZP+1 of a function f [i, j] defined over Z2
P

should possess the same mean value, related to the mean value of f [i, j]. Leaving the DC

coefficient unchanged after watermarking means maintaining the original mean value of the

Radon sequence, that remains equal to the mean values of all the other Radon projections
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taken from the same block.

The procedure is iterated for all the Hγ blocks selected from the subband γ. The matrix

Wγ , having dimension 2Hγ ×N is then built as:

Wγ =




W(1)
γ

W(2)
γ

...

W(Hγ)
γ



. (6.14)

Performing this procedure for each subband γ ∈ Γ, four host vectors wγ where to embed

the mark are obtained by scanning the matrices Wγ column-wise.

When considering the embedding in the ridgelet domain, a similar approach can be em-

ployed. Specifically, the FRIT is applied to each block selected from subband γ, whose total

number is indicated asHγ . Given the h-th block, P+1 FRIT sequences (g(h)
γ [p, 0], g(h)

γ [p, 1], . . . , g(h)
γ [p, P−

1]), related to the directions p ∈ ZP+1, are then available. Only the two most energetic

directions, namely p1 and p2, are selected, and the first N values of the sequences associated

to them are extracted and employed to build the matrix W(h)
γ :

W(h)
γ =


 g

(h)
γ [p1, 0] g

(h)
γ [p1, 1] · · ·g(h)

γ [p1, N − 1]

g
(h)
γ [p2, 0] g

(h)
γ [p2, 1] · · ·g(h)

γ [p2, N − 1]


 . (6.15)

A matrix Wγ can then be built, as reported in equation (6.14). By iterating the process

for all theHγ selected blocks, four host vectors wγ can be obtained by scanning the matrices

Wγ column-wise, as for the R-DCT coefficient embedding. However, it is worth pointing

out that, when employing the ridgelet domain embedding, the mean values of all the Radon

projections taken from the a given block is altered, in contrast to what happens when the

mark embedding is performed in the R-DCT domain.

6.3.2 Watermark Generation

During the enrollment stage, E on-line signatures are acquired for each considered user u,

and a set of L dynamic features is extracted from each of them. A vector du[l], with l ∈

L = {1, . . . , L}, is then generated, where each of its component is computed as the average

of the l-th dynamic feature values. Furthermore, the L elements of du[l] are binarized, in

order to produce the binary string which is inserted in the selected signature image.
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More in detail, the binary vector which is employed as mark has to be protected against

possible errors which can be performed during mark extraction. In fact, although the

proposed embedding approach is robust to modifications of the host signature images, the

mark can be altered if the considered image undergoes a low quality JPEG compression, or

if it is subjected to the addition of white Gaussian noise.

Therefore, in order to protect the embedded marks, an error correcting code has to be

applied to the string generated from the binarization of the dynamic features. Specifically,

in the proposed implementation a (127,92) BCH code, which provides an error correction

capability (ECC) equal to 5 bits, is employed to protect the employed binary string.

The output of the mark generation procedure therefore consists of a binary vector m

of 127 bits, which has to be inserted in the coefficients of the R-DCT or ridgelet domain.

The host coefficient where the mark has to be embedded, as described in Section 6.3.1, are

given by the four vectors wγ , γ ∈ Γ.

6.3.3 QIM Watermarking

The binary mark m is decomposed into three 32 bits-distinct marks m2LL, m2HL and m2LH,

and a fourth mark m2HH with dimension equal to 31 bits. These marks are separately

embedded, by means of QIM [191] watermarking, in the corresponding host vectors wγ ,

γ ∈ Γ. Less bits are inserted in the 2HH subband, with respect to the others, due to its

verified less reliability in the mark extraction process, as it will be shown in Section 6.6.1.

In its simplest implementation, a QIM watermarking system associates each bit of a

message m, namely mi, to a single host element wi, and let mi determine which quantizer

has to be used to quantize wi. Typically, the two codebooks M0 and M1 associated

respectively to mi = 0 and mi = 1 are defined as:

M0 = {u0,z = zξ + χ, z ∈ Z}, M1 = {u1,z = zξ +
ξ

2
+ χ, z ∈ Z}, (6.16)

where χ is a secret key and ξ the quantization step.

Watermark embedding is achieved by applying either the quantizer associated to M0 or

the one associated to M1, depending on the bit mi that has to be embedded, respectively:

Q0(wi) = arg min
u0,z∈M0

|u0,z − wi|, Q1(wi) = arg min
u1,z∈M1

|u1,z − wi|, (6.17)
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where u0,z and u1,z, with z ∈ Z, are the elements of M0 and M1 respectively. Indicating

with wm
i the marked element, we obtain:

wm
i =





Q0(wi), m = 0,

Q1(wi), m = 1.
(6.18)

The complete marked sequence is indicated as wm. The watermarked signature image

is then obtained by reversing the embedding procedure.

The watermark extraction is obtained by using a minimum distance decoder:

m̃i = arg min
m∈{0,1}

min
um,z∈Mm

|um,z − w̃m
i |, z ∈ Z, (6.19)

being w̃m
i the i-th bit from the extracted marked sequence w̃m.

6.4 Feature Selection

As reported in Section 6.3.2, the marks which are embedded in the employed signature

images contain the binary representation of L features mean values. Specifically, the selected

dynamic features has to be represented through 92 bits-binary vectors, and then protected

by employing a (127, 92) BCH error correcting code.

The severe limit on the length of the considered binary strings force us to selecting only

the L most representative dynamic features for the embedding. Specifically, two different

approaches for the selection of the most reliable features of a given set, which therefore

guarantee the best recognition performances, are provided in the following. Moreover, an

algorithm which defines the minimum number of bits which should be assigned to a given

feature, in order to not affect the recognition performances, will be proposed in Section 6.5.

It is worth pointing out that a procedure for the selection of the most reliable binarized

features has already been proposed in Chapter 4, for the implementation of the proposed

signature based cryptosystem. However, in the case here discussed, the dynamic features

have to be binarized to be embedded in the signature images, but can be extracted and

decoded during authentication, differently from what happens with the cryptosystem of

Chapter 4. Then, it is preferable to define a feature selection procedure which tries to

optimize the recognition performances of a system employing the Mahalanobis distance as
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matching module, and a binarization method which assign to each feature the minimum

number of bits which allows to not degrade the recognition performances.

The effectiveness of the proposed approaches for feature selection and binarization will

be discussed in Section 6.7.

6.4.1 Related Works

In the literature of biometrics, many efforts have been made to properly define the best set

of features which should be extracted from a given characteristic. In fact, when dealing with

parametric features, the proposed sets often contain features which are irrelevant or corre-

lated with other features. This typically happens because many redundant features tend to

be included in the employed sets, in order to avoid any loss of useful information. However,

the use of unnecessary large sets of features can affect the recognition performances, as well

as the processing time, and obviously the required space for their storage.

An algorithm for the selection of those features which offer the best representation of a

speech sample has been proposed in [194], where genetic algorithms [195] are employed in

conjunction with feed forward neural networks. An approach based on genetic algorithms,

along with a method employing particle swarm optimization [196], has been proposed in

[197] for the selection of relevant keystroke dynamics features. Moreover, a method based

on mutual information and applied to the problem of human gait feature selection has been

presented in [198].

As far as signature recognition is concerned, the problem of feature selection has been

discussed in [199], where the selection of a unique set of features for each individual has

been suggested, and in [200], where a modified version of the Fisher ratio has been employed

as cost function for the selection of local and global signature parametric features. In [175],

a statistical distance based on the difference between the mean values of different users’

features has been defined. In [201], a cost function based on the Equal Error Rate (EER)

has been employed to select a subset of signature features, while a consistency measure

has been introduced in [202] to rank signature features according to their importance. An

algorithm employed to rank a set of on-line signature parametric features has also been

presented in [134], while the use of genetic algorithms has been proposed in [43] to select
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an optimal set of on-line signature features.

6.4.2 Employed Methodology

The approaches presented in this Thesis stems from the one proposed in [203], performing

feature selection on the basis of the distance between genuine and forgers matching scores

distributions. In fact, it is well known from pattern classification [204] that a properly

defined feature selection stage should be designed using the classifier that is employed for

the classification. Therefore, the presented approaches can be applied for the selection of the

best parametric features extracted from any biometrics, having assumed that the matching

module employed in the considered authentication system is based on the computation of

the Mahalanobis distance. Instead of defining different sets of features for different users, as

proposed in [199], the proposed approaches aim at the definition of a unique set of features

which has to be employed for each enrolled user.

It is supposed that a training set of biometric acquisitions, taken from U different users,

is available. Specifically, it is assumed that, for each user u, T genuine biometric samples

are acquired, and that J forgery samples are also available. These latter samples can be

biometric acquisitions taken from different users, or skilled forgeries specifically produced

to emulate the biometrics of the considered user (as it can be done for behavioral biometrics

such as signature or keystroke, but also for physiological biometrics which can be artificially

reproduced, such as fingerprints or irises). The training data are employed to analyze the

contribution of each feature in the recognition process.

For each user, K features are extracted from each of E genuine samples, selected among

the T ones available in the training data set. The computed features are employed to esti-

mate the mean and standard deviation vectors µu[k] and σu[k], where k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K}

represents the feature index, with K > L, being L the number of the best features which

have to be selected among the considered K. From the remaining I = T − E genuine

acquisitions, the feature vectors gu
i [k], with i = 1, . . . , I , are evaluated, whereas the feature

vector extracted from the j-th forged sample of user u is indicated as fu
j [k], j = 1, . . . , J .

It is worth pointing out that the standard deviation σu[k] have to be computed accord-

ingly to the approach followed during authentication: when a common variance approach,
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which has been discussed in Section 6.1.2, is employed, the standard deviation σu[k] should

be taken, for each considered user, as the mean of all the variances computed during the

training phase.

Employing the defined notations, an approach to determine a feature ranking, and an

iterative approach which determines the best feature to add to an already given set, in order

to improve its recognition capabilities, are described in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, respectively.

6.4.3 Feature Selection: Ranking Approach

The feature selection approach here proposed assigns a reliability measure to each feature,

which can then be ranked accordingly: the features with the L highest reliability values

are selected to efficiently represent the considered biometric. Considering a feature k, with

k ∈ K, the following distances are computed for each user u in the training set, u = 1, . . . , U :

Gu[i, k] =
|gu

i [k] − µu[k]|
σu[k]

, i = 1, . . . , I ;Fu[j, k] =
|fu

j [k] − µu[k]|
σu[k]

, j = 1, . . . , J. (6.20)

Then, for each user u a distance ϑu[k] between the distributions Gu[i, k] and Fu[j, k] is

evaluated, employing one of the distances defined in Section 6.4.5. The reliability of the

k-th feature is then computed by taking the median value λ[k] among the U values ϑu[k],

u = 1, . . . , U . The features with the L highest values of λ[k] are considered to be the most

representative for recognition purposes.

6.4.4 Feature Selection: Incremental Approach

The approach described in Section 6.4.3 analyzes the reliability of each considered feature,

without considering any correlation between different features. However, in the most of

cases the considered features are correlated, and therefore the selection of the best feature

which can be added to a given set should be performed on the basis of the already selected

features.

In order to take into account possible dependencies between the considered features, an

incremental approach has also been implemented. Specifically, if a subset comprising the L

most reliable features, out of the available K, has to be identified, the proposed procedure

has to be run by iterating L times the algorithm detailed in the following.
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Let us define with Ll the set of the selected features at step l, with l = 1, · · · , L and

L0 defines the empty set at the initialization step. Let ∆Gu
0 [i, k] and ∆F u

0 [j, k] the zero

matrices of dimensions I ×K and J ×K respectively.

The generic l-th step of the proposed algorithm is defined as follows:

1. for each user u, with u = 1, · · · , U , computation of Gu
l [i, k] and Fu

l [j, k], for k ∈

K \ Ll−1, where “\” is the difference operator, as:

Gu
l [i, k] =

√(
gu

i [k] − µu[k]
σu[k]

)2

+ ∆Gu
l−1[i, k], i = 1, . . . , I ;

Fu
l [j, k] =

√( fu
j [k]− µu[k]

σu[k]

)2

+ ∆F u
l−1[j, k], j = 1, . . . , J ; (6.21)

2. for each user u, with u = 1, · · · , U , computation of the distances ϑu
l [k] between Gu

l [i, k]

and Fu
l [j, k] for k ∈ K \ Ll−1. The measures detailed in Section 6.4.5 are employed to

evaluate the required distances;

3. for each feature k ∈ K \ Ll−1, evaluation of the median values λl[k] of the U values

{ϑu
l [k]};

4. selection of the feature k̃ ∈ K\Ll−1 which possesses the highest reliability value λl[k̃];

5. update the set of selected features as Ll = Ll−1
⋃
k̃;

6. for each user u, with u = 1, · · · , U , update the matrices ∆Gu
l and ∆F u

l as follows:

∆Gu
l [i, k] = ∆Gu

l−1[i, k] +
(gu

i [k̃] − µu[k̃]
σu[k̃]

)2
· o[k]

∆F u
l [j, k] = ∆F u

l−1[j, k] +
( fu

j [k̃]− µu[k̃]

σu[k̃]

)2
· o[k]

(6.22)

being o[k] a row vector with only ones, and “·” the column-by-row multiplication

operator, for every k ∈ K \ Ll.

7. if l < L then l = l + 1, otherwise the iterations stop.

6.4.5 Distribution Distances

As already pointed out, both the proposed procedures for feature selection compute a dis-

tance between two distributions. In the proposed implementations, two different measures
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have been employed to evaluate the distance between the probability distributions BX and

BY of the score sets X and Y , respectively.

6.4.5.1 EER based Distance

The first employed distance ∆EER(BX , BY ) is defined through the concept of EER. Specifi-

cally, having considered BX as the score probability distribution obtained from the matching

of authentic biometric samples, and BY as the score probability distribution obtained from

the matching of forgeries, the resulting EER is then computed. The value of the distance

∆EER(BX , BY ) is then set to 1− EER.

6.4.5.2 Kullback-Leibler based Distance

The second employed distance ∆KL(BX ||BY ) is based on the estimation of the score proba-

bility distribution BX , obtained from the matching of authentic biometric samples, and the

score probability distribution BY , obtained from the matching of forgeries. The Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence between the two estimated densities is eventually computed. Specif-

ically, the Parzen window estimator [205] with a Gaussian kernel, is employed to estimate

BX and BY . The distance ∆KL(BX ||BY ) is then obtained as

∆KL(BX ||BY ) =
∑

i

BX(i) ln
BX(i)
BY (i)

. (6.23)

In Section 6.7 it will be shown that the proposed feature selection approaches lead to

recognition rates, expressed in terms of EER, better than those obtained using the approach

in [134].

6.5 Feature Binarization

In this Section, the method employed to determine the minimum number of bits which

have to be assigned to a given feature, in order to not affect the achievable recognition

performances, is detailed. As for the feature selection algorithm described in Section 6.4, it

is assumed that a training set of biometric acquisitions, taken from U different users, can be

analyzed. Using the notations introduced in Section 6.4.2, we first estimate the minimum

and maximum value for a given feature k, k ∈ K.
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Specifically, the maximum and minimum allowable score values, M[k] and m[k], for

the k-th feature are computed as follow. The α% highest score values are discarded thus

obtaining as maximum allowable value for the k-th feature ζ[k]. Then, the maximum

allowable score value, M[k] is set as M[k] = ζ[k] + η|ζ[k]|, where η > 0. Similarly, the

minimum allowable score value m[k] for the k-th features is computed as m[k] = ς [k] −

η|ς[k]|, being ς [k] the minimum score value obtained by discarding the α% lowest scores.

The parameters α and η are selected in order to limit the effects of possible outliers in

the estimation of the maximum and minimum values of the given distribution. Once the

allowed range for the score of the k-th feature has been determined, the following procedure

is employed to verify whether a given number of bits b can be used to represent the mean

value of the k-th feature, without affecting the achievable verification performances.

For each user u, the matrices Gu and Fu, whose values are given in (6.20) are evaluated.

The values µu[k] are then binarized employing b bits for each element, taking into account

that the k-th feature assumes values into the interval [m[k],M[k]]. The decoded version

of the binarized k-th feature mean vector is indicated as νu[k], and employed to determine

the distances:

Gbu[i, k] =
|gu

i [k]− νu[k]|
σu[k]

; Fbu[j, k] =
|fu

j [k] − νu[k]|
σu[k]

. (6.24)

For each user u, a measure representing the goodness of the employed binarization is

then computed as:

ωu
b [k] =

1
I

I∑

i=1

(Gu[i, k]−Gbu[i, k])− 1
J

J∑

j=1

(Fu[j, k]− Fbu[j, k]). (6.25)

In fact, it can be observed that if the term 1
I

∑I
i=1(G

u[i, k]−Gbu[i, k]) is positive, the

binarization of the k-th feature will result in an improvement of the recognition perfor-

mances. Similarly, an improvement of the recognition accuracy will be obtained if the term

1
J

∑J
j=1(F

u[j, k] − Fbu[j, k]) is negative. Therefore, once the terms ωu
b [k] have been com-

puted for each available user u, a quality measure for the binarization of the k-th feature

with b bits can be obtained as:

Ωb[k] =
∑U

u=1 ωu
b [k]

U
. (6.26)
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If Ωb[k] < 0, the binarization of the mean values of feature k with b bits, for each enrolled

user, will result in a performance degradation. When Ωb[k] ' 0 the recognition perfor-

mances are not affected by the binarization, and could be even improved if Ωb[k] > 0. The

minimum number of bits which can be employed in order to binarize the k-th feature is

therefore obtained as the lowest value b for which steadily results
∣∣Ωb[k]

∣∣ < ε, where ε is a

predefined threshold, with ε ' 0.

6.6 Experimental Results

In this Section, an extensive set of experimental results, concerning the performances of the

proposed watermarking based signature authentication system, are presented. Specifically,

the system performances are characterized in terms of:

• the robustness of the employed Radon-DCT watermarking method, which is also

compared with the capabilities of the embedding in the ridgelet domain;

• the effectiveness of the proposed feature selection approaches, which are compared

with the method described in [134];

• the effectiveness of the proposed feature binarization method;

• the authentication capabilities of the proposed architecture, evaluated when consider-

ing both a system which stores individual variances for each enrolled user, as well as

a system where common standard deviations for each enrolled user are employed for

the extracted static and dynamic features, in order to evaluate the matching scores

in equation (6.2). In this latter case, the employed common standard deviations are

evaluated as the mean values od the standard deviations of the features extracted

from a training set of signatures. The performances achievable using static or dy-

namic features separately, as well as the performances achievable by combining them,

are evaluated.
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Figure 6.3: Mark extraction performances, considering P = 10 pixels, TE = 5, N = 6 and

ξ = 100. (a): BER vs. JPEG quality level; (b): BER vs. marked and noisy image PSNR;

(c): PSNR vs. JPEG quality level.

6.6.1 Mark Extraction

The performances of the proposed embedding method is evaluated on the basis of the

public MCYT database, which comprises 2500 genuine signatures taken from 100 different

users. The embedding is performed using binary marks of 127 bits which, in our case,

represent the BCH encoded dynamic features extracted from the acquired signature. Some

attacks, like JPEG compression and additive random Gaussian noise, have been performed

on the watermarked signature images for testing the robustness of the proposed embedding

methods. Moreover, we have tested the performances of the embedding methods varying the

system’s parameters P and TE, being respectively the blocks dimension and the threshold

for the blocks selection. These experiments are conducted trying to keep the number of

coefficients selected for the embedding constant.

Figure 6.3 shows the performances obtained when embedding marks in the proposed

R-DCT domain, in terms of the Bit Error Rate (BER) noticed during mark extraction.

Moreover, a comparison with the performances achievable when employing the ridgelet

embedding domain is also provided. Specifically, Figure 6.3(a) shows the obtained BER as

a function of the JPEG quality of the marked image. Figure 6.3(b) shows the Peak Signal-

to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the original and the JPEG compressed marked signature:

marked signatures are very similar to the original ones, and their differences are visually
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Figure 6.4: BER vs. JPEG quality for the four second level subbands, considering P = 10

pixels, TE = 5 and N = 6. (a): 2LL subband; (b): 2HL subband; (c): 2LH subband; (d):

2HH subband.

undetectable. Figure 6.3(c) shows the BER obtained when considering marked images

with Gaussian noise added, as a function of the PSNR between the marked and the noisy

signature images. As can be seen, overall better performances, both in terms of robustness

and PSNR, are obtained when the mark embedding is performed in the novel R-DCT

domain, with respect to an embedding performed in the ridgelet domain.

Figure 6.4 shows the BERs obtained when considering separately each second level

subband. The approximation subband 2LL performs better than the others for JPEG

quality greater than 80, and as well as the subbands 2HL and 2LH for lower JPEG qualities.

As mentioned earlier, the subband 2HH is the less reliable embedding subband.

Moreover, Figure 6.5 shows how the mark extraction performances vary with respect

to the blocks dimension P . Figure 6.5(a) presents the BER for the ridgelet and R-DCT

embedding methods, when considering images compressed with a JPEG quality equal to

90. Figure 6.5(b) is related to marked images with Gaussian noise added, considering a
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Figure 6.5: Mark extraction performances varying the blocks dimension P . (a): BER for

marked signature images with JPEG quality equal to 90; (b): BER for marked signature

images with Gaussian noise added, with a PSNR equal to 40 dB; (c): PSNR between the

original and the marked image compressed with quality equal to 90.

PSNR equal to 40 dB. Figure 6.5(c) shows the behavior of the PSNR between the original

and the marked signature image, compressed with JPEG quality equal to 90: the PSNR

improves when a greater blocks dimension P is employed. However, the best performances

in terms of BER are obtained when taking P = 10 or P = 15 pixels.

Finally, Figure 6.6 illustrates the system performances with respect to the threshold

TE, employed in equation (6.12) . Figure 6.6(a) refers to marked images compressed with

a JPEG quality equal to 90, while Figure 6.6(b) is related to marked images with Gaussian

noise added, considering a PSNR equal to 40 dB. Figure 6.6(c) shows the PSNR between

the original and the marked signature image, compressed with JPEG quality equal to 90.

As can be seen, the best performances are obtained with the value TE = 5.

Tests on the mark extraction capability of the proposed embedding domain have also

been performed considering images compressed with the JPEG2000 algorithm. However, in

this case a noticeable BER (greater than 5%) can be observed only when selecting JPEG2000

compressions with extremely low qualities. It can be therefore concluded that the proposed

approach is robust to the most common processing which signature images can undergo.
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Figure 6.6: Mark extraction performances varying the threshold TE for the blocks selection.

(a): BER for marked signature images with JPEG Quality equal to 90; (b): BER for marked

signature images with Gaussian noise added, with a PSNR equal to 40 dB; (c): PSNR

between the original and the marked image compressed with quality equal to 90.

6.7 Feature Selection and Binarization

In order to test the proposed feature selection and binarization approaches, the training

and test data sets, obtained from the public version of the MCYT on-line signature corpus,

are considered. Specifically, the training set with 30 users is employed to select the best

dynamic and static features, and also to determine the number of bits which has to be

assigned for the binarization of the mean values of each selected dynamic feature. The ability

of the proposed methods in providing reliable results is tested evaluating the recognition

performances achievable over the signature test data set, when employing the features and

the bit depths estimated over the training set.

As for the feature selection approaches, the skilled forgeries available in the training

set are employed to generate the feature vectors fu
j [k], j = 1, . . . , 25 and u = 1, . . . , 30,

employed in the methods described in Section 6.4 to represent the forgeries distributions.

A feature set comprising 88 dynamic features, extracted from the set presented in Section

4.2 while discarding those related to static information, is employed to test the proposed

feature selection algorithms. The list of employed dynamic features is reported in Table

6.2.
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Index Description Index Description Index Description

1 signature total duration Ts 30 N(vx = 0) 59 (1st t(vx,max))/Tw

2 N(pen-ups) 31 direction histogram s1 [174] 60 (centripetal acceleration rms ac)/amax

3 N(sign changes of dx/dt and dy/dt) 32 (y2nd localmax − y1st pen−down)/∆y 61 θ(1st pen-down to 2nd pen-down)

4 average jerk j [173] 33 (y1st pen−down − xmax)/∆x 62 θ(1st pen-down to 2nd pen-up)

5 standard deviation of ay 34 T (curvature > Thresholdcurv)/Tw 63 direction histogram s7

6 standard deviation of vy 35 (integrated abs. centr. acc. aIc)/amax [174] 64 t(jx,max)/Tw

7 N(local maxima in x) 36 T (vx > 0)/Tw 65 jx,max

8 standard deviation of ax 37 T (vx < 0|pen− up)/Tw 66 θ(1st pen-down to last pen-up)

9 standard deviation of vx 38 T (vx > 0|pen− up)/Tw 67 θ(1st-pen down to 1st pen-up)

10 jrms 39 (x3rd local max − x1st pen−down)/∆x 68 (1st t(xmax))/Tw

11 N(local maxima in y) 40 N(vy = 0) 69 jx

12 t(2ndpen− down)/Ts 41 (acceleration rms a)/amax 70 T (2nd pen-up)/Tw

13 (average velocity v)/vx,max 42 T ((dx/dt)/(dy/dt)>0)
T ((dx/dt)/(dy/dt)<0) 71 (1st t(vmax))/Tw

14 (xlastpen−up − xmax)/∆x 43 (tangential acceleration rms at)/amax 72 jy,max

15 (x1st pen−down − xmin)/∆x 44 (x2nd local max − x1st pen−down)/∆x 73 θ(2nd pen-down to 2nd pen-up)

16 (ylast pen−up − ymax)/∆y 45 T (vy < 0|pen− up)/Tw 74 jmax

17 (y1st pen−down − ymin)/∆y 46 direction histogram s2 75 (1st t(vy,min))/Tw

18 (Twv)/(ymax − ymin) 47 t(3rd pen − down)/Ts 76− 77 (2st t(xmax))/Tw; (3rd t(xmax))/Tw

19 (Twv)/(xmax − xmin) 48 (y3rd local max − y1st pen−down)/∆y 78 (1st t(vy,max))/Tw

20 (pen-down duration Tw)/Ts 49 direction histogram s5 79 t(jmax)/Tw

21 v/vy,max 50 direction histogram s3 80 t(jy,max)/Tw

22 (ylast pen−up − ymax)/∆y 51 T (vx < 0)/Tw 81 direction change histogram c2

23 T ((dy/dt)/(dx/dt)>0)
T ((dy/dt)/(dx/dt)<0) 52 T (vy > 0)/Tw 82 (3rd t(ymax))/Tw

24 v/vmax 53 T (vy < 0)/Tw 83 direction change histogram c4

25 (y1st pen−down − ymax)/∆y 54 direction histogram s8 84 jy

26 (ylast pen−up − xmin)/∆x 55 (1st t(vx,min))/Tw 85 direction change histogram c3

27 (velocity rms v)/vmax 56 direction histogram s6 86 θ(initial direction)

28 (velocity correlation vx,y)/v2
max [174] 57 T (1st pen-up)/Tw 87 θ(before last pen-up)

29 T (vy > 0|pen− up)/Tw 58 direction histogram s4 88 (2nd t(ymax))/Tw

Table 6.2: Dynamic features extracted from on-line signatures.

The results obtained when considering E = 10 signatures for the enrollment phase are

shown in Figure 6.7. Specifically, Figure 6.7(a) shows the comparison between the methods

described in Section 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, employing both the distances defined in Section 6.4.5.1.

The results are displayed in terms of the EER, evaluated over the test set with 70 users

and considering skilled forgeries, versus the number of employed features. The obtained

results illustrate how the use of the incremental procedure of Section 6.4.4 performs better

than the ranking based one. This means that the employed features are highly correlated.

The selection of a feature therefore cannot be made regardless of the already selected ones.

Figure 6.7(b) shows the comparison between the incremental approach presented in Section
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Figure 6.7: Application of the proposed feature selection approaches to dynamic signature

features, for E = 10. (a): Comparison between the approaches in Section 6.4.3 and 6.4.4;

(b): Comparison between the approaches in Section 6.4.4 and in [134].

6.4.5.2, and the feature selection method presented in [134]. Specifically, this latter approach

is applied by performing its feature selection procedure over the training data set with

U = 30 users, and then evaluating the recognition performances over the test data set. It

can be seen that the proposed incremental methods performs significantly better than the

one in [134]. Moreover, the proposed approach is also compared with the feature ranking

presented in [134], which has been estimated employing the whole MCYT database with

330 user as training set. The incremental procedure described in Section 6.4.4 still performs

better when considering the selection of few features, and allows to reach the same lowest

EER which can be achieved employing the feature ranking presented in [134], that is equal

to 5.4%.

The same comparisons between different feature selection methods are also carried out

considering a set comprising 68 static features, which are listed in Table 6.3. These static

features can be extracted from static representation of the signature, that is, from the

images employed in the proposed multi-level signature based authentication system.

As can be seen, both global (the first 20) and local features (the last 48) are considered

in the employed set. The local features are evaluated by dividing each signature image, of

dimension 720× 1440 pixels in the proposed implementation, in 12 equal-sized rectangular

segments [91]. The statistical moments Mrz in Table 6.3 are defined as Mr,z =
∑C

c=1 x
r
cy

z
c ,
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Index Description

1 Sample Count

2-4 Height, Width and Aspect Ratio

5-7 Minimum, Mean and Maximum X Position

8-10 Minimum, Mean and Maximum Y Position

11-12 X and Y Area

13-17 Statistical Moment M1,1,M1,2,M2,1,M0,3,M3,0

18-20 Minimum, Mean and Maximum Pressure Value

21-32 Mean Pressure 12-segment

33-44 Sample Count 12-segment

45-68 X and Y Area 12-segment

Table 6.3: Static features extracted from each signature image.

where C is the number of samples in a signature image, and x, y are the coordinates of a

signature image sample. 15 features out of 68 are related to the signature pressure, typically

considered as an on-line characteristic. In fact, as reported in Section 6.1, the employed

images are gray-scale, providing the signature pressure values as the hosts of the embedded

watermarks.

The results obtained by applying the proposed approaches to static features, when

considering E = 10 signatures for the enrollment phase, are illustrated in Figure 6.8, which

still validates the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.

The proposed feature binarization process is then evaluated by selecting, with the pro-

posed incremental feature selection approach of Section 6.4.4 with the distribution distance

based on the KL divergence, the 17 most reliable dynamics features, out of the considered

88 ones. The feature binarization approach described in Section 6.5 is employed to represent

the 17 selected dynamics features with 92 bits, as requested by the proposed watermarking

based signature recognition system, and as discussed in Section 6.3.2.

The necessary bit-depths have been estimated over the training set with 30 users. The

employed parameters are α = 0.01 and η = 0.2. The behavior of the quality measure Ωb,

introduced in Section 6.5, is illustrated in Figure 6.9(a) for two selected dynamic features.

According to what has been explained in Section 6.5, the mean values of the feature “stan-
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Figure 6.8: Application of the proposed feature selection approaches to static signature

features, for E = 10. (a): Comparison between the approaches in Section 6.4.3 and 6.4.4;

(b): Comparison between the approaches in Section 6.4.4 and in [134].

dard deviation of ax” (defined in [134]) can be binarized employing 7 bits, while the mean

values of the feature “T (vx < 0|pen-up)/Tw” (defined in [134]) can be represented employing

only 4 bits. The effectiveness of the proposed binarization approach is verified by analyzing

the recognition performances computed over the test data set with 70 users, while em-

ploying 17 dynamic features. Specifically, the performances obtained employing real-valued

mean vectors µu[k] to represent the intra-class mean are compared in Figure 6.9(b) with

those achievable employing vectors νu[k], generated from the binary representation of the

considered dynamic features.

The reported Receiver operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, computed considering

the False Acceptance Rate for skilled forgeries (FARSF ), are not affected by the proposed

binarization, even if the employed 17 dynamic features are represented with only 92 bits.

It is worth pointing out that the same amount of bits were employed by the author

in [63] to represent only 11 dynamic features. Keeping fixed the number of employed bits

(92), the number of employable bits increases by a factor of 55% by employing the proposed

feature binarization procedure, with respect to the assignment used in [63].
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Figure 6.9: Analysis of the proposed feature binarization approach. (a): Quality measure

Ωb with respect of the number of employed bits, for two considered dynamic features; (b):

Effectiveness of the proposed binarization method, verified over the test data set employing

17 dynamic features.

6.7.1 Authentication System Performance

Finally, in order to test the authentication performances of the proposed security-scalable

signature based authentication system, the following scenarios are considered:

• an authentication system where E = 5 signatures are recorded for each user during

enrollment, and where individual feature variances for each user are stored in the

system, and employed in the matching module based on the Mahalanobis distance;

• an authentication system where E = 5 signatures are recorded for each user dur-

ing enrollment, and where feature variances common for all the considered users are

stored in the system, and employed in the matching module based on the Mahalanobis

distance;

• an authentication system where E = 10 signatures are recorded for each user during

enrollment, and where individual feature variances for each user are stored in the

system, and employed in the matching module based on the Mahalanobis distance;

• an authentication system where E = 10 signatures are recorded for each user dur-

ing enrollment, and where feature variances common for all the considered users are
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Figure 6.10: Performance of the proposed multi-level on-line based signature authentication

system, using E = 5 signatures for the enrollment, with individual variances for each user.

stored in the system, and employed in the matching module based on the Mahalanobis

distance;

Depending on the scenario taken into account, the proposed feature selection and bina-

rization methods are accordingly implemented, in order to replicate the matcher employed

during authentication. In fact, as already mentioned, a well known learning from pattern

recognition states that a properly defined feature selection stage should be performed using

the classifier employed for classification.

For each considered scenario, the 17 most representative dynamic features, out of the

88 listed in Table 6.2, are selected according to the incremental feature selection method

described in Section 6.4.4. The chosen features are then represented with 92 bits, following

the approach presented in Section 6.5. As for the static features, 50 parameters, out of the

considered 68 of Table 6.3, are selected to represent each signature image, by employing

the incremental feature selection approach described in Section 6.4.4. More in detail, the

distribution distance based on the KL divergence, presented in Section 6.4.5.2, is used

during feature selection for the systems employing individual variances for each user. On

the other hand, the distribution distance based on the computation of EER, presented in

Section 6.4.5.1, is used during feature selection for the systems employing a common feature
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Figure 6.11: Performance of the proposed multi-level on-line based signature authentication

system, using E = 5 signatures for the enrollment, with common variances for each user.

variance for each user.

The insertion of the binarized dynamic features into the signature images is performed

employing the proposed Radon-DCT embedding domain. As it has been showed by the

results presented in Section 6.6.1, embedding data in the proposed R-DCT domain results

in better mark extraction performances, with respect of the use of the ridgelet embedding

domain. Moreover, it is also worth pointing out that, thanks to the fact that the PSNR

of the images marked in the R-DCT domain is high, the static features extracted from

a marked image are basically the same which can be extracted from a unmarked one.

The employed watermarking technique thus allows to use the marked signature images for

recognition purposes, even if the considered images are compressed with a JPEG quality

value equal to 80.

The ROC curves reported in Figures 6.10-6.13, referred to the comparison between False

Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance Rate considering skilled forgeries (FARSF ),

show the systems performances achieved for the considered scenarios. Specifically, the

performances achievable employing only the 50 selected static features, as well as the per-

formances achievable employing only the 17 selected dynamic features, are illustrated for

each considered case. Moreover, the min-max normalization technique described in Sec-

tion 5.3.2.3, together with the sum rule for the fusion of normalized scores, is employed
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Figure 6.12: Performance of the proposed multi-level on-line based signature authentication

system, using E = 10 signatures for the enrollment, with individual variances for each user.

to combine the dissimilarity measures obtained when matching static and dynamic feature

vectors. As already remarked in this Thesis, the parameters needed for the implementation

of the min-max normalization technique have been estimated using the training data set,

and later applied to fuse the authentication scores obtained over the test data set.

The recognition results which can be obtained for the different considered scenarios are

summarized in Table 6.4, which illustrates the achieved EERs, with reference to the use of

skilled forgeries.

As it can be expected, the recognition rates achievable when employing E = 10 sig-

natures during enrollment are far better than those obtained when taking only E = 5

signatures. Moreover, the combination of dynamic and static features always produce bet-

ter results, when compared to the use of static or dynamic features by themselves. However,

the obtained improvement, with respect to the performances related to the use of only dy-

namic features, can be significantly appreciated only when E = 10. This is due to the fact

that, in the proposed architecture, for each user a single image is taken as representative

of his static signature features. Although the signature selected as the host of the mark

is the one, among those acquired during enrollment, whose static features are the closest

to the estimated mean, the verification performances achievable using a single signature as

template for the static features are significantly worse than those obtained with 17 dynamic
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Figure 6.13: Performance of the proposed multi-level on-line based signature authentication

system, using E = 10 signatures for the enrollment, with common variances for each user.

features. The great disparity in verification performance between static and dynamic fea-

tures does not allow to produce outstanding improvements from the combination of both

features types.

An interesting result can be observed when comparing the results obtained by employ-

ing individual features variances for each user, with those obtained when using common

variances for each enrolled users. In fact, there is not a significant difference from the

performances obtained following the two approaches. When taking E = 5 signatures from

each user during enrollment, the results obtained when considering common variances are

even better than those achieved by employing individual variances. It can then be argued

that a system employing common feature standard deviations for each user, thus storing

less sensitive information about each enrolled subject, can be efficiently employed for the

deployment of real world applications. Obviously, the cardinality of the training set which is

employed for the estimate of such variances should be enough large (it comprises signatures

taken from 30 users, in the proposed implementation).
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Scenario static features dynamic features fusion

E = 5, individual variances 26.81 12.18 11.81

E = 5, common variances 21.94 11.23 10.40

E = 10, individual variances 17.07 7.43 5.99

E = 10, common variances 18.82 7.56 5.99

Table 6.4: EERs (expressed in %) achieved for the different considered scenarios, when

dealing with skilled forgeries.

6.8 Security-scalable watermarking based system: Discus-

sion

In this Chapter, a multi-level signature authentication system, where watermarking tech-

niques are employed to hide and keep secret some dynamic signature features in a static

representation of the signature itself, is proposed. User authentication can be performed

according to two different security levels: the marked signature images can be used to guar-

antee a low security level, letting their static characteristics being analyzed by automatic

algorithms or security attendants, while the embedded dynamic features can be extracted

and used, by themselves or together with the static ones, to provide a higher level of security.

In order to define a robust watermarking approach, tailored to images representing

signatures, the properties of the Radon transform are exploited, and a novel embedding

domain, called Radon-DCT, is then defined. Moreover, in order to employ only the most

reliable dynamic features for generating the marks, and to represent the considered features

with the less possible number of bits, a feature selection procedure, along with a novel

feature binarization procedure, are presented.

Extensive experimental results are provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed

methods. Specifically, the capabilities of the presented approaches for the embedding of

binary strings into signature images, and for the selection of the most discriminative features

out of a given set, are compared to other approaches already proposed in literature, resulting

in overall better performances.

Eventually, it has been shown how it is possible to perform efficiently users verification
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by employing features standard deviations common for all the enrolled subject, instead of

using individual variances for each of them. This possibility allows to improve the security

of the considered system, being possible to store less sensitive information regarding the

biometric characteristics of the involved users.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this Thesis, we investigate the security and privacy issues which have to be taken into

account when designing a biometric based recognition system, and propose three different

architectures which allow to employ protected signature templates when performing people

authentication.

The unauthorized acquisition of the employed biometric data is probably the most dan-

gerous threat concerning biometric based recognition systems, and can significantly affect

the users’ privacy and security. In fact, if a biometric template is stolen, the user’s biomet-

ric can be easily replicated and misused by the attacker. Moreover, being the individuals’

biometric traits limited in number, a user cannot renew or reissue his biometrics as he could

do with a password or a token. It is also worth pointing out that biometric data can contain

relevant information regarding people personality and health: if this information is misused,

the users’ privacy is unavoidably compromised.

The presented work is focused on the protection of signature templates. People recogni-

tion based on signatures is one of the most accepted biometric based authentication methods

since, being part of everyday life, it is perceived as a non-invasive and non-threatening pro-

cess by the majority of the users. Moreover, signature has a high legal value, since it has

always played the role of document authentication, and it is accepted both by governmental

institutions as well as for commercial transactions as a mean of identification. Although

the necessity of providing protection to the signature templates employed in a system can

be argued, due to the fact that an individual can change and reissue his signature when
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compromised, it is worth pointing out that such a procedure requires a significant effort by

the user, and it would result in a significant loss in verification performance for the consid-

ered system. In fact, as it can be expected from a behavioral biometrics, different signature

realizations, taken from the same user, usually exhibit a lot of variability, mainly due to

lack of user’s habit in the act of signing, as well as to different conditions of execution.

This variability obviously increases if a user has to be recognized by means a signature with

which he is not used to. Moreover, due to signature’s high legal value, the loss of a signature

template can result in unpleasant legal involvements.

In this Thesis we investigate how to provide protection to already proposed signature

based recognition systems. Specifically, we consider authentication approaches belonging to

all the three possible categories of signature recognition, that is, based on global signature

features, on the local analysis of functional signature features, and on the regional analysis

of functional signature feature. We then define the protection schemes which best suit

to the characteristics of each of these approaches: a biometric cryptosystem is designed to

protect the parametric features extracted from a signature, whereas a feature transformation

approach is implemented in order to secure the functional features employed in local and

regional based verification methods. Eventually, a watermarking based approach is designed

in order to hide signature dynamic features in a static image of the signature itself, thus

realizing a multi-level signature based recognition system.

7.1 Conclusions

A user adaptive cryptosystem is proposed in order to provide protection and renewability

to signature templates consisting of global parametric features. Error correcting codes are

employed both to provide the desired security, as well as to manage the intra-class variability

of the extracted templates. The original raw data, as well as the template derived from them,

cannot be reconstructed from the stored information, thus increasing the system security

against possible attacks, while allowing to perform user authentication with performances

comparable to an unprotected system. Moreover, the error correcting capabilities of the

considered codes can be selected with dependence on the characteristics of each user, thus
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increasing the achievable recognition performances. The reported experimental results show

that the proposed system is able to guarantee verification performances comparable with

those achievable in an unprotected system, and that it also outperforms other well know

signature based cryptosystems, already proposed in literature.

A feature transformation approach is also proposed for the protection of the signature

templates employed in functional features based verification systems. The basic idea of the

proposed schemes is to transform the original time dependent signature sequences through

non-invertible transforms based on convolutions between random sequence segments. A

baseline approach, together with two extended versions of the baseline method, are intro-

duced. The security of the proposed approaches relies on the difficulty to solve a blind

deconvolution problem, and it is analyzed in detail also for a scenario where an attacker is

able to steal more than a single signature template (record multiplicity attack).

The proposed protection approaches are applied both to an on-line signature based

authentication system employing a regional based matchers (exploiting HMM), as well to

a system employing a local based matchers (using DTW). Moreover, the recognition rates

achievable when combining regional and local matchers, by means of score level fusion

techniques, are also discussed. The performances of various protected configurations are

compared with those of unprotected systems, showing a very slight loss of performance

in terms of EER for the protected schemes. The ability of generating multiple templates

from the same original data, while respecting the needed diversity property for cancelable

templates, is also deeply investigated.

Eventually, a multi-level signature authentication system, where watermarking tech-

niques are employed to hide and keep secret some dynamic signature features in a static

representation of the signature itself, is proposed. The proposed system can perform user au-

thentication by employing only static signature images, when a low security level is needed,

or by using the dynamic signature features embedded in the signature image, when a high

security level is desired.

A robust watermarking approach, tailored to images representing signatures, is defined

employing the properties of the Radon transform, by combining it with the Discrete Cosine

Transform. Moreover, in order to employ only the most reliable dynamic features for gen-
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erating the marks, and to represent the considered features with the less possible number

of bits, a feature selection procedure, along with a novel feature binarization procedure,

are presented. The reported experimental results testify the effectiveness of the proposed

watermarking procedure, as well of the employed feature selection and binarization proce-

dures. Moreover, it has been shown that it is possible to perform efficiently users verification

by employing features standard deviations common for all the enrolled subject, instead of

using individual variances for each of them. This possibility allows to improve the security

of the considered system, being possible to store less sensitive information regarding the

biometric characteristics of the involved users.

7.2 Future Work

The definition of cancelable biometrics, that is, protection schemes which allow to perform

biometric recognition in a protected domain, is an emerging research field whose importance

is due to the several privacy and security issues which arise when employing biometric data

for authentication purposes.

When defining a novel protection scheme, the requirements of security, renewability and

performances always have to be taken into account. However, properly defining a protection

scheme which optimizes all the desired properties is still an open and hard to solve problem,

due to the intrinsic intra-class variability of biometric acquisitions. For example, when

considering the approaches presented in this paper, the proposed signature cryptosystem

can be considered optimum from the point of view of security and renewability, although

it cannot guarantee outstanding recognition rates, being the template matcher based on a

simple Hamming distance between binary vector. On the other hand, the proposed feature

transformation approach is significantly promising from the point of view of achievable

recognition performances, being possible to employ it with sophisticated matching strategies

such as DTW and HMM; however, it is difficult to deterministically evaluate its security,

while a proper renewability can be achieved only with an accurate selection of the employed

transformation keys.

A template protection scheme which optimally satisfy all the needed requirements of
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security and renewability, while guaranteeing the same recognition performances offered by

the best functional features based unprotected approaches, still has to be defined. Possible

lines of research can be found in the combination of multiple classifiers in different pro-

tected domains, or in the definition of a biometric cryptosystem employing functional based

signature features.

The proposed approach for a multi-level signature based authentication system can be

further investigated by defining a new embedding domain, which should allow the insertion

of more features in a static signature representation, and which should result more robust

with respect of additive Gaussian noise. The selection of the employed dynamic features,

as well as their binarization, can be further investigated. Moreover, better authentication

performances can be obtained by exploiting different verification approaches using static

signature features. The possibility of employing a common standard deviation for the

features of each enrolled users is also an interesting line of research, because it allows to

reduce the required storage space, and limit the amount of information which has to be

stored for each user, thus improving the security of the considered system.
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